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Stellingen

1. Dehuidige generatie kasklimaatmodellen isgebaseerd op drastische vereenvoudigingen, zoals deveronderstelde uniformiteitvan fysische grootheden
indekas.Het isonaannemelijk dat -uitgaande van dezevereenvoudigingeneenklimaatmodel kanworden samengesteld viabekende fysische relaties uit
dewarmteleer. Een aanpak waarmee denauwkeurigheid van demodellen wordt
verbeterd, zonder hun complexiteit tevergroten, isdat de (fysische)relaties per geval geschat worden uitmeetgegevens.
Dit proefschrift,hoofdstukken 2,3, 7en 9.

2. Eenvoudige dynamische modellen,die op een "personal"computer kunnenworden gesimuleerd, kunnen eenwezenlijke bijdrage leveren aan de verbetering
vankasklimaatregelingen inde praktijk.
Dit proefschrift,hoofdstukken 3, 7en 9.

3. Het is fundamenteel onjuist hetmomentane kasklimaat teoptimaliseren op
basis van (produktie)modellen die zijnverkregen uit lange-termijnproefnemingen.
Dit proefschrift,hoofdstuk 8.

4. Het aantonenvan deverbeteringen dieworden bereiktmet eenkasklimaatregeling die gebaseerd isopmetingen aanplanten (zieb.v. Takakura etal.
1978), door op traditionele wijze de opbrengst van een teelt tebepalen,
stuit op dezelfde problemen als diewaarvoor indertijd een dergelijkemaniervan regelen isaanbevolen (Germing, 1969). Significante uitkomsten
zijn danook niet teverwachten.
T. Takakura,G. Ohara, enY. Nakamura. 1978.Direct digital
control of plant growth III.Analysis of the growth and development of tomato plants.Acta Hort. 87:257-264.
G.H. Germing. 1969.Recente ontwikkelingen bij de regeling enbeheersing van het kasklimaat. Tuinbouwmeded. 32(7/8): 344-353.
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5. De aanpak van demodelvorming van Otto et al. (1982) isniet juist omdat
eendynamisch (hoogfrequent)model -zoals inde regeltechniek wordt toegepast-wordt gebruikt om eenverschijnsel (het temperatuurverloop ineen
kas) tebeschrijven dat vooral laagfrequente componenten bevat.
P. Otto,K. Sokollik,J. Wernstedt,enM. Diezemann. 1982.Ein
Innentemperaturmodell zurMikrorechnersteuerung der Heizungssystemevon Gewächshäusern.Arch.Gartenbau 30(3): 139-146.

6. Bij dediscussies rondom de zogenaamde 1%-Uwisiregel,die het effect van
lichtvermindering opde opbrengst beschrijft,wordt er tenonrechte van
uitgegaan dat het zinvol ishet genoemde percentage nauwkeurig tebepalen.

7. Binnen dedaarvoor geldendemarges,draagt fossiele energietoevoer nauwelijks bij tot de produktiesnelheid vanwinterkomkommers inNederland.

8. Tenonrechtewordt inhet handboek van Godman enPayne (1979)het "muizeval-effect"voor straling aangewezen alsbepalend voor het kasklimaat.
Reeds in 1909 isdoorWood en in 1910 isdoor Van Gulik aangetoond dat dit
effect langniet het belangrijkste is (Businger, 1963).
A. Godman,enE.M.F. Payne. 1979.Longman dictionary of scientific
usage. LongmanGroup,Harlow,Engeland. (2e druk), p.407-408.
J.A. Businger. 1963.The glasshouse (greenhouse) climate.In:
W.R. vanWijk [ed].Physics of plant environment. North-Holland
Publ. Co.,Amsterdam,p.277-318.

9. Bij het beschrijven van algoritmen voor discrete "model reference adaptive
systems"gaat Landau (1979) ten onrechte voorbij aandeproblematiek hoe
de parameters van het discrete proces aangepast moetenworden.
Y.D. Landau. 1979.Adaptive control,themodel reference approach.
Marcel Dekker Publ. Co.,NewYork. 406p.

10. Programmeertalen komen,programmeertalen gaan,maar FORTRAN blijft altijd
bestaan.

11. In discussies oververbetering van devolksgezondheid wordt vaak beweerd,
dat een centraal gegevensbestand met informatie over patiënten enhungezinssituaties voor de artsvan groot nut is.Deze bewering komt voort uit
de fundamenteel onjuiste opvatting datmeer gedetailleerde informatie tot
betere beslissingen leidt.Een gebrekkig gegevensbestand met informatie
over artsen,dat terbeschikking staatvan patiënten, zouwellicht een
veelwezenlijker bijdrage tot devolksgezondheid leveren.

Voorwoord

Het indit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek isbeïnvloed door tallozekontaktenmetmede-onderzoekers. Daarnaast verleenden velenhunmedewerking.
Ik zouhiervoor mijn erkentelijkheid willen uitspreken.
Mijn promotor prof. ir.J.J. vanDixhoorn zou ikwillen bedankenvoor zijn
aanmoediging,vooral tijdens debeginfase van het onderzoek in 1976.Het
streven om regeltechnische karakteristieken vanhet kasklimaat tevertalen
naar fysische eigenschappen,kan gezienworden als eenuitvloeisel van zijn
inzichten.
Mijn promotor prof.dr. ir.J. Schenk heeftvooral gedurende het laatste
deel vanhet onderzoek het,eigenlijke schrijvenvan ditproefschrift intensief begeleid. Daarbij fungeerde hij alsklankbord voor het begripsmatige
deelvanhet proefschrift en-uiteraard- bij de fysische interpretatie van
demeetgegevens. Ik zouhemhiervoor willenbedanken,endaarnaast ookvoor
zijn streven naar nauwkeurige formuleringen,waardoor ineen aantal gevallen
een extra dimensie aande inzichtenkonworden toegevoegd.
Het onderzoek dat aandit proefschrift tengrondslag ligt,is gedragen
door een informelewerkgroep "Optimalisering kasklimaat tenbehoevevan de
teeltvan kasgewassen",bestaande uit ir.G.P.A.Bot (LH,Natuur- enWeerkunde), dr. ir.H. Challa (CABO), dr. ir.J. van deVooren (Proefstation
Naaldwijk) en ikzelf,waarbij zich ineen later stadium dr. ir.A.H.C.M.
Schapendonk (CABO)voegde.Mijn inzichten enopvattingen zijn sterkbeïnvloed
door devele onderlinge gesprekken endoor hetvele gezamenlijke onderzoek.
Ditmultidisciplinaire aspectvanhetwerk behoort totmijnmeest plezierige
en stimulerende ervaringen.

Het leeuwedeel van het onderzoek isuitgevoerd bij het Proefstation voor
Tuinbouw onder Glas teNaaldwijk, ineenhechte samenwerking pet dr. ir. J.
van deVooren.Deze heeft op deonderliggende inzichtenveel invloed uitgeoefend, enheeft daarnaast vele proefnemingen uitgevoerd.Vanaf deze plaats
wil ikhem daarvoor zéérhartelijk dankzeggen.
Dewerkzaamheden inNaaldwijk vondenplaats inhet kadervan een samenwerkingsovereenkomst tussenhet Proefstation ende Landbouwhogeschool

(vakgroep Natuur- enWeerkunde). Ik zouhetProefstation indepersoon van
zijndirekteur ir.E.Kooistrawillen bedankenvoor deverleende mogelijkheden ènvoor deontvangen aanmoediging. Op het Proefstation verleenden velen
hunmedewerking ofwaren bereid hun inzichten teverklaren. Ikben hendaarvoor erkentelijk, immersvoor een toegepast onderzoek iszoietsvanonschatbarewaarde.Denuchtere inzichtenvanTh. Strijbosch verdienen hier apart
gememoreerd teworden.

De gescheiden bereik (split-range) regeling inhoofdstuk 4 isonderzocht op
het Proefstation voor deBloemisterij inNederland teAalsmeer, ineen plezierige samenwerking met ing.J. Valentin.
De publikatie,die inhoofdstuk 5 isopgenomen,werd geschrevenmet prof.
ir.H.B. Verbruggen,THDelft. Ik zouhemvoor deze samenwerking willenbedanken.

Binnen devakgroep Natuur-enWeerkunde hebbenvelevan de collega's direkt
of indirekt aanhet onderzoek bijgedragen.Hen zou ikwillenbedankenvoor
de stimulerende werksfeer.Graag wil ikdehechte samenwerking met ir.G.P.A.
Botnoemen,diemijwat vertrouwder wist temakenmet de fysicavanhetkasklimaat. Ir.J.G. Lengkeek is indebeginfase van het onderzoek aktief geweest enheeft de eerste kontakten geëntameerd. J. van Zeeland heeft veel
bijgedragen metname ophet gebied van degescheiden bereik regelingen
(hoofdstuk 4 ) . Prof. ir.O.H. Bosgra zou ikwillen dankenvoor zijnaanmoediging enhet bekritiseren van hoofdstuk 5.Tenslotte hebbenvele studenten
op de eenof anderewijzeaandit proefschrift meegewerkt. Ik zouhenvoor
hun entoesiasmewillen danken.
Demedewerkers vanhet elektronica ontwikkelings laboratorium van devakgroep, ing. C.J. vanAsselt,G. Lenters enP. Jansenworden bedankt voor het
animowaarmee zijhun deskundigheid inbrachten,hetgeen ook geldtvoor de
mechanischewerkplaats:A.E.Jansen,T.Jansen enW.Hillen.
Mijnnaaste collega's, ing.D.van denAkker, ing.W.F.M. Driessen,ing.
B. Lammers,mej. C.Pitlo endr. ir.G.A. van Zee zou ikwillenbedankenvoor
hunhulp enhun inbreng.Daarenboven hebben zij inhet laatste jaar demogelijkheden geschapen omde tijdvrij temaken dievoor eenonderzoek inde
eindfase nodig is.

Voor eenproefschrift isuiteraard devormgeving van groot belang.

Mevr. L.M.A.van der Zel-Kriekverrichtte op uiterst voortvarende wijze het
type-werk. P.vanEspeloverzorgde de tekeningen en gafvelenuttige adviezen
met betrekking tot deuitvoering. J. van deBrinkverzorgde het fotomateriaal.Deomslag iseenontwerpvanWiertDouglas,illustrator.Mijn hartelijke
dank gaat naar hunvakkundige inbrenguit.

Tenslotte zou ik eenwoord van dankwillen uitspreken aanmijngezin.
Lieve Ellen,bedankt voor je steun.Aan onze zoons Floris enJasper,diede
toekomst nog inzichbergen,draag ikgaarne dit proefschrift op.

Rhenen, 6november 1982.
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1 Introduction

IntheNetherlands,thepopularityofmini-andmicrocomputersforthe
controlofgreenhousesissteadilygrowing.Atpresentapproximately2500
greenhouse

computers areinoperationatcommercialholdings,withunits

rangingfromcentralminicomputerswithextensiveuserfacilitiesto
straightforward functionalreplacementsofconventionalequipment.Inthis
developmentthecontrolalgorithmsinthecomputerusuallyperformthesame
functionsasconventionalcontrollers.Inacomputersystem,however,more
sophisticatedcontrolmethodscouldbeapplied.Becauseimprovedmethodsnot
necessarilyrequiremoreextensivecomputerhardware,thismeansthatthe
potentialsofcomputersarenotfullyexploited.

, outside
\
\ conditions .'

^ i greenhouse \
\ structure /

,iL_
Fig.1.1 Thegreenhousecontrol
situation.

,' actuator
\ conditions

_w'
inside
v
\ conditions .'

crop *|_

Infig.1.1 thegreenhousecontrolsituationisdepictedschematically
(afterSeginer,1980).Thecropthatisgrowninthegreenhouse,isinfluencedbythe conditions

-insofarrelevantforgrowthanddevelopment-

inside thegreenhouse.Theconditionsinsideresultfrom actuator
(whichcanbevariedbythegrower)andfrom outside
upontheinsideviathe greenhouse

structure.

conditions,

conditions

whichact

Examplesofthestructureare:

covering-material (singleordouble-layered glasorplastic),dimensionsof
thegreenhouse,thermalscreens.Examplesofactuators:heatingsystem,
ventilators,watersupply,artificiallighting.Theoutsideconditionsare
composedbytheweather.Asubsetoftheinsideconditionsisreferredtoas
the greenhouse

climate.
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Greenhouse computers areused for awidevariety of tasks.Control of the
inside conditions iscomputerized,but also data-logging and alarming tasks
Climate

areperformed. Boiler control and load-scheduling are other options.
oontvol

isonly one of the activities of a greenhouse computer system.

The computer fitswell into thedevelopment of automation ingreenhouses.
Automationmade ahesitating start in the late fifties (Vijverberg and
Strijbosch, 1968)by the introduction of thermostats forheating control.
Later analogue electronic controllers were introduced. At first performing
similar functions as thermostats,but laterwithgrowing capabilities
(Winspear andMorris, 1965,Winspear, 1968), such as the automationof
ventilationwindows (Strijbosch and Bol, 1965,Strijbosch, 1966). Also
functions like irrigationwere automated with irrigation dependent on the
daily global radiation sum (DeGraaf and Van denEnde, 1981)as advanced
feature.
With the increasing level of automation, an increasing quantity of equipment has been employed.Especially when control actions arebased upon timevarying outsideweather conditions,likeoutside air temperature or irradiation, the analogue electronic equipment becomes quite complex.Under these
conditions the costs of a computer system compare favourably,which explains
therapid increase of computer systems ingreenhouse control (Gieling, 1980).

Thegreenhouse computer canperform all thecontrol functions of the
conventional analogue electronic climate controllers,with the additional
feature that those functions canbemore flexible because they areno longer
physically related to electronic circuits.The supplier of the greenhouse
computer can easily extend the softwarewith new control methods and make
them operational on existing computers.This facilitates tofollow the newest
trends incontrolmethods and the individual wishes of growers,without the
necessity for considerable investments for additional equipment. This
explains whymost greenhouse computer suppliers in this country update the
software regularly,which isdone for limited extracosts.

An interesting aspect of the development inrecent decades is that theunderlying philosophy incontrolwith greenhouse computers conforms to an

operator1

making use of thevarious actuators. Instead that thegrower isadjusting his
actuators byhimself whenwalking around inhis greenhouse, the same task is

nowperformed by acontroller (Vijverberg and Strijbosch, 1968). Using
external information andmeasurements,and applying timeclocks itis
possible to translate this operator approach into procedures

which are

carried out by the controller (be ita conventional analogue electronic one
or a computer). In agreenhouse computer these procedures are easily transferred into software; inaconventional controller this requires complex
hardware.

It is stated here that also the grower's perception with reference togreenhouse control is essentially that of an operator. The climate controller is
designed as to facilitate this task. In thegreenhouse computer industry most
research activities are focused on improving the computer performance by
translating established operatormethods into control procedures and subsequently include these in the software.As aresult, in industry an everlasting effort isput into theupgrading of software since the established
control procedures arepermanently changing (new types of greenhouses,new
varieties,higher fuel costs).

The rapid introduction of computers in theNetherlands contrasts with
developments inother countries.The difference canbe explained from the
level of automation ingreenhouse control.Under thepermanently changing
weather conditions in this country ingreenhouses many actuators are inuse.
Because of the amount of actuators and because of the sizeof an average
commercial holding, ahigh level of automation is essential to savea
considerable amount of labour.When also control procedures becomewidely
accepted,which isanotherway ofdescribing ageneral high levelof
expertise of thegrowers, the required analogue electronic equipment becomes
so expensive that acomputer system is economically justified.
When, conversely, the outside climatic conditions are generally steady
(as they are inJapan,Israel,Southern France), heating and ventilation
control canbe performed with thermostats with a satisfactory degreeof
accuracy. When also theholdings are of a small size and theoutside climatic
conditions, the level of expertise,or theway the crop isgrown are such
that control procedures arenot applied, agreenhouse computer system of the
type that ispresently invogue is too expensive.Thiswill changewhenvery
low-cost systemswill bemarketed that can competewith the thermostatic
controls andwith the time switches that are presently used in low-cost
solutions for greenhouse control.

Permitting aglimpse into the future,with theadvance of low-cost single
chipmicrocomputers (containing amicroprocessor,memory,real-time clock,
analog and logical input/output channels) thisbreakthrough canbe expected
within afewyears.The greenhouse control will be performed by a
decentralized computer network,where themain taskswill beperformed by
decentral computerswhich are connected with a central computer system
(carrying out alarm,data-logging and central operation tasks). Using far
more expensive hardware, intheNetherlands decentralized systems have
already been realized at the IMAG inWageningen (VanMeurs, 1980)and at the
Experiment Stations inAalsmeer and Naaldwijk.

The operators attitude of the grower has also consequences for the generally
accepted approach togreenhouse control.Because ingrowers procedures
actuator signals (likeventilationwindow aperture or heating system
temperature) are directly related to the (assumed)reactions of thecrop,in
practicemost control procedures are formulated along these lines.Typically
inpractice control procedures are improved by adding operator knowledge in
termsof conditional compensations or logical decisions.Thedynamical nature
of theprocess under control isgenerally not analyzed.As aresult, in
practically oriented research on control as it isdone in horticultural
experiments, theresearch isaimed at improvement ofprocedures.

Theresearchonclimate control reflects thispractice and little attention is
paid to climate control as such.Because of this in the field of greenhouse
climate control relatively few studieshavebeenpublished which dealwith
thedynamical aspects of the climate control loops (O'Flaherty, 1973,Tantau,
1979, Udink tenCate andVan deVooren, 1977, 1981). Theprevailing interest
inclimate control procedures,where the interrelation between climate control
and therelated crop response isregarded as one aggregated problem, does not
motivate research tonew climate controlmethodsvery much.A methodological
restriction is that an eventual improved performance cannot be demonstrated
in the traditional field trials (Germing, 1969a,b,Germing and VanDrenth,
1971). Also thedevelopment ofmodels of the greenhouse climate,that are
suitable for computer simulation and canbeused for the designof new
algorithms,has received little attention.

Because of the energy crisismuch research isdevoted tonew greenhouse
4

structures,heating systems etc. inorder toreduce theheating costs.In
these newgreenhouses the climate differs from the traditional ones (e.g.
higher humidities occur inbetter insulated glasshouses).A better understanding of the control of the climatemight lead to quicker results than the
traditional research for climate control procedures by lengthy and costly
field trials.

Quite another aspect is theapplication of computerized optimization methods
inorder tomaximize economic results.Much academic research is performed
in this field of optimal

plant

growth

and it is felt that the feasibility of

thesemethods depends on the accuracy of the climate control.Also the
application of explicit growthmodels in the control algorithms requires an
accurate climate control.

As indicated above,thegreenhouse climate canbe described fromvarious
points ofview using disciplines likehorticulture,physics or control
science.Although it could be argued that in the end all approaches amount to
the same thing, inreality this isnot sotrue.
Emphasizing the archetypes,in horticulture

the climate is infact the

climate regime,its relationwith growers'procedures and its influence on
crop growth and development.Much attention isgiven to avoid extreme climatic
conditions thatmay damage the crop (including damage by diseases). In

physios

theresearch ismainly concerned with the impact inclimatic termsof
structural aspects of greenhouses (heating systems,thermal screens,double
glazed roofs etc.), thereby giving adetailed description of the climate
factors as they occur in the greenhouse. Control

science

focuses on the

dynamical nature of the controlled processes ofwhich the climate is the
basic one -which itself is strongly related to the crop growth and development processes.In control the stability and accuracy of the resulting
control loops isof interest.

The crucial question iswhether control sciencewill contribute solutions for
the above-mentioned developments with respect to greenhouse control,new
types of greenhouses and optimal control ofplant growth.Therefore in this
thesismuch effort isgiven informulating theproblem inadequate terms and
to describe possible approaches.A system

approach

is followed where green-

house climate control,plant growth and crop development aredescribed as

ooupled

subsystems.

InChapter 2 such adescription ispresented, stressing

thepoint that climate control cannot beregarded as aproblem in its own
right,but isembedded inrequirements stemming from theothersubsystems.
The approach permits reflection on the feasibility of optimal plant growth
via climate control (Chapter8 ) .
Simple dynamicalmodels are essential inthedesign and analysis of
controllers. InChapter 3models arepresented that describe the dynamics
(high frequency behaviour)of the greenhouse air temperature.Methods for its
control arepresented inChapter 4.Because outsideweather conditions have
a strong influence on thedynamics of the temperature control loop,an
adaptive

(or:self-adjusting) heating system control algorithm has been

proposed. The theory is treated inChapter 5where areprint ispresented of
a publication thatwaswritten jointly with prof. ir.H.B.Verbruggen (Delft
University of Technology).The greenhouse application isdiscussed in
Chapter 6.
Models that describe both thedynamical (high frequency)behaviour and the
statical (lowfrequency)behaviour of thegreenhouse climateyield the
absolutevalues of the greenhouse climate (dynamicalmodels usually only
describe thevariations accurately). Thesemodels canbe used to assess the
heating requirements of new greenhouse structures or canbe applied in
optimal procedureswith respect toplant growth.For the greenhouse air
temperature suchmodels arepresented inChapter 7.Conclusions are presented
in the final Chapter 9.

2 A description of the control problem

2.1 TERMINOLOGY

In greenhouse climate control the terminology isnot defined verywell, so
thatvarious authors donot use the sameconcepts. Consequently, special
careis taken to formulate precisely the terminology that isadopted in this
thesis. This formulation isoutlined below.

2.1.1 Local, spatial

average and crop canopy,

climate

As isdepicted in fig. 1.1 the conditions inside agreenhouse influence the
growth and development of a crop.Relevant conditions are e.g. air
temperature,air humidity, C0 2 content, longwave radiation, short wave
radiation,airmovement,artificial light,water supply,fertilizers,
nursing methods.The first three conditions (air temperature,humidity and
CO2content)are associated with the greenhouse

atmosphere

and are usually

of concern inair-conditioning studies.
A comprehensive treatment of the relevant conditions canbe found in texts
ongreenhouse operation, likevon Zabeltitz (1978), Kanthak (1973), Seemann
(1974)orHanan,Holley and Goldsberry (1978).A subset of these inside
conditions canbe referred to as climate.

The term climate isnotvery

strictly defined,but conditions or factors that obviously form thegreenhouse climate are air temperature,humidity and radiation. Seemann (1974)
uses the term meteorological

growth

factors

todenote a set of relevant

climate factors, including long and shortwave radiation, air temperature,
C0 2 content and humidity.

Inside the greenhouse the climate canbe described in space.Of interest for
the individual plant is its surrounding local

climate.

The greenhouse can

also be looked upon ashaving uniformly distributed values of the climate
factors,which canbe approximated using thenotion of spatial

average

climate.
When using the term spatial average climate it should berealized that in

a greenhouse large gradients canoccur bothvertically and horizontally.
Another drawback of the term spatial average climate is that it is restricted
to to the climate factors of thegreenhouse atmosphere (air temperature,
humidity and CO2 content). It isfor examplenot soobvious to include inside
airmovement or local radiation (like longwave radiation from the heating
system) in the concept.Therefore, the term crop aanopy

climate

is introduced

to refer to the spatial average climate inside the crop canopy,which itself
is the ensemble result of the local climates surrounding the individual
plants. In the term crop canopy climate,factors like local radiation
balances and airmovement arealso considered.

Todistinguishbetween spatial

average climate and crop canopy climate is

of importance for research, since achange in the greenhouse structure can
have adifferent impact onboth climates.A thermal screen,another typeof
heating system (airheating instead of heating pipes) canresult inthe same
spatial average climate (interms of the greenhouse atmosphere),whereas
other factors of the crop canopy climate-notably the longwave radiation and
airmovement-will be quite different.

2.1.2 Environmental

and climate

control

In control the terminology canbe refined too.In environmental

control

the

interest isfocused onallmeasures that influence the inside conditions in
the greenhouse.Examples of environmental control are:heating by heating
pipes orby air heaters,ventilation by natural orby forced ventilation,
screening, shading, spraying ofwater,fan and pad cooling, artificial
lighting; in short theuse of thewhole range of installations and devices in
a greenhouse that are employed inorder toaccomodate abeneficial crop
environment.
The term control isused ina broad
control only the dynamical

aspects

sence here.In a more strict

sense in

are of interest.This isnot so in

environmental control,where the attention ismainly focused on the effects
on the inside conditions and subsequently on the crop.The only dynamical
notion is,that themagnitude of the environmental control actions canbe
varied.

Climate

control

restricts itself to thecontrol of the spatial average

climate factors in the greenhouse and canbe regarded as a sub-class of
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environmentalcontrol.Thetermcontrolcanbeusedinthebroadsense,when
theattentionisdirectedtotheeffectsonclimatefactors.
Inthemorestrictsensethedynamicalbehaviourisofprimaryinterest.
A climate process iscontrolledofwhichtherelevantclimatefactors(the
climate)arethe output variables.
aretheclimate control

The input variables

oftheclimateprocess

actions thatareappliedtoregulatetheclimate.

Thesecontrolactionsserveas driving

variables

or actuator

signals forthe

inputoftheclimateprocess.Otherfactorsthatinfluencetheoutput,but
arenotcontrollable (outsideweatherconditions)actas

disturbances.

Thedrivingvariableshavetobemoreorlesscontinuousintime,which
excludes actuatorsignalslikethedrawingofathermalscreenorother
actionsthatcauseanabruptchangeintheinsideconditions.Thesephenomena
canbeseentochangethepropertiesoftheclimateprocess,orcanbe
modelledasdisturbances.Naturallythedistinctionbetweenadmissableand
non-admissableinputvariablesisnotverysharp.
Incontrol-ormorepreciselyin feedback control-theprocessoutput
variablesaremeasured.Viathecontrolleranactuatorisregulatedwhich
generatesaninputsignalfortheprocess.Thedynamicsoftheprocessand
thefeedbackloopdeterminethecontrolschemethatisemployed,where
accuracy and stability

areimportantcriteria.Whenthedynamicsofthe

processareknowna-priorialsoaformof feedforward

controlcanbeapplied

inordertocompensateforfastdisturbances.
Toemphasizethefactthatinclimatecontrolinthemorestrictsense,
thedynamicalnatureoftheclimateprocessisofinterestandthataformof
feedbackisessential,theterm Greenhouse Climate

Feedback/Feedforward

Control (GCFC)isusedthroughoutthisthesisinordertodistinguishfrom
thetermclimatecontrolinthebroadsenseandfromthetermenvironmental
control.
Becauseofthefactthatthecontrolledclimateprocessoutputvariableshave
tobemeasuredandthatthenumberofvariableshastobekeptassmallas
possibleinordertoavoidcomplexcontrolschemes,inthepracticeof
growingonlyspatialaverageclimatefactorsofthegreenhouseatmosphere
aremeasuredandcontrolled.Themostimportantfactorsareairtemperature
andhumidity,which-intheusualgreenhouseintheNetherlands-are
regulatedbytheactuatorsheatingsystemandventilationwindows.

It isnoted that-becauseof its direct relation to the crop- it ismore
natural to control the crop canopy climate instead of the spatial average
climate.That this isnotdone,might be explained from therelative difficulty
tomeasure crop canopy climate factors inpractical horticulture.

2.1.3 Plant and crop

responses

The responses of theplants on the internal conditions ina greenhouse canbe
described both in time and in space,leading tonotions similar to that in
the case of theclimate.
The responses of aplant canbe evaluated from arelatively short
scale

time

(up toone day because of thediurnal periodicity) to a long time

scale

(plant development,production of fruits). Inmost cases it isnot practical
to regard every plant individually so that isreferred to the crop as the
ensemble of plants.It is seen that the response of acrop is the ensemble of
responses of individual plants to their localclimates.
On a short time scale theresponse of the crop isreferred toas
plant

response.

over-all

It isassumed that theover-all plant response canbe

described adequately as the response on the (average) crop canopy climate.
Ona long time scale theover-all plant response isdenoted as crop
response

inorder todistinguish between both time scales.It is seen that

thecrop response is theresult of thecrop canopy climate over a long time
scale-which isusually referred to as the crop canopy climate

regime.

With

respect to the over-all plant response and to the crop response, itcanbe
assumed that there exists a strong coherence between the climate regimeof
the spatial average greenhouse climate and that of the crop canopy climate.

2.2 CROP GROWTHASAHIERARCHICAL SYSTEM

In greenhouses theultimate goal is to accomodate conditions as to stimulate
crop growth. Crop growth

and development

are the result from the inside

conditions over a long time scale.In this thesis the attention is restricted
to these inside conditions as they are controlled by GCFC.However, because
of theultimate interest,aqualitative analysis ispresented of the relation
between climate control and crop growth and development.

The control of crop growth and development isvery complex because the inside
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conditions canbe influenced inmany ways. Whenwe restrict ourselves to
climate conditions,the crop canopy climate is therelevant setof inside
conditions.There aremany ways to influence the crop canopy climate and also
crop growth and development canbedescribed bymany processes.This leads to
a large family of relevant input and outputvariables,so that some
restriction is essential inorder todescribe the system conveniently. In the
case at hand, theproblem ishow tocontrol crop growth and development by
imposing aclimate in the greenhouse.Therefore, the system isdescribed asa
hierarchical

system,

consisting of three levels,where thehigher level

controls the lower levels (fig.2.1).
over- all
plant growth

average
climate
^2

green
house

2

crop growth and
development

;

plant

V

V
I s t level y^
control
7T—

yield

plant
growth
prediction

crop
growth
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P

yield
prediction

2 n d level
control

3r d level
control

Fig. 2.1 Crop growth as ahierarchical system.

The control of the average climate is the first

level

of the hierarchical

system of fig. 2.1.Other environmental control actions arenot considered
here but could be included if desired. The greenhouse structure determines
theproperties of the climate process.The output of thefirst level is the
spatial average climate,but for the coupling with the second level subsystem
the crop canopy climate isrequired. Since the spatial average climate is
described by a subset of the family ofvariables describing the crop canopy
climate, acertain ambiguity is introduced.

On the second

level

the short term over-all plant responses are described in

relation to the imposed crop canopy climate.The crop canopy climate isnot
completely controllable; factors like solar radiation for example,aremainly
the result of outside climatic conditions and act as adisturbance inour
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description.Factors like irrigation,application of fertilizers,the
occurence of pests etc.are of coursevery important inplant growth,butare
omitted inour description.
There arevarious control strategies that canbe followed on thislevel.
Themost straightforward approach is tomeasure fundamental processes that
determine plant growth.This speaking

plant

approach (terminology fromBot,

VanDixhoorn and Udink tenCate, 1978a,Udink ten Cate,Bot and VanDixhoorn,
1978) israther cumbersome because themeasurements aredifficult toperform
and only give local information. In thepractice of growing not theactual or
instantaneous over-allplant growth isof interest,butwhat one from
experience expects the "over-all"plants todo inagiven situation over a
limited time span (minutes to several hours). Therefore the time scale of the
process on level two is fromminutes tooneday, thusdescribing the diurnal
course of theplant. It incorporates several plant growth subsystems which
are discussed inmore detail later.A number of cultivation methods,as they
are incorporated inGCFCmethods and incontrol procedures,canbeput on the
second level.In thehierarchical system thecontrol of level two sets the
desired values for theGCFC on level one.The first level controlwill then
attempt torealize thesevalues.

On the third

Zevel crop growth and development areof interest,with a time

unit of one day.The integrated effects over thewhole cropping period are
yield quality and timeofharvesting (earliness)which determine the economic
value.
Amechanism thatcontrols theoutput of this system on thebasisof
measurements cannot be established because the result isonly known after the
harvesting. Decisive here is the expected economic result, the expectation of
which isbased on blue prints

of cultivationmethods and the growers

observation of thegrowth stage,inaddition to experience, intuition and
spirit of enterprising. The expectations lead to actions on the second (and
subsequently the first)level.
The separation between the second level systemdescribing over-all plant
growth and the third level system describing crop growth and development is
mainly based on the time scale:a time spanof one day describes the diurnal
course of theplant growth processes,so that one day is the timeunitof
crop growth.However, italso reflects theway ofmodelling that isused to
describe thephenomena.On level two causal relations are usedwhereas on
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level three empirical (VanWijk, 1963)models are employed. In the
hierarchical system level two and level three are coupled,but because of the
way ofmodelling, the setof outputvariables of level two isnotvery much
apt to resemble the set of inputvariables of level three.

Thehierarchical system description has been introduced by Bot et al. (1978a)
and by Udink tenCate et al. (1978)andwas later adopted by other authors.
Carlsson,Christensen and Nilsson (1979)observe a similarity between their
approach for an economicalmodel of crop growth and theabovemodel.
Hashimoto et al. (1980, 1981 a,b) use the ideaof speaking plant approach in
describing their research; Copet and Videau (1980)use ahierarchical system
description in thepresentation of anadaptive control scheme.

2.3 CONTROL OF THE CLIMATE SUBSYSTEM

The first level of thehierarchical systemdescribes the spatial average
greenhouse climate and its control.In this section some general aspects will
be reflected.
For crop growth the crop canopy climate isof interest.As said before
(see 2.1.1 and 2.1.2)the factors thatdetermine the spatial average climate
aremeasurable and basically controllable.Conversely, factors of thecrop
canopy climate,like airmovement,areneither readily measured nor
controlled. Since GCFC restricts itself formally to spatial average climate
factors, the crop canopy climate iscontrolled implicitlyvia limitations and
minimal ormaximal values of control actions,ofwhich thevalues arebased
onpractical experience.
There isno reasonwhy one should restrict oneself to the control of
climate factors of the greenhouse atmosphere. Suppose,for example,thatmore
knowledge becomes available of theventilation process ingreenhouses which
describes the relationbetweenwindow aperture and theair change rate.Then
thewater vapour flow from thegreenhouse canbe calculated using data from
inside and outside humidity and of condensation on theroof using roof
temperaturemeasurements (VandeVooren,personal communication).Bycontrolling theventilation, thevapour flow from thecrop and thegreenhouse soil
canbe controlled. Itmightwell turnout that this approach ismore relevant
to the crop canopy climate and theover-all plant responses than-for examplecontrol of the humidity.
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One of themain problems inGCFC is that control cannot bevery accurate.
This ispartly due to the strong influences of the outside climate conditions
which act asdisturbances in thecontrol loop.Another reason is that the
crop itself influences thegreenhouse average climate by évapotranspiration
(evaporation from the soil and transpiration from theplants combined
together).As aresult disturbances arenot rejected very well. In general
only a lower and anupper limit of the controlled variables canbekept.

As discussed above,thecontrol of the crop canopy climatewith theusual
GCFC actuators (heating system,ventilationwindows) isnot established. This
does notmean that no relations could be formulated. It is felt that theuse
of the crop canopy climate concept inresearchwill facilitate the application
of experimental results obtained inphytotrons. Inhorticultural research
crop canopy climate factors could bemeasured explicitely. This isnot done
in theusual approach towards research on climate control procedures.
Consequently, the relations between actuator signals and the crop canopy
climate are only included implicitely.
Take for example research that is conducted towards adirect relation
between crop growth and theaperture of theventilationwindows.There isno
reason to seewhy it is impossible todefine airmovement in the greenhouse
and subsequently theboundary layer resistance of leaves inrelation to
growth.Research results on therelationbetweenairmovement and over-all
plant growth asobtained inphytotrons could be used here,instead of
experimentally establish in field trials arelation between crop growth and
minimum aperture ofventilationwindows orminimum heating pipe temperature.

2.4 REVIEWOF CLIMATE CONTROLMETHODS

In this section existing methods ingreenhouse climate control are reviewed
briefly. The hierarchical system description presented in the foregoing
sections isused as a framework. The climate control equipment isdiscussed
aswell.

2.4.1

Methods

In applied research on climate control ingreenhouses, theattitude of the
grower isadopted. Thismeans that the relationbetween control procedures
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and the crop responses is investigated. The effects of climate control
actuators on the crop canopy climate lead tocontrol procedures where the
objective is toavoid extreme situations thatmay damageplant growth.
The following researches illustrate theapproach to avoid extremes.
Groenewegen (1962)describes acomparison between commercial holdings where
tomato crops are grown.A significant difference is found inhumidity
between heated and unheated greenhouses. Inorder toavoid high humidities
-which also occur inheated greenhouses during dull days inwinter- research
hasbeen carried outby Strijbosch and Bol (1965)and Strijbosch (1966); for
anoverview seeVijverberg and Strijbosch (1968). The problem canbe solved
by concurrent heating and ventilation and by situating theheating pipes
just above the ground between the crop. A disadvantage of this approach is
that once the extreme situations are avoided, the solution canbe less
optimal with respect toother criteria, such as fuel consumption.

A logical suite of the avoidance of extreme situations isclimate control
that isbased onknowledge of plant reactions..An example is the
dependent

temperature

control

light-

(Bowmanand Weaving, 1970,Bokhorst,Van

Drenth andVanHolsteyn, 1972),which isbased on the assumption thatwhen
more photosynthetic active radiation becomes available,ahigher crop
temperature increases photosynthesis and subsequently plant growth. Depending
on theamount of solar radiation an increment isadded to thenormalvalue of
the desired greenhouse air temperature.Apart from the fact that the
assumption of increasing photosynthesis isnot generally valid, the
beneficial effect of this strategy ishard to establish,because inwintertime ahigher air temperature demands ahigher fuel consumption. The higher
yields have topay off thehigher fuel costs,so that an economic
optimization problem isconsidered (Hand and Soffe, 1971,Calvert and Slack,
1975, 1980). Thismakes itdifficult to assess a significant outcome,which
canbe regarded as a fundamental problem in this type of climate research
(Germing, 1969a,b,Germing and VanDrenth, 1971).
Inpractical horticulture the strategy is followed onlywhen the
temperature increase isrealized by solar radiation, so that the effect is
thatno "free"heat iswasted and someair exchange ismaintained. This can
be realized by extra criteria for setpoints in the controller (Bokhorst et
al., 1972). The same effect

can also be achieved by founding theaperture of

theventilation windows onoutsideweather conditions (VandeVooren and
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Strijbosch, 1980).
Another strategy that isbased ona-priori assumptions on évapotranspiration in thegreenhouse inrelation to solar radiation is the
control

delta-X

(Heijna, 1975). It isused for simultaneous heating and ventilation.

In the above strategies,a form of control on the second level of the
hierarchical system isrealized, since the strategies perform essentially
setpoint control of thefirst level.Thewidely accepted use of different
day and night temperatures canalso be understood in thisway.
It isnoted that in thementioned strategies no explicit measurement of
plant growth is realized.

2.4.2 Control with a "speaking

plant"

In the research on climate control, second level relations arehard to assess
inthe traditional field trials.Germing (1969 a,b;) (Germing and VanDrenth,
1971)suggests thatplant responses canbemonitored in theresearch and
eventually used inafeedback control loop.The latter isessentially what
was called the speaking

plant

approach,ofwhich the drawbacks were already

mentioned insection 2.2. Some specific research inthis field has been
reported. Takakura et al. (1974)present the control of photosynthesis via
atmospheric climate factors,where thephotosynthesis is indirectly
determined bymeasuring theCO2uptake inaclosed system. Results ona
tomato crop havebeen reported (Takakura,Ohara,Nakamura, 1978). Control of
leaf temperaturewas investigated byMatsui and Eguchi (1977b)fora
phytotron and byMackroth (1974)for agreenhouse.None of these experiments
seemstobevery decisive,partly because only a singlevariablewas measured
and partly because positive results.couldalso be explained from "average"
influences (higher temperatures,CO2 enrichment), thus leaving an economical
optimization problem tobe solved.

Whereas the speaking plant approach intheprevious alineahasnot produced
newmethods,the approach to avoid

extreme

situations

and thepractical use

ofmethods like light-dependent temperature control or delta-X control,have
beenmarkedly succesful.In theNetherlands improved climate (orbetter
environmental) control has been considered a aheap means of improving crop
quality and yield (Vijverberg and Strijbosch, 1968). Inmost commercial
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controllersmethods like light-dependent temperature control or delta-X
control have been incorporated,with anumber of conditional settings to
obtain the desired results.

2.4.3 Operation

of control

equipment

The controlmethods discussed above lead torather complex controllers. In
therelevant literature these controllers are explained,but the interest is
focused on the sensor types and the conditional settings (of setpoints of
thefirst level climate control). Not somuch attention ispaid to the
dynamics of the climate processes themselves,and inmany texts only
environmental control is treated in statical

(equilibrium) situations.

Winspear andMorris (1965)andWinspear (1968)discuss the early
potentialities of environmental and climate control.Bokhorst et al. (1972)
discuss the setpoint conditions of the light-dependent climate control in
some commercial controllers and Heijna (1970)does so fordelta-Xcontrol.
Theuse of controllers inpractical horticulture is among others discussed
byVan derMeer (1977)and by Strijbosch (1974).A comprehensive overview of
sensors and commercial controllers isgivenby Taveirne (1972)andby
Heijnen,Buitelaar and DeKroon (1979). Gieling andVanMeurs (1977)present
a survey of commercial equipment for greenhouse control,which indicates the
complexity aswell as the prices of analogue electronic controllers.
In thebooks of Kanthak (1973)and Seemann (1974)much attention ispaid
to environmental control.In thebook ofvon Zabeltitz (1978)a detailed
treatment isgiven on environmental control, the thermal properties of greenhouse structures and somedynamical aspects of GCFC. InHanan et al. (1978)
the environmental control isdiscussed in terms of practical use.

In recent years,in the literature some attention is given to greenhouse
computers.Althoughmuch of the literature isnot open (sincemost research
isperformed by commercial firms)some descriptions of computer systems have
beenpublished. Van deVooren (1975)and Van deVooren and Koppe (1975)
discuss the computer control of themultifactoral climate glasshouse at the
Naaldwijk Horticultural Experiment Station (with a Siemens 330minicomputer).
A twin systemwas installed at theAalsmeer Floricultural Experiment Station
in 1977.Weaving and Hoxey (1980)describe aTexas Instruments TMS 990/10
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system developed at theNational Institute of Agricultural Engeneering
(England). Tantau (1981b)dealswith the developments atHannover University
(Germany).VanMeurs (1980)describes adecentralized computer system at the
IMAG (Wageningen) using acentral DEC PDP 11/34mini. Saffell (1981)reports
a systemwith aPDP 11/05datalogger atNottingham University (England). In
Japan computer installations are found at ShimaneUniversity (YEWYODAC/200
system),at Tokyo University (Takakura,Taniwaki and Shimaji, 1980)and
recently atEhimeUniversity (Matsuyama) (MitsubishiMELCOM minicomputer).
Because industrial type systems employ expensive hardware,also low-cost
solutions are considered and developed. White and Olsen (1978)discuss a
low-cost systemwith aprogrammable HP 9810calculator.Killeen etal. (1980)
describe a system employing a low-cost KIM 1microcomputer.Willits,Karnoski
andMcClure (1981)discuss a system based onan Intel 8080microprocessor.
The emphasis of the cited references isfocused onhardware and theby far
more interesting software that is employed isonly vaguely described. Also no
data of reliability isavailable. In contradiction towhat the lownumber of
references suggest,the commercial applications arewidespread (Gieling,
1980).

2.4.4 Control

loop dynamics

Because of the prevailing approach ingreenhouse climate control,studies
thatare concernedwithmodeling and analysis of thedynamical behaviour of
theGCFC control loops are relatively few.Themost extensive studies were
carried out by Tantau (1979),who uses classical control methods tomodel the
GCFC dynamics in the frequency domain.The results are thenused for
analyzing thebehaviour ofPID (three term)controllers.The studies are
carried out forvarious types of heating and ventilation systems. O'Flaherty,
Gaffney and Walsh (1973)analyze the dynamical behaviour of a temperature
control loop in the time domain and apply theresulting model ina (analoguecomputer)simulation.

In the modern applications of computer control,that are discussed inthe
following section,the dynamics of the control loops aremodelled and used
indesign and simulation.As for adigital implementation of continuous time
methods, results havebeenreported by Udink tenCate andVandeVooren
(1977, 1981)for the control of aheating system,by Udink tenCate and
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Van Zeeland (1981)for a dog-lead

algorithm for an improved heating system

control and byUdink tenCate,Van Zeeland and Valentin (1979)for asplitrange temperature control.These resultswill be reviewed inChapter 4.

2.5 REVIEW OF GREENHOUSE MODELS

2.5.1 Greenhouse modeIs
In contrast to the limited availability ofmodels for GCFC,models of the
(spatial)average greenhouse climate that arebased on thephysical phenomena
of heat andmass transfer arewidely used. Typically in thesemodels the
average climate is calculated with theoutsideweather and the environmental
control actions as time-varying boundary conditions,which enter as
Variables

input

into themodel.The thermal properties of the greenhouse structure,

the soil and the crop can be established using known physical relations and
enter into themodel as parameters.

The obvious advantage of this approach is

that theeffect of changes in the structural aspects of thegreenhouse (e.g.
thermal screens,other covering materials) on the average climate canbe
calculated straightforwardly.

In the sixtiesmethods based on the steady-state energy

budget have been

suggested e.g. by Businger (1963). Here the energy balances are calculated
from the inputvariables using algebraic

relations.

In the greenhouse no

energy storage elements aremodelled, because doing sowould lead tosimultaneous differential equationswhich at the timewerenot easy to solve for
arbitrary time-varying inputvariables.Because the crop and the soil
influence the average climateverymuch -mainly by latent heat transfer- the
radiation balances are of importance in themodeling. This leads to quite
complexmodels.The energy balancemethod was used e.g. byKimball (1973)for
shading and evaporative cooling inagreenhouse;by Garzoli and Blackwell
(1973)for greenhouses underAustralian summer conditions;byMaher and
O'Flaherty (1973)for evaporative coolingwith polythene as claddingmaterial;
and by Heijna (1970) to investigate the influence of delta-X control. Seginer
and Levav (1971)present amodeling approachwhere energy balances are used
incombination with laboratory size scalemodels which are used in controlled
experiments formodel validation.
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The energy balancemodels are essentially steady statemodels and donot
account for energy

storage

in the greenhouse.For thebasic diurnal

periodicity of theoutsideweather, the energy stored in the soil isof
interest.For rapidly varying weather conditions during theday,also other
energy storage elements,like the inside air, the structure,or theheating
and irrigation system areof importance.As aresult, the agreement of these
modelswithmeasurements is satisfactory only in steady weather conditions.
These objections havemotivated modelingwhich at least can account for
diurnal periodicity. Takakura,Jordan and Boyd (1971)presented such amodel
where the input signalswere decomposed using Fourier series expansionof low
harmonics. Froehlich et al. (1979)present amodel using steady-periodic
input signals.Kindelan (1980)describes amodel inwhich small energy
storage elements areneglected as todescribe thediurnal course.Bot,Van
Dixhoorn and Udink tenCate (1978b)describe adynamicalmodel employing all
energy storage elements that are considered relevant.Thismodel could be
used for arbitrary inputvariables,but only diurnal basic periodic results
are presented.

2.5.2 Applicability

of greenhouse

models

Themodels based on energy storage elements give qualitatively good results
when idealized input signals are applied. For low-frequent inputs ina
real-world greenhouse also satisfactory agreement is claimed.No results are
reported with arbitrary rapidly time-varying weather conditions.A problem
with thesemodels is that the greenhouse isapproximated asa
stirred

perfectly

tank, resulting ina singlehomogeneous inside air temperature etc.

This type of approximation isnotvery realistic, since in the greenhouse
atmosphere large temperature gradients occur bothvertically and horizontally.
An accuratemodeling of the greenhouse atmosphere withmore thanone
perfectly stirred tank results inmodels with small time constants,which are
computationally untractable.

In themodeling thephenomena aredescribed using known physical relations.
These relations usually determine the parameters of themodel.Because the
known relations areused together with assumptions onuniform distributions
and because not all therelations are linear,some errors are introduced.
Added to that,someof the thermal phenomena are rather unpredictable (e.g.
reflectivity of dusty claddingmaterial)or even unmeasurable (e.g.
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condensation on the roof). This leads to inaccuracies in theparametrization
of themodel.For example,Garzoli and Blackwell (1981) find apoor agreement
between calculated andmeasured values of heat-loss during thenight.

Studies on the greenhouse average climatewhich involve measurements
(Stanhill et al., 1973,Jimenez and Casas-Vazquez, 1978)indicate that the
"average"values of thevariables are not readily determined. Thismakes
detailed validation of themodels cumbersome.As aresult, thesemodels are
used in essentially the sameway as the energy balancemodels (containing no
energy storage elements) for the same classes of idealized input signals.For
example,Van Bavel,Damagnez and Sadler (1981)use this approach of modeling
toassess theproperties of anew "fluid roof" typeof greenhouse.

Because thephysical phenomena enter into themodel asparameters, it seems
straightforward that aform of parameter

estimation

canbeused for the

fitting ofmeasured datawith themodel responses -both for steady-state and
for dynamicalmodels.Hitherto some attempts have been reported with the
dynamical model of Bot et al. (1978b)by Oosterhuis (1979)and by Jacobs
(1981), for agreenhousewithout a crop (only sensible heat fluxes),and for
a limited amount ofparameters.The rather large amount of parameters in the
greenhousemodelsmakes this approach rather cumbersome.

The attractiveness forGCFC of greenhouse (spatial) average climatemodels is
that they canbeused for the design and evaluation of control systems.For
thispurpose -as arule-only dynamicalmodels canbe applied. However,when
dynamical average climatemodels arebased ona stirred tank approximation,
thedistributed nature of the greenhouse climate isnotmodelled. This
distributed nature leads to transport times in the greenhousewith respect to
the relation between control actuators and controlled climate factors.When
these characteristics areneglected, the controller will perform not sowell
ina real-world greenhouse (Udink tenCate, 1980b). In fact these problems
canbe seen as the result of the relevant

time scale

in the spatial average

climatemodels (hours todays)and GCFCmodeling (minutes).An approach to
circumvent thisproblem is touse inGCFC simple black-box models.These
models aredefined for aworking point (asteady-state situation)which is
theresult of all thevariables acting upon the spatial average climate.
Recently, results have been reported by Otto et al. (1982),where parameters
of ablack-boxmodel are validated.
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2.5.3 Modern

control

Because of the lack of dynamical models that canbeused in controller
synthesis and evaluation notmany applications of modern

control

science

(using state spacevariables) are reported in the literature.Potentially,
usingmore detailed information of the climate process,withmodern control
concepts an improved control performance could be achieved.Hoenink (1978)
gives a simulation example of a state-regulator based on themodel of Bot et
al. (1978b).An optimal controller for soil temperature isreported byHara
and Sugi (1981).
Because in the greenhouse climate process some parameters canvary inan
unpredictable way, it ispossible to estimate on-line certain process
characteristics that are relevant for the control behaviour of theGCFC loops.
This leads to adaptive

control.A reliable GCFCmodel is essential here in

order to establish theperformance of the controller in simulation. Adaptive
control isreported by Copet and Videau (1981)for heating and ventilation
according toRichalet and Rault'smethod ofmodel predictive heuristic control (Richalet et al., 1978).
As ageneral comment it canbe said thatmost of the designs are rather
"academic"and arenotwell tested infield trials.In Chapter 6of this
thesis an adaptive control algorithm of theheating system is described,
which hasbeen inoperation inGCFC over severalyears.

A completely distinct approach is touse fuzzy

Bet theory as introduced by

Zadeh (1973), see also Gupta,Saridis and Gaines (1977). Here the operator's
approach is formalized into procedures using the linguistic relations that
growers use themselves.A study on theventilation of agreenhouse has been
reported byVan Steekelenburg (1982).
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3 Models for temperature control

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the field of GCFCmost research has been attributed to the control of the
greenhouse inside air temperature.This canbe explained because traditionally the temperature is considered themost important climate factor.
Though other factors areof importance too,in this thesis the general trend
will be followed so that themain attention is focused on temperature control. For control the dynamical nature of theGCFC loops has tobe modelled.
In this chapter somemodelswill be discussed. The parameters of the
models are estimated experimentally and the relations between the parameters
and the thermal characteristics of the greenhouse are investigated using a
simplemathematicalmodel.
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- ^"• ' /xa
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Fig. 3.1 Greenhouse climatecontrol.
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In fig. 3.1 agreenhouse isdepicted with the actuators that are commonly in
use inGCFC in theNetherlands. Inside the greenhouse the climate factors

air temperature 8 [C]andthe absolute

humidity x fgkg ]areregulated

byheating and ventilation and depend on the outsideweather conditions as

ambient air temperature 0 [C], ambient absolute
velocity

-1

*

v [ms ]and direction,

° w

longwave radiation

humidity x [gkg ], wind
. .a

shortwave (solar) rad%ation è [W]and

s

if [W].

The greenhouse heating system consists of steel pipes inwhichwater is
circulated with inlet

temperature

6 [C ] .The temperature of the

outlet

t

In this thesis the absolute humidity is employed instead of the commonly
used relative
humidity,because it ismoremeaningful in describing the
climate process and the related transport phenomena.
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(return)

water is9 [C]
andthiswaterismixedwith feedwater from
J the
r
mainboilerwith temperature 6.[C].Thisisperformedbyamixingvalveof
whichthe position

isdenotedbyr eEO,100%].Ventilationisachievedby

openingventilationwindowswhicharesituated intheroof.The aperture of
the windows isr e[0,100%]andleadstoan air exdhanqe rate q [mus ].
w
^v
Moredetailsonthelay-outofthesystemaswellasdesigncriteriacanbe

3-1

foundintherelevantliterature (Heijnenetal., 1979,Taveirne,1972,von
Zabeltitz,1978).
disturbances

Fig. 3.2 Ablockdiagramofthe
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w

greenhouseclimate.

greenhouse
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Thesystemoffig.3.1canberepresentedasablack-boxwith inputs r(t)
w
andr(t),and outputs x(t)and9(t)(fig.3.2).Thevariablesareafuncm
g
g
tionoftime.Theoutsideweatherconditionsactasdisturbancesonthis
systemandhaveasignificant influenceontherelationshipbetweeninputand
output
ofthesystem.
Becauser(t)andr(t)controltheventilationand
J
r
w
m
heatingprocessesrespectively,thesecanbeshownseparately (fig.3.3). As
willbediscussed laterinthischapter,q(t)isdependentonr(t)aswell
asonv (t),while6,(t)dependsonr(t)and6_(t).
w
n
m

t
disturbances

vw

Fig. 3.3 Ablockdiagramwiththe
actuatorprocessesshown

'w

K

window

Ov

xg
greenhouse

separately.
'm

valve

0h

Of
Inthegreenhousesystemoffig.3.3theoutputvariables[6(t),x(t)]
havethesameorderofmagnitude,whichalsoholdsfortheinputvariables
[r(t),r(t)]andtheintervariable 6,(t).Asaresultnoscalinghastobe
w
m
n
carriedout.Theintervariableq(t)isusuallyreplacedbytheventilation
rate (airchangerate)S(t):the(theoretical)arithmeticnumberoftimes
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0g

thegreenhouse air iscompletely refreshed per hour
q (t)3600
S (t) =-Ï

[h ']

(3.1)

V
8
3
whereV isthe greenhouse airvolume [m ].Inan average greenhouse inwinter conditions r and r e[0, 100%], S e[0.5, 10 h _ 1 ] , 6,e[20, 100°C],
w
m
v
h
x £[10,20gkg ']and 0eT10, 35°C].In summer conditions S canbe
considerably more important S £[0.5, 100h ].With the above described range
of thevariables the greenhouse system of fig. 3.3 is sufficiently scaled.
It isnoted here that themeasurement of the systemvariables introduces some
ambiguity. In fig.3.3 auniform distribution of thevalues of thevariables
in thegreenhouse is suggested. Inreality this isnot the case.In control
thevariables aremeasured ata singlepointwhich leads toa behaviour
somewhat different fromwhat one should expect using a simple physicalmodel.

Such a simplemodel isreviewed in the following sections for temperature
control. It isdemonstrated that thismodel,which isbased on simple thermal
analysis, canbe adequately used for theprediction of the control
characteristics.Experiments are reported inwhich theparameters of the
controlmodels aredetermined. Methods of temperature GCFC are described in
Chapter 4.

3.2 A SIMPLE THERMALMODEL

3.2.1 Incremental

variables

Theblock diagram of fig. 3.3 doesnot represent thedynamical behaviour of
theGCFC loops inaconvenient way. This isaccomplished infig. 3.4 where
theGCFC process isdefined in terms of increments.For example, the
increment 8(t)of the temperature 8(t) isdefined as

e(t) =e(t)-ê

The average 8describes a working

(3.2)

point

(also called: equilibrium situation,

stationary situation).
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Fig. 3.4 The GCFCprocess.
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In this chapter our attention isrestricted to the inside air temperature
6 (t).The relation of each of the inputvariables or the disturbances with
g
ïï(t)canbe investigated separately. In fig. 3.5 theheating process of the
greenhouse is shown,where the transfer functionH , relates 6,(t)with
g,h
h'

eg(t).

0h

Fig. 3.5 The heatingprocess.

Hg,h

K g e- T d,h s

In a first approximation theprocess isdescribed by a first order system
with adead time (transport time). Taking theLaplace transform

e (s)

g.h

K e

" T d,h S
(3.3)

eh(s)

T S+1

where stheLaplace operator,K isa gain, x,, isa dead time and T is the
g
d,h
g
dominant time constant of the greenhouse.Thevalues of x and x.. are
g
d,h
usually expressed in minutes.
The approximation of eqn. (3.3) isusual in
thermal systemswith distributed parameters.
The temperature 6 (t)ismeasured at onepoint in the greenhouse. In the
heating system9,(t)isassumed tobe uniform. As arule the inlet temperah
ture of thewater in theheating pipes ismeasured and taken as 8,(t)which
isacceptablewhen 8,-6 <<8, acondition that isusually satisfied since the
h r h
temperature loss of thewater in theheating pipe network of the greenhouse
isnot large.
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Themodelofeqn.(3.3)ispresented without

specific

knowledge ofthe

processcharacteristics inphysical (thermal)terms,andisessentiallya
black-box

model. Relatedmodelsarepresented ineqns.(3.10)and (3.15)for

theventilationandtheradiationprocesses.Becausemuchdataofthethermal
propertiesofgreenhousesareavailable-whichareappliedindesignand
construction-itseemsworthwhiletoinvestigatetheprocessofeqn.(3.3)in
moredetail.Todoso,an idealized

approximationisemployed,whereinthe

greenhousethevariablesareassumed tobeuniformina perfectly

stirred

tank approximation (fig.3.6)leadingtoa simple thermal model. Therelation
oftheparametersoftheblack-boxmodelswiththesimplethermalmodelis
presented insections3.2.2,3.2.3and3.2.4.Experimentalresultsonthe
black-boxmodelsaswellasonthesimplethermalmodelswillbegivenin
section3.4.

Fig.3.6 Thegreenhouseasa
perfectlystirredtank.
»•qy.ög

Thedeadtime T,,willnotbepresentintheperfectlystirred tankmodel
becauseitrepresentsthe non-uniform characteristicsofthegreenhousein
relationto single

point measurements. However,whensinglepointmeasure-

mentsareapplied intheexperimentalvalidationoftheperfectlystirred
tankmodel,deadtimesmustbeintroducedagain.
Considerthegreenhouseoffig.3.6whereuniformvariablesareassumed.
Summingthe(sensible)heatfluxesleadstotheequation
de
1
c — - - <L(t) c
. p . (e ( t ) - e ï t ) ) + - (e. ( t ) - e ( t ) ) +
v
p,air air
a
dt
1
+-

(e ( t ) - e (t))

a

R

+ n<t> ( t )

(3.4)

g

r
whereC isthegreenhouseheatcapacity [JK ],c
s

-l-i

. isthespecificheat
p,a

iS

ofdryairatconstantpressure[Jkg K ],p.[kgm->]isthedensity;
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R,,R[KW ]arethethermalresistancesoftheheatingsystemandofthe
roofandsidewalls; <pistheincomingshort-waveradiationandi) isafractionne[0,l].Notethatonlysensibleheatfluxesarerepresented ineqn.
(3.4)andthatthe longwave radiationandthelatentheatarenottakeninto
account.Thisismotivatedbecauseinthetwothermalresistancesalready
latentheatandlongwaveradiationareincorporated inthewaytheyareobtained.Thefractionnindicatesthefractionofshortwaveradiationthatis
effectiveforthesensibleheatflux;theotherpartof <pisreflectedor
transferred intolatentheatbyévapotranspiration.
3.2.2

Heating

Toinvestigatethetransferfunctionassociatedwiththeheatingprocessof
fig. 3.5fromeqn.(3.4)arelationin increments hastobederived.
Linearizingaroundaworkingpoint (anequilibrium)andassumingthatq,9
andc
|
> areconstantfromeqns. (3.2)and (3.4)therelationfollows
de
1 1
1
C _ £ =_(qc . p . + _ + _ ) 9 ( t ) + _ e(t)
g
\r p,air air
g
h
h r
h
Tonormalizethisequation,(3.5)isexpressed intermsof units

(3.5)

of ground

area ofthegreenhouse.ThegreenhousegroundareaisA[m],sothatthe
*
-1—2 —* -^
-1
normalizedparametersareC =C/A
], v g
g [JKgmg],q =q/A[m's^v
k*£ 1/(1 A)[Wm _ 2 K _ 1 ]andk* =1/(R A)[Wm _ 2 K - 1 ] . Thisyields

C*— £ =- (q*c . p . +k*+k*)G(t)+k* 0,(t)
g
v p,air air h
r g

2

(3.6)
hh

ThegreenhouseairvolumeV =A h whereh istheaverageheight,
-* -8 88
8
q =q/A
=qh/V.Inanalogywithbltheotherk-factors afactork is
H
v Hv'g Hvg'g
introduced:

v

k £c . p . q h / V
v
p,air air v g g
Thisk willbeexpressed intermoftheventilationrateS.Withc
iv -1-1
-3
=10J[Jkg K ],p. =1.2[kgm ]andwitheqn. (3.1):
k*=çh S [Wm"2K"1]
v
gv
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(3.7)
.=
V

P

'air

(3.8)

whereç=c

.p,air
p ./3600
='/3ÜWhm3 K ' ]J .
air

Substitutingineqn.(3.6)andtakingtheLaplacetransformyieldsafirst
ordertransferfunction
K'
H'
g,h

(3.9a)

sT'+1

T ' = C /(k + t + k )
g
g
v h
r'

[s]

(3.9b)

K'=k./(k + K +k)
g
h
v
h

[-]

(3.9c)

r

Comparingthisresultwitheqn.(3.3)thetransferfunctionissimilarwith
theexceptionofthedeadtime,whichhasvanishedbecauseoftheapproximationemployedineqn.(3.4).

3.2.3

Ventilation

Therelationbetweenventilationrateandgreenhousetemperaturecanbe
describedasablack-boxmodel (fig.3.7).

-T d v s

Fig.3.7 Theventilationprocess.

T V S+1

Inaccordancewitheqn.(3.3)thetransferfunctionH
-T,

e(s) K e
H (s) = g __v
g.v
S (s)
T S+1
v

isapproximatedby
8,v

S

d,v
(3.10)

v

withT, andT expressed inminutes.
d,v
v
Inordertoexpresstheparametersofeqn.(3.10)intermsofthesimple
thermalmodelofeqn.(3.4)alinearizationaroundtheworkingpointis
carriedoutwithinthiscase
and
constant.Whentheproduct
q (t)6 (t)isneglectedbecauseitiscomparatively smallamodelresults:
v
s
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de
dt

1 1
(q c . p . +-+- )e(t)+c . p . (e -e)q(t)
p,air air
v p.air air
R, R
h r

a

g

v
(3.11)

Normalizing this equationbydividingbyA andusing eqn.(3.8)gives

C*— & =-(k*+k*+k*)e(t)+çh (9 -9)S(t)
g dt
v
h
r' g'
g a

(3.12)
%' v'

where thefactork isgivenbyeqn. (3.8):

[Wm 2 K ']

k =çh S
v
gv

(3.13)

with ç= 1/3ÜWhm K ' ] .

Taking theLaplace transform givesafirst order transfer function

H' =
g V
'

K'
T' s+1
V

(3.14a)

T' =C*/(k*+k*+k*)

v

g

v

h

K'=çh (9 -0)/(k +ku+k)
v
g a
g
v

K'isa negative

(3.14b)

Cs]

r

*[Kh]*
h
r

*. (3.14c)

gain.ComparingtheT'ofeqn.(3.14b)withT'ofeqn.

(3.9b)itappearsthatthetimeconstantsforheatingandventilationare
describedbythesamerelation.

3.2.4

Radiation

~n
Infig.3.8therelationbetween radiation flux density <|>[Wm ]andthe
greenhouse temperature 9 isdepicted.
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Fig. 3.8 Theradiation process.

K s e- T d,s s
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The transfer function canbe approximated by
s

H

with T

" T d,
J s

e (s) K e
= g
_ s

„ =<S>
g.s

|>"(s)
S

(3.15)

T S+1
s

andT inminutes. Linearizing around theworking pointand

normalizing ofeqn.(3.4)yields:

C*• &=-(k*+k*+k*)e (t)+n<?"(t)
g

v

dt

h

r'

gv

(3.16)
y

s

Taking theLaplace transform gives

H'
S S
'
T' = C

T'

K'
s
S +1

(3.17a)

/ (k +k,+k )
g
v
h

r

K' = n / (k*+k* + k*)
s
v
h

r

s

[s]

[Km 2 W ']

(3.17b)

(3.17c)

Here again the time constant isdescribed by the same relation as the time
constants of theheating and ventilation transfer functions.

In this section, theheating,ventilation and radiation transfer functions
H ,,H
g.h

and H
g,v

respectively are presented in eqns. (3.3), (3.10)and
g,s

(3.15)inablack-boxmanner.The relation of theparameters of these blackboxmodelswith a simple thermalmodel isgiven in eqns. (3.9), (3.14)and
(3.17). A relation between 6 and 9 isnot presented as suchbecause the
a
g
variations in 9 -which are caused by outsideweather conditions-are so slow
J
a
that they canbe regarded asa slowly time-varying working point.
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The transfer functions presented in this section are of the single-input
single-output type.Whenmore thanone input isactive,the combined result
on 6 isassumed tobe additive, leading to themodel of fig. 3.9.

d>g

Hg,s

Fig. 3.9 The GCFC temperature
Hg.v

process.

0h

Hg,h

3.3 ACTUATOR PROCESSES

3.3.1 Mixing

valve

The transfer function f , that isassociated with themixing valve behaviour
m,n
(fig. 3.10) isnon-linear.

0,
Fig. 3.10 Themixing valveprocess.
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'm,h

0h

The relationbetween the input and theoutput canbe described as

r c

J >

,(t)
(t) =? {1

.00"

}9

r

(t) +

m

e f (t); rm e[0, 100 %]

(3.18)

TÔT
Here 0 (t) is the temperature of the returnwater and 9 (t) is the temperatureof the feedwater from themain boiler. Inmost lay-outs ( 9 - 8 )>>(9,-9).
J
h g
Thevalue of 8 depends on the surface conditions of theheating pipe network and on the circulation rate of the heating water.An approximation of
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h r

ismadewith
-T, S

d,m
(S)=

:

fr^TT

(3.19)
Ce

h

(s)

K

{

" m V

with T inthe order of one or twominutes, T ,
m

s)

9

- g

(s)}]

depends on the flowrateof
d,m

theheating water andK e[0.02, 0.1] depends on the temperature decrease of
thewater in theheating pipe network. Because of the ranges of thevariables
it isnot useful todescribe the relations in terms of increments.
In control, the responses of eqns. (3.18)and (3.19)are fast compared to
theresponses ofH ,,H
and H
as long as the changes
inr (t)öarenot v
ö
g,h' g,v
g,s
m
(onpurpose) constrained. In general thisholds for increasing 6..When9,
h
has todecrease,a complication arisesbecause theheat-loss from theheating
pipe network into the greenhouse isrelatively small and 6 ~ 9 .Consequently r isput to itsminimum valuewhen adecrease ofmore than some tenthsof
m

h

a degree is desired.
Themixing valve isusually controlled by a separate feedback loopof
which thebehaviour is saturated

for large upward steps of thedesired value

of 9 and also saturated for small and largedownward steps of 8 .The
behaviour isonly linear inregulator situations (8 has tobekept ona
constant value). More on the characteristics ofmixing valves canbe found in
e.g. von Zabeltitz (1978).

3.3.2 Ventilation

windows

In theusual type of greenhouse in theNetherlands -theVenlo typeglasshousetheventilationwindows are situated in theroof.When thewindows areopened
natural ventilation occurs.To induce the low rates of air exchangewhich are
kept underwinter conditions, theventilationwindows on the lee-side

of the

prevailing wind direction are opened.

vw
1

Fig. 3.11 Theventilation windows

rw

sv

process.
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The relation f

between aperture of theventilationwindows r (t)and
w,v

w

theventilation rate S (t) (fig. 3.11) isnotwell established and S (t)is
also notmeasurable ina commercial greenhouse incontrast to 6 .For a
greenhousewith ventilationwindows in the roof,relations arepresented by
Businger (1963)and byWhittle and Lawrence (1960). For the climate glasshouse at theNaaldwijk Experimental Station -where the experiments reported
in this chapter were performed- Bot (1982)has established arelation for

Zee-side ventilation:
S = (a.+ r )a,v
v
0
w 1 w

(3.20)

where a_ and a, are constants,r e[0,30%]and v e[1, 10m s ].The
0
1
w
w
relationwas foundwith experiments using C0„ as tracer gas inempty glasshouses andwas calculated from steady-state situations.Nederhoff (1982)
found the same relation for the same glasshouses,nowwith a cucumber crop
andmeasuring thedecay-rate of ahigh CO» concentration. Theuptake of C0„
by the cropwas accounted for in the data-processing.
Businger (1963) suggests also a term containing8 - 8 inrelation(3.20),but
in the studies of Botand Nederhoffthiswasnot found tobesignificant.These
latter results agreewith those ofWhittle and Lawrence,who investigated the
leakage of greenhouses.The relation of eqn. (3.20) isbased on fixed values
of r and thevalidity of the eqn. for changes (increments)r (t)has not
w
w
beenverified -as far as the author knows.Because the relations of eqns.
(3.10)and (3.14)are expressed in terms of increments,eqn. (3.20)is
linearized around aworking point,leading to
S (t)= a.v r (t)+ a, r v (t)
V
1 w w
1 w w

(3.21)

where fluctuations inwind velocity aswell as changes of r (t)are taken
w
into account. The product
a,r (t)v (t)isassumed sufficiently small tobe
r
1w
w
neglected. In accordancewith eqn. (3.20) this relation canonly be expected
tobevalid by lee-si.de
andv e[1, 1 0 m s ].
w
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roof

ventilation

and for small apertures r e[0,30 %]

3.4 EXPERIMENTS

3.4.1 Experimental

set up

The experiments described in this section have been performed in the
wijk

multifactoral

glasshouse

Naald-

(VandeVooren and Koppe, 1975)situated at the

Horticultural Experiment Station,Naaldwijk, TheNetherlands. In the glasshouse a (Siemens 300)minicomputer regulates 24 identical compartments in2
dependently. The size of the compartments is 56m .Details of the computer
programs are found inVan deVooren (1975). The glasshouse isof theVenlo
type.The general lay-out isdepicted in fig. 3.12. Fig. 3.13 shows one compartment. Table 3.1 summarizes some characteristics.
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Fig. 3.12 TheNaaldwijk multifactoral glasshouse (afterVan de Vooren
and Koppe, 1975).
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Fig. 3.13 Dimensions of one compartment.
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=55.7

m2

=163.0
g
h =V /A = 2.93 m
g
g g
A
=85.2
s
A
=63.0
r

m0

ground surface

A

airvolume

V

averageheight
sidewalls surface
roof surface
heating pipes length (active)

1,

heating pipes surface

= 110.0

A^

heating pipesvolume
V,
Table 3.1 Glasshouse characteristics.

= 17.6
=

m2
m2

m (diam. 51 mm)
m

0.216 m 3

Themeasurements were carried out by the computer system. Temperatures are
measured with copper-constantan thermocouples with electronic zero-junction
compensation. The resolution of the computer system is0.125 Cand the
absolute accuracy canbe assumed not better than 0.5 C (VanderWel and Van
deVooren, 1981). Temperature and relative humidity aremeasured by aspirated
psychrometers (one inevery compartment). Outside shortwave radiation is
measured using aKipp solarimeter. Details on the instrumentation canbe
found inVandeVooren and Koppe (1975).

The crop thatwas grownduring theexperimentswas Chrysanthemum. The plants
were grown inbeds parallelwith the gutters,with 3beds in every compartment. The average height of the crop at the time themeasurements weremade
was 1m.Most of the experiments described here havebeenmade incompartments no. 1- 8of theglasshouse.

3.4.2 Signa I

aonditioning

Inorder to estimate theparameters of the transfer functions, test

signals

were imposed on theprocess input.Because the transfer functions are formulated in terms of increments,a working

point

has tobe defined.

The disturbances acting upon the glasshouse are time-varying to such
extend that an equilibrium situation over a longer period of time ( 2 - 1 2
hours) isnotmaintained. Thismeans that aworking point is gradually
changing.As aresult, step responses -which are frequently usedfor
determining theparameters of a first order transfer function-donot give
reliable results.
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Theunreliability of step responses is illustrated with results obtained in
theNaaldwijk glasshouse. Here step responses weremeasured inorder to
estimate theparameters ofH ,.A stepwise change of 9, isapplied and the
r
g,h
h
result on 8 ismeasured, assuming thatno other disturbances arepresent.
For this reason the step responsesweremeasured atnight (<(>" = 0). Itwas
found thatwith closed windows (r =0)K e[0.18, 0.25], Te[22,36min.]and
w
g
8
T

d h e ^ ' '^ mi-n- ]under various weather conditions,which led to theconclu-

sion that the characteristics ofH

strongly

depend on outside weather

condition. However, thevariations in theresults can also be explained from
disturbances acting upon themeasurements.Once thiswas realized, itwas
decided tocarry out anew series of experiments,which havebeen performed
in the spring of 1982.Here the time-varying nature of theworking point is
taken intoaccount.
Theworking point is subject to slowvariations,which canbe described as
trend and low frequency

disturbances. Ina linear system the input and output

signals are in the same frequency range.The output frequency components that
filtering,

depend on the input canbe discriminated from the disturbances by
provided the input frequencies are ina suitable
this reason for the estimation of e.g. H

(high)

frequency

range.For

the input signal 6 (t)was
g,n

n

selected tobe ablock signalwith aperiod of 2hours,so that thebasic
harmonic ismuch higher than the disturbances and also inthe range of the
process cut-off frequency. The dead timewas found from step responses.
For a set ofmeasurement data this estimation procedure is illustrated. The
analysis and the filtering have been carried out using an interactive software package (VanZee and Van denAkker, 1983). The data set contains 720
points of 9 Uand 9 of compartment no. 1(from 1982-03-01:19.00 to 03-02:7.00
h
g
hrs.; sample timeT = 1minute). The data are first corrected for linear
trend and then transformed using aFFT (FastFourier Transform)routine with
a rectangular window and zero's added to thedata set inorder to obtain
2

= 1024points.The frequencies are defined on 1024data points.It is

seen that 9 (to)contains low frequencies that arenot a result from 9,(œ)
(fig. 3.14). Using filtering techniques, in the frequency domain these components canbe removed. After an inverse transformation a filtered signal in
the time domain isobtained. The procedure is shown in fig. 3.15 on time
series,where fig. 3.15a shows the "raw"data and fig. 3.15b the processed
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datausinglineartrendcorrection,FFT,removingthefirstharmonicsbya
bandstopfilter (minimumcut-offfrequency0,maximum3;harmonicsdefinedon
1024datapoints),andinversetransformation.Ofthefilteredtimeseriesa
partisselectedforestimation.
a50

Fig.3.14 Frequencycontents
ofdataset.

3.4.3 Actuator

processes

BeforeinvestigatingthedynamicsoftheGCFCprocess (mixingvalveprocess
andventilationwindowprocess),theactuatorprocessesaretreated.
The mixing valve process f

(fig.3.10)isnotofinterestinthepara-

meterestimation,becauseitsoutputismeasurable.Themixingvalve
behaviourisusedinsimulationandfortheanalysisofcontrolalgorithms.
Theparametersofeqn.(3.19)havebeendetermined fromstepresponsesinthe
Naaldwijkglasshouse.Areasonableaccuracywasobtainedwith T, = 6min.,
T =2min.andK =0.05.
m
m
Forthe ventilation

windows process f

(fig.3.11)intheNaaldwijkglassw,v

house,resultshavebeenobtainedbyBot(1982)andbyNederhoff (1982)
startingfromtherelationofeqn.(3.20).Ineqn.(3.20)a =1represents
theleakage.AccordingtoBota =0.072andtoNederhoffa =0.064.Because
themeasurementsofBotarebasedonequilibrium (steady-state)situations
andsincethoseofNederhoffonthedecay-rateunderslowly-varyingwind
velocities,thevalue
a =0.064ispreferred.Thisvaluewasestablishedfor
re[2,18 % ] , v =4ms"1orre[0,5 % ] , v =7.5ms"1 (Nederhoff,1982).
W
W
w
w
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11

E

Fig. 3.15 Filtering of setofmeasurement data; "raw"data (a)and
filtered data(b).
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3.4.A Heating

process

To estimate theparameters ofH

test signalswere applied byvarying 6 (t)
g,h
and by keeping theventilationwindows closed (r =0 ) .The signalswere
w was obtained for9,(t)
applied to the compartments no.1
8.Ablock signal

n

by imposing adesired value u to the control loop that regulates 8 (t).The
test signalwas u,(k)=u t 5°C;where u,(k)isapiece-wise constant
signal, t=kT and T is the sampling interval (1minute). The output
signal aswell as therealized input signalwere filtered inorder to remove
trend and low frequency disturbances.For compartment no. 1the filtered
signals 9 .and 8 .are shown in fig. 3.15b. A part of the time series was
n,t
g,I
selected and by optimization techniques abest fit isobtained for theparameters of acalculated response and theactual response.The response was
calculated numerically with a system input x(k)= 8

f ( k ) ; t=kT ,and the

calculated systemoutput isy(k).Adams-Bashfort 2nd order integration is
used with
aa
step
equal
TT (1(1
minute).
response
y(k) is fitted
th
stepsize
size
equalto
to
minute).The
The
res
to 8 ^(k)
byminimizing a quadratic error criterion
g,fv
N
E = E e (k)
k=l
with e(k)=y(k)- 9

f ( k ) . The optimizationwas carried out by Powell's

S>t
conjugate gradient method using a software package described by Birta (1977).
The dead time inH .was selected asamultiple of the sampling timeT,
g»h
itsvalue following from step responses aswell as from thebest fit.The
test signals are concurrently employed in 7compartments,whichmeans that
the external disturbances have the same influence.Because of themixing
valve process characteristics, the (desired)u -9 foru = 50,60 C.For
lowervalues of u,,u,(k)was not so closely followed as isdepicted infig.
3.16.

Fig. 3.16 Test signal 9 for lowvalue ofu (=25 C ) .
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(3.22)

s

Because thecompartments aresimilarwith respect tothelay-out,the
external disturbances arecomparable sothat significant differences inthe
parameter estimation areduetothermal characteristics andnottothese
external disturbances.Table 3.2 summarizes some results forthecompartments
no. 1-7.Theerror criterionE isdefined ineqn. (3.22).

comp

9

%

K

\

E

T

g
8
= 6min.
T
d,h

K

T

g
T
d,h =7m m .

E

K

T

g
T
d,h =8m m .

E

g

g

1

50

50.7

0.187

20.7

3.54

0.176

18.6

3.62

0.167

16.7

3.90

2

60

60.2

0.228

20.3

4.04

0.216

18.3

3.98

-

-

-

3

30 32.2

0.149

21.3

3.23

0.145

19.7

3.16

0.138

17.9

3.29

4

25

27.8

0.147

21.6

3.34

0.144

20.8

3.21

0.141

19.9

3.29

5

30

32.3

0.160

23.1

3.98

0.157

21.0

3.85

0.154

20.2

3.89

6

60 60.2

0.227

22.1

4.38

0.215

19.9

4.34

0.210

18.9

4.62

7

50 50.7

-

-

-

0.190

20.9

3.51

0.187

20.1

3.34

820302

0.00-

5.50 hrs.

h=
r =
w

" h
0

± 5

°C

\ }a =5.5

°C

} =5.7

ms

w

fil tered results
-1

T

s

= 1mi

n.

Table 3.2 Results frommeasurements (March 119.00hrs.-March 27.00
hrs., 1982).

A best fitforcompartment no.1isshown infig.3.17.

Fig. 3.17 Best fitofthemodel incompartment no.1.
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Fromtheresultsoftable3.2itcanbeconcluded thatavalueofT ,,= 7
d,h
min. givesarelatively good fit.This correspondswith step response
measurements performed inother experimentswhere T h € E6, 10].Theaverage
ofT
19.9min. (orbetter 20min.),
g
ThevaluesofK seemtodependon0.Alinear regressionismade
K

=8.12-10-2+0.214-10-2 6,
g.regr

(3.23)
h

with regression coefficient r=0.97.Becauseofthefiltering,onlyregressionwith theaveragevalues 0,ismeaningful.
3.4.5 Non-linearity

of the heating

system

Ineqn. (3.23)onlyaregression iscarried out,indicatinganon-linear
behaviouroftheheating system.Inorder toobtainunderstanding ofthis
result,itisinterpreted intermsoftheidealizedmodelofeqn.(3.6).It
isassumed thatofeqns. (3.9)thevaluesT'andK'areequaltoT andK of
g
S~
H
ofeqn.(3.3),whichmeans that ineqn.(3.6)6,(t)isreplacedby
0,(t-T, , ) . From eqn. (3.23)itisanticipated thattheheating system
h
d,h
k-factor k*isnon-linear.Thefollowing ratio'sareintroduced

g

g

a =k

g h ' (kr+O

(3.24a)

c =C*/(k*+k*)

(3.24b)

g

g

r

v

Eqn. (3.6)canbewrittenas:

de
C*— & =-{k*+k*}e (t)+k*
{6,(t-T, )-e (t)}
g dt
r v gv
h h
d,s

g

(3.25a)

With eqns. (3.24)this leadsto
d0 1
— & =_ [- 9(t)+a {6,(t-T, )-0(t)}]
(3.25b)
g
g h
d,s
g
Ai.
dt c
g
From eqn. (3.9)itfollows thata =K /(1-K)andc =T/(1-K)sinceitis
g
g
g
g g
g
assumed thatK =K'andT =T'.Itwaschecked thata andc calculated
g
g
g g
g
g
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thiswayfrom table 3.2yield thesame results asoptimization usingeqn.
(3.25b). Thecalculated results arepresented intable3.3.

Compartment

a

hg

g

c
8

1

31.0

0.214

22.6

2

37.1

0.275

23.3

3

17.6

0.169

23.0

4

14.8

0.168

24.3

5

16.7

0.186

25.0

6

37.3

0.273

25.4

7

31.7

0.234

25.7

Table 3.3 Calculated values ofa andc from table 3.2forT ,,= 7 min.
g
g
d,h
Calculating theregression from 6, - 6 , - 8 gives
hg
h
g
= 9.95-10"2+0.441-10"2 9,

a

(3.26)

g.regr

hg

with regression coefficient r=0.96.Theresults of table3.3 indicate that
a depends upon 9

and that c isthesameforallcompartments.Averaging

c forallcompartments yields c =24.17min.(r=0.97, a = 1.14). Amodel
canbefitted where c =c forallcompartments anda isfitted.The
g
g
g
results arepresented intable3.4.

Compartment

E

a
g

1

0.223

3.77

2

0.282

4.05

3

0.175

3.19

4

0.167

3.22

5

0.182

3.94

6

0.265

4.43

7

0.223

3.99

m=
timated values of a withc
g

g

26.59

= c.

g
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Calculating the regression from a of table 3.4 with 9, from table 3.3 it
g
hg
results
= 10.1-10 -2 +0.437-10 -2 e\

a

(3.27)

g.regr

hg

with regression coefficient r= 0.96. This form isquite similar toeqn.
(3.26)and indicates that the results of theoptimization procedure are
reliable in that no sub-optima are found.

In the results presented in table 3.4 all the optimizations are carried out
separately for fixed c = c and the data are fitted by eqn. (3.27). It is
also possible toperform concurrent optimization of all 7compartments.The
process isnow described by

eg= i âg+ U 0 i
c

+b

oV

( S

<3-28>

h-V

g

with 6 = [ f' ] ,e = [0 .], e, = [e, .]and 8, = [e, . ] ; idenoting the
g
dt
-g
g.i ~hg
hg,i
-h
h,i
i t n compartment and element of thevector,and the superscript Tmeans
transpose.Thevector£ is theunityvector: all vectors eR .The parameters
c ,a_ and b. in eqn. (3.28)are estimated yielding
a

. = 9.97-10~ 2+ 0.437-10~ 2 e\
g.optim

(3.29)
hg

and c = 24.18with E = ZE.= 28.46.
g
t
i
The results of eqns. (3.27)and (3.29) suggest that the ensemble average of
the time series equals the time average so that the estimated values of the
parameters explain theprocess output over thewhole data set used for the
estimation and that eqns. (3.29)and (3.27)describe aphysical phenomenon.

The relations ineqns. (3.27)and (3.29)canbe investigated somewhat
further. Because theventilationwindows are closed and thewindspeed does
notvary very much,k and k canbe assumed constant, so thatk.will cause
r
v
h
thenon-linearities. Theoretically, the convective heat transfer from apipe
125
in still air canbedescribed byQ. = a 6,
where 8, = 8, - 8.
x
h
c hg
hg
h
g
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Linearizing this relation yields

Q(t)- -®

,a =1.25a 0^°'25

Ï, =a eu
hg

3

hg

hg

g hg

g

(3.30)

c hg

From eqn. (3.4), its linearized version eqn. (3.5), and its linearized and
normalized version eqn. (3.6)weknow thatk, is proportional

to a . Since

k r and k v
are constant; from
it
. eqn.i(3.24a)
v
/ follows that also a is
proportional to a . Consequently wemay assume that

a

g

<3-3»

g=*, Cg'

where b,= 0.25. By regressionwith a from table 3.4 with 8, from table
3.3
h
1
_2
8
S
it is found that a =4.41*10 and bj = 0.49. It is remarked here that for
b ahighervalue is found than 0.25,which suggests that theheat transfer
from theheating system isnot adequately modeled fromwell-known natural
convection heat transfer relations.

3.4.6 Relation

with thermal

parameters

With the relations following eqns. (3.9)and (3.24)only the quotients

of the

thermal parameters of the simple thermalmodel of eqn. (3.6)are obtained.
Now experiments arepresented that facilitate to calculate the thermal parameters themselves.The results are then compared with data found in the
literature.

For theventilation k-valuek ,intheNaaldwijkmultifactoral glasshouse it
isfound from eqn. (3.7)with an average height h - 3m. (table 3.1) and
ç = '/3 [Whm ~ 3 K - 1 ] that

k* = Ç'S v

,Ç' = 1.0

[Whm _ 2 K _ 1 ]

(3.32)

Thek of theheating system is calculated from the following experiment. The
mixing valve is closed so thatno heat is supplied to theheating system. The
pumps are running, so that 6, decreases only because of heat transfer from
theheating pipe network into the glasshouse inanormal operating condition.
Approximating theheating pipes as acylinder ofwaterwith uniform tempera45

turetheheatbalancereads
„. de,(t-T,,)

=h^V^d,h)-Vt)}

< V

(3.33)

TheparametersC andh aredefinedperunitgroundarea.The timeshift
T, =7min.followsfromeqn. (3.25).Thedataarefittedwithamodelwith
calculatedoutputy(k);y(0)=9.(0).Infig.3.18abestfitispresented
fortheinterval9, e[3,20 C],wherethefitcannotbedistinguishedfrom
hg
themeasurements.

Fig.3.18MeasurementsandbestfitformeasurementsatMay26,1982from
0.00hrs.to5.00hrs.incompartmentno.1.
*
h

Compartment

a

1

6.1810~5

5

6.15 10~5

results820526:

r =0
m
r =0
w

13.5
a = 0.55
V

e

h

b

E

1.00

1.452

7.81

0.998

1.457

5.47

0.00-

5 00 hrs.

h

T =1
s

min.

w
Table3.5 Resultsfrommeasurements (May2519.00hrs.-May267.00hrs.,
1982).

Resultsaregivenintable3.5.Herea.=h./C,.Thevalueofh,=a.C,
°
h h h
canbecalculated.Fromtable3.1V,=0.216andA =55.7;since
h
g
46

h

hh

C*h = c water
^ p water
V, h/ Ag = 4.187 10 3 0.216 / 55.7 = 16.24 kJ K 'm 2 , h* can
t
*

' h

be found.From table 3.5 values are selected h, = 1.0 and b = 1.46, so that
ck,theheating pipe network heat loss per unit ground area is
*
1.46
* h = '-O9 h g

(3.34)

By linearizing (compare eqn. 3.30) it is found that

k*= 1.46 ê " ' 4 6
h
hg

(3.35)

Whenk, isknown, the other thermal parameters of eqn. (3.6)canbe calculated,as isdone in table 3.6.

k

Compartment

1
2

*
h

,*
*
k +k
r
v

hg

0.223

31.0

0.282

37.1

h

*
*
k +k
r
v

7.1

31.8

46.1 103

11.8

27.3

J

10.1

J

11.6
11.2

k

7.7

C

*
g

39.6 ,0

c/c .
g air

3

0.175

17.6

5.5

31.2

45.3 10

4

0.167

14.8

5.0

30.2

43.8 103
3

5

0.182

16.7

5.3

29.3

42.5 10

10.9

6

0.265

37.3

7.7

29.1

42.2 10J

10.8

7

0.223

31.7

7.2

32.1

46.6 103

11.9

average

30.1

43.7 103

11.2

Table 3.6 Calculated parameters of the simple thermalmodel.

The result of eqn. (3.35)canbe compared with eqn. (3.31). The exponents
are 0.46 and 0.49 respectively, and the factor 1.46/(k +k )= 1.46/30.1 =
V
r
-2
-2
= 4.85 10 corresponds with a = 4.41 10
*
-1-2
With C . = c . p .K V-Ik ~ 3.9 [JK m ] ,in table 3.6 the ratio
*
air
p.air air g g
CA/C . iscalculated. Itsvalue 11.2 ismuch higher thanone should expect
g air
at first sight. Itmeans that the parallel thermal capacities aremuch higher
than the capacity of the air alone. InJacobs (1981)aratio 7.5 was
calculated for the same glasshouse for adetailed physicalmodel.
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The results of table 3.6 canbe compared with data from the literature. It is
recalled that theparameters originate from linearization around aworking
point. When non-linearities occur this leads toother parameters than ina
simple heating-load analysis.For example,fork, ineqn. (3.35) inheating
load calculations the (exact)value

k*
= 1.0 9°' 4 6
h,ss
hg

(3.36)

isused.The suffix ss indicates here a steady-state or statical relationship.

From the literaturek-values are available from studies for energy consumption (Okada and Takakura, 1973,Okada and Hayashi, 1978,vonZabeltitz,
1978,Tantau, 1981a),where only the steady-state part of eqn. (3.4)is
evaluated. The analysis implicitely includes the latent heat transfer. Invon
Zabeltitz (1978; p. 151)theheating requirement of agreenhousewith closed
ventilationwindows and v = 4[m s ]is
w
A
<(. = 7.56— (9 - e )

[Wm :

(3.37)

g
so that (k
+k
)= 7.56 A /A .However, in theNaaldwiik glasshouse
r,ss
v,ss
r
g
compartments,also the sidewalls have tobe taken into account (although they
arenot important for theheating-load) leading to (k

+k

)=

= 7.56 (A +A )/A = 20.From table 3.6: k* +k* =30.
r
s g
v
r
In the factor k*
also the latent heat loss is included. Okada and
v,ss
Takakura givevalues of k
depending onoutsideweather conditions.A
v,ss
worst casevalue isk
= 2.5 A / A = 2 . 8 forv = 4[m s ]and s = 1 . 2
v,ss
r
g
w
so thatk
= 2.3 k and small compared tork
resp.k.
v,ss
v
r,ss
r

v

The results of table 3.6 depend upon the initial accuracy ofk, ineqn.
(3.35). This eqn. iscompared with data fromvon Zabeltitz (p. 166,tab. 42)
who gives,for theheating system thedissipated heat perm heating pipeof
51mm. external diameter.With a 9, = 4 0 Cand 6 = 20 C the dissipated
h
g
heat is44W. In theglasshouse 1,/A = 110/55.7 = 2m (table 3.1) so that
h
8
-*
0 = 88W. Because
0*=k*
ë,
h
h,ss hg
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[Wm" 2 ]

(3.38)

itfollowsthatk

=4.4.Usingeqn.(3.36)k

,0.46

=20

4.0,sothat

IIyb b

II«O O

theoutcomesarequitecomparable.InChapter7itisdemonstratedthatwhen
k

iscalculated fromsteady-stateconditions"acceptable"valuesare

obtained,whichindicatesthateqn.(3.36)isnotunrealistic.
ItcanbeconcludedthattheparametersofH

canbeapproximately

calculatedfromheatingloaddata,butthatbecauseoflinearizationsand
othersimplificationstheparameterstendtobetoolowsothatsomecarehas
tobeexcersized.Foraroughestimate,theinaccuracywillbesmallerthana
factortwo.
3.4.7

Venti

lotion

TheparametersofthetransferfunctionH

havealsobeenestimated.Herea
8,v
testsignalwasestablishedbychangingr stepwisearoundaworkingpoint
r ±2.8%sothatwitheqn.(3.21)andS
0.064-3.5r
0.22r
w v
w
^
Becauseintheinitialexperimentalset-upthevalueofT wasexpectedtobe
small,atestsignalperiodof30min.wasselected.Theheatingsystemwas
60 C.Table3.7summarizestheresults.

setataconstant
Comp.

r=u
w w

K
v
T
d,v=0

T [min]

E

v

S
v

e
ag

*
C
g

K /T
vv
TV[S]

1

2.8

-0.92

7.12

4.18

0.86

-17.2

2.1 10~3

8.0103

2

8.7

-0.88

9.65

5.17

2.2

-15.9

1.5210~3

10.4103

3

3

14.7

-0.57

4

26.7

-0.76

12.1

5

26.7

-0.71

13.9

6

14.6

-0.54

7

8.9

-1.0

8

2.8

-0.89

r=r
w w
8=60
h

±2.8%

°C

ê=4.6
a
v=3.5
w

6.31

4.90
10.4
6.08
°C
ms

5.86

3.5

-13.5

1.50 10~

9.0103

4.42

6.2

-11.2

1.05 10~3

10.6103

6.2

-11.4

0.85 10~3

13.4103

3

13.5
4.22

3.5

-13.9

1.84 10~

7.5103

4.38

2.2

-15.3

1.66 10~3

9.2103

4.76

0.85

-16.7

2.45 10~3

6.8103

fi Lteredres ults820331:22
T=1
s

min

S=
v

.50-0104:05 .00hrs.
0.22r

w

Table3.7 Resultsandcalculationsfrommeasurements (March31 19.00hrs.
toApril 17.00hrs.,1982).
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Thevaluesforx do not correspond totheresultsfromtable3.2.Whenfrom
v
theratioK/x
ch8a /C (seeeqns.3.14)thevalueofC iscalculated,
vv
gg S
*g
theresultsalsodonotagreewithtable3.6.NotethatC iscalculated
*
without knowledgeofk.
Theincorrectvalueofx canbeexplainedfromthefactthatthetestsignal
periodwastoosmall.Becauseonlytheventilationwindowsarecontrolledand
not theventilationrateS,onemightwellexpectthatonlythefirstharmonicofthetestsignalissupplied totheprocess.Because H

isafirst
g,v

ordertransferfunction,usingharmonicinputsignalsanycombinationofK
andx canbefound,aslongastheratioK/x isconstant.Clearlythe
v
°
vv
appliedtestsignalisnotsuitableinthiscaseandshouldcontainmore
distinctfrequencies.
Theresultsoftable3.7mightsuggestthattheapproachusingthermal
characteristics isnotcompletelycorrect.Therefore,intable3.8results
arepresentedforH ,,butwiththeventilationwindowsopenedatfixed
_
g»h
aperturesr.
comp.

hg
T

d,h •

SEk

V V

7

0

0.201

20.2

2.15

30.4 7.0

0.23

27.6

42.210

5.6

0.215

21.9

7.04

31.2 7.1

1.5

24.4

37.9103

11.6

0.186

22.1

4.95

33.2 7.3

2.9

29.0

51.7103

23.6

0.167

21.3

8.44

35.3 7.5

5.6

32.0

57.6103

average:28.3
u,=50±5
h

4.8°C

47.4103

filteredresults820330:20.40-0331:02.50hrs

v=3.6ms
w

T =1min
s

Table3.8 Resultsandcalculationsfrommeasurements (March3019.00hrs.
toMarch3107.00hrs.,1982).
HereS iscalculatedwitheqn.(3.20)andk,usingeqn. (3.35).Theaverage
valueofk =28.3isclosetothatfromtable3.6;where (k +k)=30.1
r
r v
andwithk =0.36 itfollowsthatk
29.6.TheaverageofC is47.4-10
v
r
50

,

and agreeswith 43.7-10 from table 3.6.

From the results presented in table 3.8 itmight be concluded that a static
(steady-state)ventilation rate S does complywith the approach using
thermal data.From table 3.7 itcanbe seen that in themechanism describing
S inrelation tor some unknown influences are present,
v
w
3.4.

Radiation

The parameters of the transfer functionH

(eqn. 3.15) have been estimated

frommeasurements. Because on $"no test signal canbe superimposed,one has
towait for suitable experimental conditions.Also the estimation canbe less
efficient in that the input signal does not contain sufficient distinct
frequencies (recall theproblems associated with the experiments from table
3.7). In table 3.9 results are presented. In the experiment 6. = 6, was kept
constant and thewindows are closed.

Compartment

Tg[min]
d,s

r =0
w

0 = 6.4 °C
_a
v =4.5m s
w

0.0278

27.6

17.7

35.0

0.0310

28.7

21.1

30.0

0.0248

27.5

38.6

25.1

0.0239

26.6

65.2

21.0

filtered results 820330:08.00- 15.00hrs

-1

T = 1min
s

Table 3.9 Results frommeasurements (March 3008.00hrs.- 16.00 hrs.).

In table 3.9 thevalue of T ishigher thanresults presented in tables 3.2
and 3.8 but should be similar (eqn. 3.17b). However, thedead times represent
several small time constants and might be added to themeasured timeconstants. In that case the results of tables 3.2, 3.8 and 3.9 agree.For
compartment no. 1the "raw"data are shown (fig.3.19a)aswell as thebest
fit (fig. 3.19b).
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Fig. 3.19 Measurements and estimation results forcompartment no. 1at
March 3008.00hrs.- 16.00hrs.Measured radiationand
greenhouse air temperature (a),filtered air temperature and
best fit(b).
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Thevalues of (k +k )andncanbecalculated from eqns. (3.17)withk
according toeqn. (3.35). Intable 3.10theaverage results ofexperiments on
three days arepresented including their relative variance.Inallcasesthe
windows areclosed and6, iskeptasthesameconstant levels inthesame
compartments.

experiment

9

a

V

w

*s

n

an
n

* *
k+k
r v

ok
k

820330: 08.00- 0330:

16.00

6.5

4.5

133

0.71

0.026

22.1

0.045

820407: 07.00- 0407:

18.59

11.7

7.6

136

0.58

0.045

16.4

0.045

820409: 07.00- 0409:

18.59

4.9

5.3

234

0.72

0.073

19.9

0.079

Table 3.10 Averages ofcalculated results of threeexperiments.

Comparing thecalculated values ofk +k with theresults obtained in
sections 3.4.6 and3.4.7a satisfactory agreement canbeclaimed.Thevalues
are somewhat lowerwhichmight becaused by thefact that thecorridorsare
heated byradiation too,whichmakes theexperiments different from those
discussed intheprevious sections.

3.5 DISCUSSION

The results presented inthis chapter indicate that themodeling ofthe
dynamical behaviour of thegreenhouse temperature control loops canbeperformed with asatisfactory degree ofaccuracy.Although themeasurements were
carried outinonetypeofgreenhouse,itisfelt that this conclusion also
holds for greenhouses ingeneral.
Inaddition tothedetermination of transfer functions,theresults ofthe
parameter estimation arerelated totheparameters ofa simple thermalmodel.
This facilitates toexplain therelations interms ofheating-load coeffi-

cientsor thermal

parameters.

The results suggest that theestimated thermal parameters areconstantor
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have distinct non-linearities.The processes are deterministic by nature i.e.
thatnophenomena occur that have tobemodelled by their statistical properties-if any.However, theparameter estimation isbased on selected periods
of time so thatno statements can bemade on the eventual occurrence of
bursts of suddendisturbances.

It isrecalled that these results arebased on four key features.The first
is that thenon-linear actuator processes are separated

from the climate

process. The second is that the climate process is linearized

around a

working point and that thevariables are formulated in terms of increment's.
This draws the attention on thedisturbances acting upon theworking point.
The third feature is that experiments are setup such that the disturbances
on theworking point canbe filtered

out (inthe frequency domain)using time

series analysis techniques.The fourth feature is that the experiments have
been performed concurrently

in identical

greenhouses,whichprovides the

opportunity to investigate non-linearities that occurwith respect to the
workingpoint.

The results aremarkedly different fromwhat isfound in the literature on
this subject (Tantau, 1979,von Zabeltitz, 1978,O'Flaherty et al., 1973).
In thework ofTantau,which is themost elaborate study available asyet,
only approximate results are obtained (p.93,table 6-1).Tantau has
described the greenhouse properties by directly measuring frequency diagrams
using sinusoidal input signals-a common approach in air-conditioning
research.When thismethod isapplied ingreenhouses, the discrimination of
disturbances that act on theworking point isunsatisfactory. Bynature the
curves arenot interprétable in terms of thermal parameters. It is felt that
parametric modeling inrelation to a simple thermal model as presented in
this chapter has profound advantages over the directmeasurement of frequency
diagrams.
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4 Temperature control

4.1 DESIRED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

InGCFC, the control of the inside air temperature has received most attention.Tenperature control isachieved by heating -when the temperature would
drop too low-and byventilation -in case the temperaturewould rise too
high. Concurrent heating and ventilation isonly employed when a certain air
change rate is considered tobebeneficial for the crop.The control of the
heating system has received most interest,which isreflected in the existing
literature onGCFC (Heijnen et al., 1979,von Zabeltitz, 1978,Tantau, 1979).
This preference isunderstandable, since the energy consumption of agreenhouse ismainly associated with heating.

With respect to the required ventilation, theprevailing opinion is thatwith
the existing blue

print

temperatures, inwinter conditions ahigh temperature

isbeneficial for crop growth.Thismeans that the air change rate iskept at
a low level as tomaintain aminimum level of CO2 (whenno CO2enrichment is
applied) and to avoid diseases by lowering therelative humidity. Higher
ventilation rateswill preferably be employed onlywhen the greenhouse
temperature is rising too high.The topic isdiscussed in section 4.5.

The requirements that areput upon theperformance of theheating system
control arenot formulated straightforwardly,because of the specialway
GCFC isperformed in thepractice of growing.Many control actions are formulated in terms of manipulating

control

actuators

(see Chapter 1),and the

controls should allow suchmanipulations.As an example,due to horticultural
requirements, limits areputupon thevalues of theheating pipe temperature,
constraining both themaximum and theminimum. It isalso accepted practice
toraise theheating pipe temperature afewhours before sunrise,inorder to
avoid condensation on the crop.
The setpoint of theGCFC loop is time-varying too.As arule atnighta
lower temperature iskept and during the day the setpoint isvaried when for
example light-dependent temperature control is applied.
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In somecases only a minimum temperature

iscontrolled.When theweather

conditions cause arise intemperature,e.g.when theradiation drives the
temperature over the setpoint,this extra rise isnot thought tohe a disadvantage as long as theheating canbe turned off.To drop under thesetpoint ison the contrary not desirable since the setpoint represents a
minimum admissablevalue.As aresult the following requirements canbe
formulated forGCFC heating system control,with the greenhouse air tempera-

tureas controlled

variable;

1.The temperature should not drop significantly (afewdegrees) under the
setpoint at daytimewhen disturbances actupon thegreenhouse orwhen the
setpoint is time-varying.
2.The setpoint should be followed aoourately

atnight.Typically atnight

the setpoint is constant and no significant disturbances act upon the
greenhouse.
3.The temperature should not exceed the setpoint due to energy
heating

system

input

via

the

(if the energy is "free"this requirement doesnot apply).

4. Changes in the setpoint should be followed reasonably accurate (inorder
tocreate anoptimal plant growth situation).

The order of therequirements formulated above reflects their relative
importance inexisting practice. In commercial

GCFC equipment,

the first

requirement isdifficult to copewith and isnot usually satisfied. The
second isquite reasonably fullfilled inpractice (and isa typical selling
argument), and also the third is satisfied.The fourth requirement isnot
recognized tobe of importance.
When thehierarchical system description of fig.2.1 isrecalled, infact
the fourth requirement summarizes the three others.When control schemes have
tobe employed which are formulated on the second level -for example when
control isbased onplant responses-a close tracking of the setpoint becomes
essential.For thisreason the fourth requirement is formulatedexplicitlyhere.
Inmost commercial controllers the limits on theheating pipe temperatures
-which are formulated because of horticultural reasons-areused to improve
the control behaviour, for exampleby linking theminimum pipe temperature
with theoutside air temperature.The result is satisfactory in steady-state
situations,but in transients induced by setpoint changes or high-frequency
disturbances theperformance is such that the requirements are not satisfied.
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4.2 HEATING SYSTEM CONTROL

4.2.1 Control

scheme

InGCFC the control of theheating system isusually carried out using a
master-slave (orcascade) configuration.The slave loop controls theheating
pipe temperature 9,.Themaster regulates thegreenhouse inside air
temperature 9 by imposing adesired value of 6 ,a signal refered toasu,,
g
g

h'

on the slave. In fig.4.1 amaster-slave configuration isdepicted. In this
case the control algorithms are incorporated inagreenhouse climate
computer.
computer i greenhouse
disturbances

^ ^ / y ^ algorithm

^®—

valve
control

UmT

valve

9g

Qhjgreenhouse
heating

Fig. 4.1 Master-slave control of thegreenhouse air temperature.

The application of the slave-loop ismotivated by fluctuations that occur in
the feedwater temperature 6 and subsequently in the returnwater temperature
0 (see fig. 3.1).Thedynamical behaviour of the slave isfast compared to
themaster.The relationbetween theposition of themixing valve r and9,
6

is such that thevalvebehaves linearly for increasing u .For decreasing
u, theheat loss in the greenhouse is so small that 9 >u,.so that r is
n
°
r h'
put in fully closed position. In terms of dynamic behaviour this isa
constraint

m

h

m

(or: saturation). The decrease of 9, is in this case determined
h

by theheat transfer from theheating pipes into the greenhouse.This leads
to an asymmetric behaviour of themixing valve control,with a small time
constant for increasing u, and'a largeone for decreasing u,.For small
changes inu,,aswill occurwhen aconstant 9 iskept and the disturbances
"
g
are small,thevalve processwill behave linearly. The slave control
algorithm isusually of theproportional type,where in computer control a
time-proportional algorithm is employed.
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Themaster controller isusually of thePI (proportional plus integral)type.
The transfer function of the controller isgivenby

H r (s)=K r (1+

T

i

7

)

(4.1)
i

The parameters of eqn. (4.1)-the controller settings- are selected using
estimated values of theparameters of thegreenhouse heating transfer
functionH ,(s).The slave loop is,considered
transparant (H ,(s)=l), so
r
g,n
m,h
that infact only adesign ismade forupward transients of u and for steady
state regulation.For downward steps -or equivalent disturbances- thecontrollerbehaviour isnot so satisfactory and some tricks have tobe applied in
order to establish anacceptable performance.
For the Naaldwijk

multifaatoral

glasshouse

using themodel of eqn. (3.3), for

thedesign of a controller a transfer function isused
n oc - 8 s
H .= ^ ^
g
'
20 s+1

(4.2)

with aworst-casevalue forK .Thedead time includes thedead time intro8
duced by the actuator circuit of thedigital control(|T;T = 1 min.).
The actual dead time T , ,e[7,8min.]. Although the computer dictates the
application of discrete timealgorithms,the sample timeT is sufficiently
small toallow acontinuous timedomainanalysis for the selectionof the
controller settings.Using Bode-diagrams,it is seen that a choiceof
T.= 30min.and K = 10would satisfy stability
criteria.
J
J Because thisK
l
r

r

would lead toovershoot for upward transients usually a lower K = 8is
selected. By limiting thevalvemotor actuating signal u a satisfactory
behaviour canbe achieved inupward transient situations,at the expenseof
disturbance reduction capability.

4.2.2 Discrete

time

algorithms

Indiscrete time aPI control algorithm canbe formulated (Verbruggen,
Peperstraete and Debruyn, 1975):

u'(k)=k e(k)
P
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(4.3a)

k-1
u"(k)=k. I e(k-j)=u"(k-l)+k.e(k)
1
j-O

(4.3b)
x

u(k) =u'(k)+u"(k)

(4.3c)

Hereu(k)=u(t)attimet=kT.Ineqns.(4.3)thecontrolleroutput
u(k)su(k)andtheerrore(k)=u (k)-9(k).Thesignalu'(k)represents
theproportionalactionandu"(k)theintegralaction.Compared toeqn.(4.1)
k.=K T /T.andk =K.
l
r s l
p

r

Thealgorithmofeqns.(4.3)canbewritteninamorecompactformasa
modified

PI algorithm
u(k)=u(k-l)+K (e(k)-e(k-l)+K.e(k)}

(4.4)

withK =k andK.K =k..ThePIalgorithmof
6 eqns. (4.3)andthemodified
p

p

lp

l

PIofeqn.(4.4)areequivalentinlinearbehaviour.Whenconstraintsare
presentinthecontrolloop,theintegralpartofthecontroller (eqn.4.3b)
cangrowtolargevalues (windup)andisthereforelimitedinananti-windup
procedure.
Ineqn.(4.3b)limitsareimposedL . <u"(k)<L with
r
min
~ max
L . <L
arbitraryscalars,andalsoL . <u(k)<L where[L .,L ]
mm
max
min
max
m m max
istheoperatingD
range
ofthecontroller.Ineqn.(4.4)
onlyu(k)efLj •,L 1L » a
O
l
r

J

mln

m

X

whichgivesabetterdampedresponsewhenthelimitsareeffective.
Thisisdemonstratedbysimulationofaprocesswithtransferfunction

H

( 1 - y(s)_
p^; u(s)

-5s
0.2e
(10s+1)(30s+1)

,,,-N
l

"'

whichiscontrolledbyaPIalgorithmaccordingtoeqns.(4.3)andone
accordingtoeqn. (4.4).AlsoaPIDtypealgorithmisusedwhichis
formulated likeeqns.(4.3)andwhereafour-pointdifferencewasapplied
(Takahashi,RabinsandAuslander, 1970).Fig.4.2a showsthesimulated
responses.InallcasesthecontrollergainsareselectedK =10,T.=33
andinthePIDcontroller T,=.10.Thesystemislinearwherezerorepresents
anarbitraryworkingpoint.Thesetpointisvariedfrom0+5andbackwardsand
thelimitsL

= 1 0 andL . =-5actuponu(k).
max
mm
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E

m

Fig. 4.2 Effect of anti-windup procedure inPI algorithm (A),modified PI
(B)and PID algorithm (C).Shown areoutput of the system (a)and
actuator signals(b).

In fig.4.2b the signal u(k) from the controller is shown, indicating that
themodified PI isquicker coming out of its saturation,resulting inan
improved response.This is explained because u"(k) of eqn. (4.3b)comes out
of its saturationwhen e(k)changes sign,whereas in eqn. (4.4)a trade-off
between e(k)-e(k-l)and K.e(k)ismade.The response of thePID control is
also shown indicating that themodified PI adds an extra damping ina
saturated situation.
Eqn. (4.4)is liable to setpoint changes because theproportional gain
factorK leads to proportional

kiek (Verbruggen et al., 1975). There are

situationswhere this isnot desirable. In section 4.3.2 this is discussed
inmoredetail.

4.2.3 TypiaaI

performance

Themodified PIhas been implemented in the computer control of the Naaldwijk
multifactoral glasshouse since 1977,in several forms-including an adaptive
one as ispresented inChapter 6.Although theperformance isbetter than the
usualPI of eqns. (4.3), somenotorious problems remain.This is illustrated
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onabrightwinterdaywith
infig.4.3showingu,96 aswellasu,and
g g
h
relatively strong radiation during thedayandacold night (Jan.5, 1980).
30

°C
24

18

M
sag

12

undershoot
12

16

20
24
time hrs

m

16

20
24
time hrs

Fig. 4.3 Typical performanceofGCFC temperature control.
Theresponses demonstrate examplary theproblems associated withGCFC heating
control.Inthemorning thesetpointu rises,andsubsequently u and9
rise. Becauseofthelimited capacityofthemain boiler (notetheresponse
of 9,between8.00hrs.and10.00hrs.), u, and9,divergeandu,isclamped
h
h
h
n
toL
(100C ) .When9 approachesu,u, decreasesbutbecauseofthe
max
g
g h
divergation between 9,andu, thishasnoimmediate effect.Asaresulta
large overshoot

(3 C)of9 occurs,partlyduetotheincoming radiation.

Intheafternoon theradiation decreases,causing a sag at 15,00hrs.,the
effectofwhich ishiddenbythedecreaseofu.Attheendoftheafternoon
g
-whenu isputonitsnight value-an undershoot occurs causedbyasimilar
divergence betweenu,and9,asincaseoftheovershoot discussed above.
°
h
h
This leadstoanundershoot forabout4hrs.whichcanbeconsidered tobe
themost detrimentaloftheundesired effects,sincethenight temperatureis
usuallyaminimal acceptablevalue (inwinter)andthetemperature shouldnot
drop under itsdesired value.Itisseen thatthesteady-state behaviour
during thenight issatisfactory.
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The responses infig.4.3 arebetter than thosewhichwould be obtained with
aPI algorithm according to eqns. (4.3),which canbe argued from the fact
that u,(k)comes out of its saturation before e(k)changes sign.Naturally,
the responses in fig.4.3 could be improved by the selection of better values
for L . and L :achoice 30,80 Cwould much improve the controller
min
max
performance.However, "good"values of L . and L
depend on the outside
mm
max
disturbances (theweather conditions)and cannot ingeneral be calculated
frommeasurements, so that thiskind of solution iseither inadequate or
requires day today tuning by thegrower.
Of theresponses theovershoot isexceptionally largebecause of the large
setpoint change and the favourable brightweather.The sag and the undershoot
will also occur for small setpoint changes.The sag because it is the result
of outside disturbances.The undershoot iscaused by the large time constant
associated with thedecrease of 6 and will nearly always be present.It is
only less severe in the rare occasion that theweather conditions are such
that thevalue ofL . is close to thevaluewhich isnecessary tomaintain
mm
therequired night temperature.

In the foregoing discussion the tuning of the slave loop has not received any
attention because itwas assumed that the slavewas properly tuned.However,
an important parameter in the slave loop is the gearingmechanism that
relates the valvemotor tomixing valveposition. Thismechanism differs for
variousmakes so that the slave isadjusted on-line inan ad-hoc fashion.
An often encountered problem is that theproportional gain inthe slave
loop isput toa too low value and causes stability problems in themain
master loop.For theNaaldwijk glasshouse such a situation is shown infig.
4.4, leading to slowoscillations in9 with aperiod of timeof 25min.
These oscillations are also present in the response of 0 .Often, in sucha
situation the solution is sought in decreasing
that the slave loop is too fast.

the slave loop gain,believing

The correct solution is to increase

the

loop gain (Udink tenCate, 1980). The responses were obtained atJan. 6,1980.
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Fig. 4.4 Responses of 6 (t)for a too slowmixing valve actuation.

4.3 DOG-LEAD ALGORITHM

4.3.1 The

algorithm

In the discussion on fig.4.3, thepoor performance of thePI control with
respect toundershoot,sag and overshoot,was explained because theactual9
deviates from its desired value u,.It seems straightforward to develop aPI
algorithmwhere this isnot the case.By Udink ten Cate and Van Zeeland
(1981) suchanalgorithm ispresented,which iscalled the dog-lead

algorithm»

This algorithm isdescribed here.Themethod was inspired by apaper of Hanus
(1980).

ThePI algorithm of eqn. (4.4)canbe rewritten as

u(k)=u(k-l)+A u(k)

Au(k)=K {(e(k)- e(k-l))+K. e(k)}
P
i

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

which follows directly from-eqn. (4.4). Because of saturations in the
actuator u(k) can diverge

from its realized value.,Hanus (1980) suggests to

use instead of eqn. (4.6a) the algorithm

u(k)=u (k-1)+ Au(k)

(4.7)
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where u (k-1)is the realized

actuator output.This implies that the

saturation occurs in the actuator circuit and that itsoutput ismeasurable.
Because Au(k) isnotbounded, the instantaneous behaviour of the controller
still remains of thePI type,but thevalue of u(k) isprevented from
diverging from itsrealized value u(k).
In the greenhouse heating system 9 (t) is the actuating variable for the
GCFC heating process.Themixing-valve circuit contains the dominant
saturations of thecontrol loop,so thatu =8, agreeswith the requirements
concerning eqn. (4.7).A complication arises because 8, itself is controlled
by the slave controller and by using eqn. (4.7)fluctuations in6 are not
reduced,but instead used togenerate anewmaster controller output u,(k),
causing adrift in9,and subsequently poor control.Inorder to suppress
h
fluctuations an essential

modification

leads to the algorithm

u(k)=u'(k-l)+Au(k)

(4.8a)

u r (k-l)-R <u'(k-l) <u (k-1)+R
R and R„ are constants.In theGCFC loop u s e

(4.8b)

and u =u .The term Au(k)

isdefined ineqn. (4.6b). Eqns. (4.8)state that theoutput u,(k)of the
master controller is free tomovebetween limits imposed by u (k);reason to
call this concept the dog-lead

method.Thevalues ofR.and R are selected

such that in steady-state control aripple onu

{= 8 )fallswithin the

range spanned by eqn. (4.8b). In this respect, thevalues ofR and R„ depend
on theaccuracy of the slave loop.In theNaaldwijk glasshouse by trial and
error R =R„ = 5°C.

4.3.2 Proportional

kick

The algorithms of eqns. (4.4)and (4.7)are sensitive to proportional

kick.

When a setpoint changeoccurs,thevalue of u(k) ischanged. Ina saturated
situation this can cause undesirable behaviour as isdepicted infig. 4.5,
which is theresult of a computer simulation described in section 4.3.3.
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Fig. 4.5 Proportional kick. (A)Conventional PI algorithm (4.3), modified
PI and dog-lead PI,without (B)andwith (C)proportional kick
suppression.

In this fig.u < 9 as canbe thecase ona summer day.When u changes
upward, in the control algorithm this is equivalent to anegative change in
8 ,which results in the increaseof u and thus themixing valvewill be
opened. This happens regardless of the factwhether thenew setpoint is above
orbelow the actual 8 .In a linear operating condition thisbehaviour is
correct,but in the saturated case of fig.4.5 this isnot so.It is seen
that the conventional algorithm of eqns. (4.3)does not exhibit thissensitivity because thekick is suppressed by the saturated integral actionof
eqn. (4.3b). The proportional kick sensitivity of themodified algorithms is
reduced by including conditional (IF)statements in the algorithm. This is
represented infig.4.6 where eqn. (4.6b) isrewrittenwith e(k)= x(k)-y(k):

u(k)

K.{x(k)

y(k)}

K.{x(k)

y(k)}+K {Ax(k;k-1)- Ay(k;k-1)}

K p {(x(k)

x(k-l))- (y(k)- y(k-l))}
(4.9)

Byputting Ax(k;k-1) =x(k)-x(k-l) to thevalues as indicated infig. 4.6,
theproportional kick is suppressed inundesired situations,as is shown in
the simulation results of fig. 4.5.
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4.3.3 Performance

of the PI

algorithms

In order to compare thedog-lead algorithm of eqns. (4.8)and (4.9)with the
conventional type of eqns. (4.3)simulation is carried out.The greenhouse
heating process is simulated by a transfer function
(s)

\,^ »f

0.25 e

-5s
(4.10)

(s)

20 s+1

Theworking point isdefined by

30 Cand

15 C.Themixing valve

isdescribed according to eqn. (3.18)with 9.= 50 Cand theparameters of
eqn. (3.19)are selected T ,

= 6, T = 2min.,K = 0.05. The slave circuit
d,m
m
' m
is controlled by a time-proportional controller:u (k) (theactuating signal
for r (t))e [-15, 15 sec.]. In themaster controller K = 6and T.=30;
m
r
l

T = 1min.The range ofu (k)e [10,80 C ] , In fig,4.7a the responses
are simulated when a stepwise disturbance occurs on 6, of 10 Cfor
t e [90,210min.]. The boiler feedwater temperature israther low so that
windup will occur.
The results of fig.7a clearly show the improvements obtained by thedogleadmethod. In fig. 7b and 7c theu (k)and 9 (t)forboth algorithms are
shown,demonstrating the effectiveness of thedog-lead anti-windup procedure
when saturations occur in the control loop.

Apart from simulation, thedog-lead PI and themodified PI algorithms -both
with kick reduction according to eqn. (4.9)- have been compared in field
trials. InJanuary 1981 extensive experiments have beenperformed in the
Naaldwijkmultifactoral glasshouse (see section 3.4.1), inorder toobtaina
good tuning of thecontroller settings fora stepwise upward setpoint change
in the earlymorning,aswell as for steady-state behaviour.For themodified
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Fig. 4.7 Comparison of conventional and dog-lead PI in simulation.
Shown are:greenhouse temperatures (a);heating system responses
for conventional PI (b)and dog-lead PI(c).
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Fig. 4.8 Comparison of dog-lead PI andmodified PI onMarch 22,1981
Shown aregreenhouse temperatures
temperatu
(a),u and 6 formodified
PI (b)and for dog-lead PI (c)

PIK = 8 and K. = 0.033. The choice ofK israther low as toreduceoverp
l
p
shoot asmuch as possible.For thedog-lead algorithm K = 12and K. = 0.04
was selected.
In fig.4.8a responses are shownof 9 forboth algorithms,ona relative
warm day inMarch (March 22, 1981), 8 = 10.2 C,with alternating sunand
clouds, causing strong disturbances.The dog-lead PI responses are obtained
incompartment no.5; themodified PIresponses incompartment no.3.
The performance of the algorithms is evaluated in terms of overshoot,

sag

and undershoot

of 6 .Other differences between u and 9 arenot relevant
8
.
g
g
aswas discussed in section 4.1.Differences between 9 of both algorithms as
g
they occur from 8.00 - 16.00hrs. are caused by the glasshouse structure and
not of importance here.The relevant areas infig.4.8a are shaded.

The

superior performance of the dog-lead algorithm in this situation is clearly
demonstrated and canbe explained from the responses of u,(k)and 9,(t)of
the two algorithms as are shown infig.4.8b (modified PI)and fig. 4.8c
(dog-leadP I ) .
In fig.4.9 also responses of other days arepresented. In fig.4.9a the
responses of 9 (t)are shownonMarch 17,1981:acold day, 6 = 4.8 C.
8
o
Infig.4.9b awarmer day isshown 9 = 7.4 C (April 21, 1981).

a

The performance of the dog-lead andmodified PIwas also compared using daily
experimental results between January 28andMay 24, 1981.The responses were
compared in terms of overshoot, sag and undershoot,on a5-point scale.In
fig. 4.10 the results arepresented, incumulativevalues of the available
evaluations.Note that not every day an evaluation could bemade because of
theoutside weather conditions;or because ofmissing or incomplete data.

It is seen that thedog-lead PI algorithm according to eqns. (4.8)and (4.9)
performs significantlybetter than themodified PI of eqns. (4.4)and (4.9).
Itwas observed that theupward step responses is somewhat slower.The
improvement originates from the fact that ina saturated situation thedogleadmethod reacts quicker than themodified PI does. Such a saturated situationoccurs regularly in the controller, so that thedog-lead algorithm can

beconsidered tobeof great practical

interest.
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4.4 SPLIT-RANGE HEATING SYSTEM CONTROL

In theforegoing sections theheating system is constructed ofone heating
pipe network, situated just over theground. Inmany greenhouses inthe
Netherlands a lower

andan upper

heating pipe network isused, each with a

seperately controlled temperature. Thelower network isused tomeetthe
primary heating load. Itis situated inthecrop, so that themaximum
admissable temperature canbe40- 50 C.When thelower network cannot
supply therequired h e a t , theupper network isused (which is situated over
the c r o p ) . Thelimited capacity ofthelower pipe network makes it necessary
to u s etheupper network in transient situations aswell in steady-state
situations with a large heating demand. Infig.4.11a greenhouse withtwo
heating systems is depicted.
0s

er,u
Fig. 4.11 A greenhouse with two

e

f=W

—

e

'=*l

—

8h,u

heating pipe networks.
6h,l

6r,l
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Inpractice there arevarious methods tooperate thepipe networks.A popular
approach is touse two separatemaster-slave controllers and decide logically
which pipe network has tobe turned on.Especially in transient situations
this can lead tooscillatory behaviour.
Sucha situation did exist in thecomputer controlled glasshouses of the
Research Station forFloriculture atAalsmeer, theNetherlands.To improve
thecontrol,asplit-range control algorithmwas designed,where onemaster
algorithm controls the lower and theupper pipe network by imposing adesired
water temperature to two separate slave controllers (Udink tenCate,Van
Zeeland andValentin, 1979,Valentin andVan Zeeland, 1980).
A simple transfer function isestablished for the transfer functions of the
lower and of theupper pipenetwork respectively. Using the samemodel as
presented ineqn. (3.3):

g _ g,l
o, ,

.

(4.11a)

T , S+1

h,l
g,l
e
K
e~Td,h,u
H , (s)=— & - = -&2g h U
' '
ïï
T
s1
h,u
g,u +

(4.11b)

Here the suffix 1means lower;umeans upper.From step responses theparameters ineqns. (4.11)were obtained as T ,-T

= 3 0 min.,
g.l
g.u
T,,.=T,, = 5 min.,K ,=0.15 and K
= 0 . 1 2 . The similarity between
d,h,l
d,h,u
g,l
g,u
thevalues of T ,and T
canbe explained from the simplemodel parameter
g.l
g.u
\

of eqn. (3.8b),where thenormalized k isequal forheating with aheating
pipe and for heating up cold heating pipes (disregarding the temperature
dependance ofk, to8, ) .Equal time constants could be expected thisway.
The dead times T,,,and T,, depend partlyron thewater flow through the
d,h,l
d,h,u
pipenetworks aswell ason the length and could beunequal inanother construction.The sameholds forK ,and K
g.l
For awide-span glasshouse a split-range

g."
control system hasbeen designed as

is shown infig.4.12.Themaster algorithm isof themodified PI type. The
split-range operates first on the lower pipe network and thenon theupper
one, although this could bereversed easily.The decision procedure is
72

defined bythealgorithm
u. ,(k)=u,(k) if 9,.<9,,
h,l
h
h,l
e l s e

u

hn,u
„(k)= u v,(nk )

h,l,max

h,l,max
(4.12)

0

whereC.isanoffset,usuallyC.= 9 ,
..
Thesuffixesmaxandmindenote
0
'
' 0 h,u,mm
amaximumorminimumvaluerespectively (andcanbecompared toL .,L in
mm max
eqn. 4 . 4 ) .

f®~
^

PI
algorithm

u

h

computer'greenhouse
valve
valve
control

split range
decision

k®-

valve
control

"m,l

valve

Fig. 4.12A split-range heating control system.
When the master switches from lower toupper pipe network, K andK. canbe
changed without disturbing theoutput u,( k ) .Thelower limit ofu(k) ineqn.
(4.4) isgiven
by8,J, .;the upper limit by6,
-C_.In
J+9,,
&
h,l,mm'
**
h,u,max
h,l,max
fig. 4.13 aresponse ispresented fora large setpoint change of10 C

0

(Valentin andV a nZeeland, 1980). Atdaytime thesetpoint isvaried according
to theamount oflight.
The response isacceptable -which also canbeexplained because thesetpoint
takes twohours togofrom night todaylevel. Some sagandundershoot canbe
observed. Itisseen that thetake-over from theupper andthelower pipe
network is satisfactory.
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Fig. 4.13 Responses of split-range temperature control.Greenhouse temperature (a).Heating pipe temperatures(b).

4.5 VENTILATION CONTROL

Ventilation control inGCFC isnot only performed inorder tomaintain a
specified.temperature level.It isalso done toprovide aminimum amount of
air exchange, lowering the air humidity inside the greenhouse and otherwise
thought tobe beneficial for the crop.Byventilation CO canbe provided
whenno enrichment is applied. This hasmotivated various strategies.Usually
aminimum air change rate ismaintained using heuristic criteria derived from
outsideweather conditions.Above acertain level temperature is controlled
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(VandeVooren and Strijbosch, 1980,Strijbosch, 1973,Albers, 1971). Heijna
(1975)suggests for thedelta-X control toventilate according to the inside
air humidity and the expected transpiration of the crop.
Regardless of theresearch strategy,one of themainproblems ofventilation control is that the air change rate S is not measurable.
An experiments
v
tal relation aspresented in eqns. (3.20)and (3.21)isnot known tobe
valid for an arbitrary greenhouse.An additional requirement is that the
number of times themotor isactuated,has tobe as lowaspossible inorder
toavoid wear and tear of theventilation mechanism.
A typical control layout -as it isrealized in the computer control of the
Naaldwijkmultifactoral glasshouse- isgiven in fig.4.14. The lee-side
windows are opened first.The reason that r ismeasured isexplained because
in someventilation strategies thevalue of r is controlled.
w
When the temperature iscontrolled, aprocesswith two inputs and one
output isregulated. Because the time constants of the heating and theventilation process are of the samevalue,dynamically any combination ofadmissable inputs can give the desired output.An additional criterion is that a
minimum of heating energy should beused. Inapractical situation this is
realized byputting the setpoint of theventilation at least 1-2 Cover that
of theheating.
computer greenhouse

ug

P
algorithm

**&

window
control

window
motor

rw

actuator
process
IventNation!

ventilation
process

eg

Fig. 4.14 Ventilation control system.
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5 Least-squares like gradient methods for on-line parameter
estimation

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter parameter estimation techniques are treated that canbe used
inadaptive control.As indicated inChapter 4, inGCFC the temperature control loop is subject tc disturbances and non-linearities which change the
parameters of the transfer function.To compensate for these parameter
variations anadaptive temperature contraimethod ispresented inChapter 6.
The applied parameter estimation technique is treatedhere.

The parameters of the transfer function of aprocess canbe estimated by
methods thatminimize the difference between theparameters associated with
theprocess and those of a corresponding model.This parameter difference
canbe expressed in several criteria (Eykhoff, 1974,Young, 1981). In this
treatment the equation

error

minimizes an -instantaneous

formulation isused.A gradient algorithm
error function based on the equation error.

In thepresent study a%stability approach toon-line gradient methods is
described. The parameter estimation problem isformulated as a gradient
minimization ofwhich the convergence is investigated by stabilitymethods.
This results in least-squares

like

gradient

(LSLG)algorithms that resemble

thealgorithms of thewell knownrecursive least-squares

methods which

originate from a statistical point ofview. The approach facilitates a
detailed investigation of the convergence properties of the proposed
algorithms. The algorithms aredescribed both incontinuous time and in
discrete time.Indiscrete timeLSLG algorithms have been reported earlier in
the literature by Udink ten Cate and Verbruggen (1978), areprint ofwhich is
presented in section 5.3. Themethod has been applied for adaptive GCFC by
Udink tenCate and Van deVooren (1977, 1981).An application to discrete
model reference adaptive control systemswas presented byUdink ten Cate
(1979). The results for the continuous time domainhave not been reported
earlier and serve as an introduction to themethod. A related algorithm for
continuous time isdescribed byYoung and Jakeman (1980).
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The application of stabilitymethods to investigate theconvergence of
gradient algorithms hasbeendescribed byLion (1967)for asimple continuous
time gradient algorithm. For discrete time theapproach hasbeenused among
others byMendel (1973). Both authors useLiapunov's secondmethod to
investigate the stability proporties.Using hyperstability methods Landau
(1976)and Landau and Béthoux (1975)described related algorithms indiscrete
time.
5.2 CONTINUOUS GRADIENTS
A linear univariate process canbe represented by thedifferential equation
(n)
(n-1)
+ a , g
+ ...
6
n-1 6
g

a e
o

(0)_,f (m)
f (m-l)
=br
+b,r
m
m-1

(o)
+...+br
0
(5.1)

where g

=— * V ;g(t) is theprocess output signal and f(t) isthe
dt k
process input.Theparameters a. and b. (i=0(l)n-l;j=o(l)m)areunknown
and time invariant or slowly timevarying.Amore convenient notation for
eqn. (5.1)isobtained with g

(t)=y(t)and

6 T = (b0,b,, .... b m , -a 0 , -a,,

-a n _,)

uT<t> - <f ( 0 ) , f ( 1 \ .'...f ( B ) . g ( 0 ) . g ( 1 >.
0,ueR

. . . , ^ -

] )

)

.The superscript Tdenotes the transpose.Eqn. (5.1)canbe

rewritten as
y(t)=6 Tu (t)

(5.2)

Note thaty(t) isnot theoutput of theprocess output g(t),butmerely a
short-hand notation.The estimation of theunknown parametervector 6 is
carried outby amodel of theprocess of corresponding dimensions.Themodel
contains theestimates£(t)of theprocess parameters.Assuming thatu(t)is
deterministic -whichmeans that u(t) ismeasurablewithout error- themodel
isdescribed by
y(t)= ê T (t)u(t)

(5.3)
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where y(t) is the estimate ofy(t).The paramater difference isdenoted
£.(t)=9,-9(t). As ameasure of ó.(t)the equation
E (t)

error

is introduced

=y(t)-y(t) (Eykhoff, 1974,Lion 1967,Young, 1981). From eqns. (5.2)

and (5.3):

e(t)= S T (t)u(t)

(5.4)

Ingradient techniques a criterion function J(6.;t) isestablished, that is
minimized by adjusting 9.(t)according toagradient mechanism (Lion,1967,
2
Eykhoff, 1974). Selecting J(ó; t)= |e (t)the gradient is

grad J(6; t)-H -| |e (t)=u(t) e (t)
6_
—
-,

(5.5a)

This leads to the adjustment law

d<5(t).

dt

A grad J (6;t)=-Au(t) e(t)

where the gainmatrix A= diag [X.], the constants \.>0 and AeR
1
d6(t)
dê(t)
,c ..1
,
.
Since— = - — =- T
eqns. (5.5)can
be rewritten:
dt
dt
^

(5.5b)

m

^ f ^ - =Au(t) e(t)

(5.6)

With eqn. (5.6)anadjustment law isgiven for themodel parameters.The gain
matrix A isusually diagonal and constant. It isused to scale theadjustments of thevariousmodel parameters.Thevalues of X.follow from trial and
l

In this section a time-varying gainmatrix ispresented. Conditions are
established for anarbitrary time-varying gainmatrix.
When amatrix is selected that isrelated to the inverse of the process
covariancematrix,acontinuous versionof thewell known least-squares
method isobtained. Consider instead of eqn. (5.6)a gradient algorithm

^ J ^ - =- c(t)P(t)u(t)e(t)

where c(t) isa timevariant scalar and P(t) isa timevariant matrix of
• ^ j•
T,,,(n+m+l)x(n+m+l) Tj. .
,., .„,.,..
appropriate dimensions:PeR
.It is assumed thatP(t) is
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(5.7)

positive definite:P(t)>0.

The convergence of theparameter difference vector £(t) towards the origin
after an initial disturbance canbe investigated using stabilitymethods.
When the second method of Liapunov isapplied, aLiapunov function is
selected for theparameter difference 6.(t).The norm |]6(t) || will thenbe
shown to converge to zero if eqns. (5.6)or (5.7)are satisfied and the
process input is sufficiently excitated. For eqn. (5.6)Lion (1967)demonstrates this for Abeing a single constant.Udink ten Cate (1974)usesa
diagonal constantmatrix for amodified form of eqn. (5.6).
For eqn. (5.7)the convergencewill be demonstrated below.To do so,fora
processwithbounded input signals apositive definite Liapunov function V(t)
is selected

V(t)=6 T (t)P _ 1 (t)6(t)

(5.8)

whereV(t) isa scalar,P (t)>0, symmetrical and P

isaboundedmatrix of

which thenorm ||P (t)II<L;Lbeing apositive scalar Le(0, <»).The time
derivative ofV(t) isobtained as
1
M £ l-26T(t)F"(t)
« 4 M+6T(t)Ü ^ L s(t)

dt

dt

(5.9)

dt

With eqns. (5.7)and (5.4) it follows that

^

1

=-ô T (t) (2c(t)u(t)u T (t)-d P ^ ( t ) ) i(t)

(5.10)

FromLiapunov theory, itfollows that the convergence isensured if the form
(5.10) isnegative definite.Therefore the form

D(t)= 2c(t)u(t)u T (t)-d F d t ( t )

(5.11)

has tobe evaluated.
There are several selections ofP(t)and c(t) that lead to the desired
result. For instance, in the gradient lawof eqn. (5.6)P(t)= Aand time
invariant, so that— ••,

= 0.With c(t)being unity this yields

D(t)= 2u(t)u T (t)

(5.12a)
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and
^ ^ - =-2<5T(t)u(t)uT(t)6(t)=-2e2(t)

(5.12b)

whichisanegativedefiniteformprovided6,(t)andu(t)arenon-orthogonal.
AnotherchoiceisP(t)=Aandc(t)>0isatime-varyingterm,forexample
c(t)=—+Ç(Ç>0anarbitrarysmallconstant).Then
D(t)=2c(t)u(t)uT(t)

,c(t)>0

(5.13a)

and
^ ^ =-2c(t)e2(t)

(5.13b)

whichisagainanegativedefiniteform.
Aselectionleadingtoacontinuousleast-squaresalgorithmis
dP

(t
dt

-=-n(t)P~'(t)+Y(t)u(t)uT(t)

,P_1(0)>0

(5.14a)

sothat
D(t)=2c(t)u(t)uT(t)+n(t)P '(t)-Y(t)u(t)uT(t)
(5.14b)
and
^ ^ - = - n(t)iT(t)P"'(t)4(t)-{2c(t)-Y(t)}e2(t)=
=-n(t)V(t)-{2c(t)-Y(t)}e2(t)

(5.14c)

Withn(t)-0andY(t)<2c(t)thisyieldsanegativedefiniteform.
ThepositivedefinitenessofP (t)ineqn.(5.14a)canbedemonstrated
followingatheoremonlinearmatrixequationsfounde.g.inBrockett
(1970;p.59)statingthatthesolutionofalinearmatrixequationofthe
form
^ 1 ^ - =A,(t)X(t)+X(t)A2(t)+F(t)

(5.15a)

withA (t),A„(t)andF(t)knownisgivenby
X(t)=*,(t,t0)X(tQ)*2 ( t , t o ) + /*i(t'ff>F ^ > * 2 ( t , a ) d a
fc
0
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(5.15b)

where $.(t,tn)is the transitionmatrix of— = - — =A.(t)x(t)with solution
x(t)=$ ] (t,t 0 )x(t Q )and $ 2 (t,t Q )is the same for ~ ^ ~ =A 2 (t)x(t).
X n is the initial value of X(t) and a is adummy variable.
Rewriting eqn. (5.14b)with X(t)= P~'(t),A,(t)=A 2 (t)= -Jn(t)I
T
-Ibeing the unitymatrix- and F(t)=Y(t)u(t)y.(t) it is seen that because
P (t_)>0and because $.(t,tn)= $„(t,tn) the first term of the right hand
sideof eqn. (5.16)isadecaying matrixwhich ispositive semi-definite. The
second term ispositived<
definite sinceJu(t)u (t) isrelated to the process
signal covariancematrix.

The selections ofP (t)and c(t) in eqns. (5.12-5.14) lead to negative
definite forms for— = — — provided£(t)andu(t)arenon-orthogonal,andnonzero. This is the casewhen the process input signal isnon-zero and contains
sufficient distinct frequencies (Lion, 1967,Anderson, 1974). The expression
,2_ will thenbenegative definitewith respect to ||6,(t)II so that
asymptotic stability in the sense of Liapunov is ensured. Thismeans that
after an initial disturbance II6(t) ||will converge to zero fort-**>.

The selections of P(t)and c(t) lead tovarious adjustment laws. The law that
isrelated to eqns. (5.12)was given ineqn. (5.6). The adjustment law
related to eqns. (5.13) iswritten:

^=c(t)Au(t)

£

(t)

,c(t)>0

(5.16)

With for example c(t)=— +Ç (£>0), a time-decreasing gain factor results of
the type that isalso found in stochastic approximation schemes (Young and
Jakeman, 1980). Related to eqns. (5.14) the adjustment law is formulated

^ à . = c(t)P(t)u(t)e(t)

,c(t)> 0

(5.17a)

^ 1 ^ -=n(t)P(t)-Y(t)P(t)u(t)uT(t) P(t)
,n(t)â0
Y(t) < 2c(t)(5.17b)

Eqn. (5.17b) follows from eqn. (5.14a)using the relation for an arbitrary
non singular matrix A(t) that

**h*im -A-\t) agi A-\v
which follows fromA (t)A(t)= I.The result of eqns. (5.17) is the
continuous

least-squares algorithm because of the similarity with there-

cursive least-squares algorithm

indiscrete time. InYoung (1981)a related

algorithm isdescribed where n(t)= 0,c(t)= 1andy(t)= 1a n d which isnot
motivated from a stability point ofview.
It isnoted that thevector u(t)and e(t)requires the generation of n
derivative signals for an
variable

filters

order process.This canbe accomplished by

state

(Kohr, 1967). Some experiencewith thesemethods (Udink ten

Cate and Verstoep, 1974)indicates thathigh order derivatives aresusceptible to errors,limitating the feasibility of themethod to 1stor 2nd order
processes.
Because of the complexity associated with the adjustment laws (5.17) ina
practical situation a computer isapplied using numerical integrationdifferentiation on sampled data of theprocess.Another approach is to estimate theparameters of adiscretemodel of theprocess,leading to the
discrete gradient method that isdescribed in the following section.
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5.3 À least-squares like gradient method for discrete process
identification *
A. J. UDINK TEN CATEf and H. B. VERBRUGGENJ
A new deterministic ' least-squares-like gradient ' method is presented for the identification of discrete processes. The method is gradient-based and physically similar
to the recursive least-squares method. The novel gradient method is based on a
stability concept (Liapunov's second method) yielding new views on the estimation
procedure and more degrees of freedom compared with least-squares methods. The
method can be applied for linear and a class of non-linear (multivariable) processes
with slowly time-varying unknown parameters.

1. Introduction
In control theory, recursive least-squares techniques have found widespread acceptance for the identification of dynamic processes. The leastsquares (LS) technique originates from a statistical approach. In most texts
on the subject reference is made to the presumable similarity between
gradient-like techniques and LS (Eykhoff 1974, Young 1969). This motivated
the authors to investigate this similarity in some detail, since, compared with
the LS method, the usual discrete gradient techniques suffer from poor
performance.
In gradient methods, the study of the convergence of the parameter
estimates to their true values is of interest (Graupe and Fogel 1976), see also
Âstrom etal. (1977) for the self-adjusting controller. In deterministic discrete
gradient methods the second method of Liapunov is applied for this purpose
(Mendel 1973, 1974). In this paper a novel gradient method is introduced
in which the so-called ' gain ' matrix is the inverse of the signal covariance
matrix, which results in a technique that bears close resemblance to the LS
method and therefore is called the ' least-squares-like gradient ' (LSLG)
technique. Because of the similarity, the two methods are compared throughout this paper. The convergence of the LSLG method is investigated by
Liapunov's second method. The attention is focused on the convergence,
yielding interesting new views on the estimation procedure and more degrees
of freedom compared with LS. The additional degrees of freedom could be
used to accelerate convergence.
In this paper the emphasis is put on the investigation of limitations in the
choice of the parameters of the estimation procedure which are compared
with the ones used in good engineering practice in LS techniques but are not
justified theoretically. The new technique is an a-priori identifier (and not
an a-posteriori, like LS) which makes the LSLG applicable to a class of
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problems where LS is not, and vice versa. This, and the fact that the LSLG
is based on a stability concept, makes the new technique promising for
adaptive control applications.
In our approach Liapunov's second method is used. Readers familiar
with the results of Popov's hyperstability theory in this field (Landau 1976,
Landau and Béthoux 1975) will observe similarities. And differences too,
because Liapunov theory concentrates on the convergence of the estimation,
whereas hyperstability concentrates on the stability of the estimation scheme.
The authors recall the recent discussion between Bierman (1976) and
Mendel on the subject of identification methods. The former advocates an
approach of rigorously numerical mathematics, the latter defends the opinion
that it might be valuable to look into the problem from a control (= stability)
point of view. We feel that our study is in favour of Mendel's arguments.
In this paper the LSLG technique is presented for processes with timeinvariant, or slowly time-varying parameters (§§ 2 and 3). In §4 a comparison is made with the recursive LS technique. Extensions of the LSLG
and the multivariable identification problem are treated in §5. Finally, the
choice of the parameters of the estimation procedure is discussed and results
are presented of the identification of analogously simulated systems comparing the LS and LSLG methods.
2. Least-squares-like gradient method (LSLG)
Consider a single-input, single-output, linear process with unknown timeinvariant parameters, described by the difference equation
N

£ aa(kTe-iTs)=
i- 0

M

£ bp(hT,-3Tt),

a0=l

(1)

j -=0

where y(iTs) and x(jTa) are the sampled process output and input signals
respectively, and Ts is the sampling interval. In most cases 60 will be zero.
Define y(iTB) as y(i) and x(jTs) =x{j) and the vectors 9 T= (60, blt ..., bM,
- a 1 ; - a 2 , ..., -aN)a,nduT(k) =(x(k),x(k-l), ...,x(k-M),y(k-l),
...,y(k-N))
with 9, ueiî Ar+Af + 1 . The superscript T denotes the transpose. Equation (1)
can be written as
y(k) =Vu(k)

(2)

The parameters of the process are estimated by a model of similar structure
and dimension, described by
y(k) =P(k)u(k)

(3)

where Ô(fc) denotes the estimated values of 0 at time kTe and
fiT(fc) = («„(*), *i(*). - , « * ( * ) . - « # ) . - * . ( * ) . - .

-âN(k))

The parameter difference between the model and the process is defined by
the vector 8(fe)^Ô(fc) —9. Assuming that noise-free measurements u(fc) are
available, the difference can be measured indirectly by the ' generalized error
model ' (Eykhoff 1974) or the 'equation error ' (Mendel 1973) : e(k) £y(k)-y(k),
which yields eqn. (4) :
e(k)±$(k)-y(k)
84
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In the deterministic gradient method (Mendel 1973), a criterion function
J(S(k)) = \w(k)e2(k) is defined, which is an instantaneous function of the parameter difference ; w(k)>0 is an instantaneous weighting factor.
The sequential algorithm is described generally by
ft(*+l) =

ft(*)-A(*)^»

(5)

where A(k) is an (M +N+ 1)x (M +N+1) matrix weighting the various
gradients and is referred to as the ' gain ' matrix. Usually A(k) is a timeinvariant and diagonal matrix and w(k) is chosen unity.
If 8 is time-invariant, the gradient follows from
dJ(h(k)) dj(h(k))

=

, ,„ ,„

=W( )e( )U(Ä;)

(6)

WW * *
which yields eqn. (7) :

è(k +l) =è(k)-w(k)A(k)e(k)u(k)

(7)

Note that 9{k+\) can be calculated as soon as the information u(k) is available, thus at time t=kTe +e (e : computing time).
The problem is the choice of A(k). Moreover, the parameters Ôconverge
slowly to the parameters 8, especially when A(k) is chosen constant. However, the algorithm is computationally simple.
In the following a weighted gradient method is presented with the interesting feature :
A(k) is chosen time-dependent and non-diagonal, leading to a better
convergence at the cost of more computing time for each step of the
sequential algorithm. A(k) is automatically updated and indirectly related
to the signals u(k).
The algorithm to be presented shows a close resemblance to the least-squares
method (LS) and therefore is called the LS-like gradient (LSLG) method.
The convergence of the parameter difference will be demonstrated by
Liapunov's second method (Mendel 1973).
The LSLG algorithm is in its basic form described by
&(k+l) =S(k)-a(k)w(k)P(k)e{k)u(k),
p-i(k + 1)= P-!(i) +w(k)u(k)u'r(k)

<x(k)>0

(8a)
(8 b)

The algorithm of eqn. (8a) can be compared to the one defined in eqn. (7),
with 8(k+ 1)—&(k)=è(k+1)—B(k), and P(k) is a time-varying gain matrix
comparable with A in eqn. (7). The scalar a(k)> 0 follows from stability
analysis, as is shown later. The gain matrix P(k) is updated by the algorithm
like the one of eqn. (86). Instead of the inverse matrix P~1(k), also the
matrix P(k) can be calculated recursively as is shown in Appendix C.
6H2
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Now it will be shown that this procedure guarantees convergence of the
difference vector to zero under very ample conditions by applying Liapunov's
stability method. Choose the following Liapunov function :
F(fc)= 8T(i)P-1(fc)8(Ä;)

(9)

_1

_1

with P (fc) as a positive definite symmetrical matrix, denoted by P (fc) >0.
In Appendix A itisshown that P~1(k +1)>0 and isalso symmetrical, using
eqn. (8b). The convergence of theparameter difference vector is investigated by evaluating
AV(k)^V(k+l)-V{k)
(10)
which has tobenegative definite to guarantee asymptotic stability of the
equilibrium Ô(fc)=8 ofthe set ofequations (Mendel 1973).
The scalar a(k)>0 isselected as follows:
<x{k)=[ix{k)+w(k)u'I(k)P(k)u(k)]-\

p(k)>0

(11a)

A criterion for the choice of /x(fc) will be discussed later.
In Appendix Bitisshown that after substitution ofeqn. (9) ineqn. (10),
using eqns. (8) and (3) the following equation results:
AV(k) = -w(k)a2{k)e2(k){-lj.i(k)

+2p.(k)+w(k)\i's'(k)P(k)u(k))

(11 6)

This expression is non-positive definite if the following conditions arefulfilled:
w(k)>0, 0</x()fc)<2
(12)
Then AV(k) =0 for e(k)=0. This is the case, see eqn. (4), if S(k)= 0, u(k)=0
or &(k) and u(k) are orthogonal.
Excluding the case u(&)= 0 (the system isnot excited), the special caseis
left that &(k)and u(k) are orthogonal. I nMendel (1973, 1974) itis stated,
following Lion (1967), that ifthe process input is a periodic one and contains
sufficient distinct frequencies, a gradient algorithm of the form of eqn.(7)
is asymptotically stable inthe large according toLiapunov's second method.
This theorem obviously holds for eqn. (8), so that after an initial disturbance
the Euclidean norm ||S(fc)|| will converge to zero for fc—>oo.
Remark 1
The rate of convergence of ||5(&)|| depends on AV{k)jV{k), a relative
measure, while the convergence of |8(fc)|| depends on AV(k), an absolute
measure. For agiven V(k) the value ofAV(k) isa measure for the convergence. Anoptimal value of AV(k) is obtained by minimizing AV for the
parameter fi(k) which can still be chosen within the above-mentioned limits.
By evaluating dAV(k)jdfx(k) =Q the optimum value n(k) =0 is found. For
a discussion on the validity ofthis approach for a similar problem the reader
is referred to Mendel (1974), Bransby (1976) and finally to Graupe and Fogel
(1976).
From eq.is. (11a) and (116) with the condition fj.(k)=0 it can beseen
that AF(fc)-- —[uT(fc)P(/fc)uT(A;)]_1es(i;), thus w(k) can be chosen arbitrarily,
for instance w(k)=l.
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In a practical implementation however the scalar <x(k) in eqn. (11o) can
go to infinity for small values of u. This problem can be overcome by
choosing w(k) very large or by putting [x(k) to a value ix(k)=e, if a(k) exceeds
an upper limit. Since /j,{k)appears in the expression of a(k) only, one might
as well limit a(k) directly to a maximum value. If fx(k) is chosen p(k) = l,
from eqns. (11) it can be seen that AV{k)= —w(k)a(k)e2(k) with a(k)=[l +
M)(^)uT(^)P(Jk)u(Ä;)]-1.
This is an interesting case which can be compared to the results of the LS
method (§4).
Remark 2
From eqn. (86) the influence of the magnitude of the input-output signal
vector u can be demonstrated. Large values of u cause a relatively large
increase of ||P_1(&+1)||. Because of the validity of the above approach,
using Liapunov's theory, AV(k+l) will be negative definite, so that V(k+l)
will decrease. Therefore 18{k+ 1)|| decreases faster than ||P~\k +1)|| increases.
This is in accordance with the experience that the convergence of the estimation is accelerated by increasing the magnitude of the signal vector u.
Remark 3
From eqn. (86) the influence of the magnitude of j|P _1 (0)|| can be
demonstrated. A small value of ||P _1 (0)|| yields a small value of 7(0) and
accordingly AV(k) will decrease very slow ; a large value of ||P _1 (0)|| yields
a large value of 7(0) and AV(k) will decrease very fast (see Fig. 1 for a onedimensional case). The convergence of v(k) to 8 is however determined by
AV/V.

\
AV
large

P|o] large

1
AV

Rio)"

-- —— 'S^.
1

Figure 1. Influence of P(k) on the Liapunov function V(k)for k=0.

The LSLG algorithm of eqn. (8) can be rewritten, with eqn. (11 a) and the
results of Appendix C, and since &(k+1)—&(k)=6{k+ 1)—6(fc) as
è(k+l) =è(k)-a(k)w(k)e(k)P(k)u(k),
T

w(k)>0

1

a(ik)= [^(A;)+M)(i:)u (/fc)P(A;)u(Ä:)]- , 0^fj.(k)<2
r

1

r

P(k+l) =P(k)-w(k)P{k)u(k)[l+w(k)u' (k)P(k)u{k)]' u' (k)P{k)

(13 a)
(13 6)
(13 c)
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This algorithm can be applied for the parameter estimation of time-invariant
processes. In the next section the method is extended to time-varying
systems.
3. Slowly time-varying parameters
In the preceding section the process and the parameters were assumed to
be time-invariant. In the algorithm of eqn. (8) the norm ||P_1(fc)|| will
gradually increase as new measurements of u become available, so that
||P(&)|| will decrease. This means that new process measurements give rise
to smaller adjustments in the estimation of B(k). See also Young (1969)
for a similar discussion in LS identification. When 8 is slowly time-varying,
which means that 6 can be considered time-invariant during a sampling
interval, old measurements have to be forgotten gradually in order to be
able to track the parameter variations. This can be accomplished by changing eqn. (86) into
P-^k +1)= ßikjP'^k) + y(/fc)w>(Ä;)u(Ä:)uT(ifc)

(14)

where the ' fading memory ' or ' exponential weighting ' factor ß(k) (Eykhoff
1974) and y(k)^0 are factors related to the rate of change of the process
parameters; 0<ß(k)^l.
It can be seen that for ß(k) <1 old data are forgotten in an exponential way. By taking y(k) >1 the influence of the last
measured data can be enlarged. In eqn. (86) P~1(k+l} will always increase
for u(k)jtO. According to eqn. (14), however, P(k+1)~1 will increase or
decrease. In Appendix A it is proved that P~1(k+ 1)>0 if P _ 1 ( 0 ) > 0 .
Choosing the Liapunov function of eqn. (9) it is demonstrated in Appendix
B that after substitution of eqn. (9) in eqn. (10), using eqns. (8a), (14) and
(3), we obtain
AV(k)=(ß{k)-l)V(k)

+w(k)e\k)A

(15)

with
A =a\k)[Y{k),x\k)-2p(k)ß{k)-ß(k)w(k)\i*(k)P(k)\i(k)}
If /j.(k)= 0 or if /x(k)>0 and y(k)fji.(k) <2ß(k) we get the scalar expression A <0.
Note that for 0<ß{k) <1 the expression AV(k) is negative definite with
respect to &{k), which is not the case in eqn. (116) with eqn. (12).
This theoretical result would indicate that the parameter difference will
always converge to zero and that there are not restrictions on u, as discussed
in §2. However, if 0 < / ? < l , P-1(k)—>0 in the limit if the matrix, summing
the sequence y(k)w(k)u(k)uT(k), is singular or zero (Appendix A). This will
not be so if the process input signal is persistently excited (Âstrom and Bohlin
1966). This remark adds to the conception of Liapunov stability for processes
with periodic (Lion 1967) or almost-periodic (Anderson 1977) input signals.
The authors do not wish to investigate this matter in detail here.
Remark 4
As described in Remark 1, an optimal value of fi(k) can be obtained in
this case too by evaluating the partial derivative of AV(k) with respect to
fi(k), which yields the optimal value fi(k) =0.
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Remark 5
In §2 it is demonstrated that AF is non-positive definite in spite of the
fact that P_1(k+l) is increasing in eqn. (9), see eqn. (86). Thus the parameter vector will decrease strongly. In this section it is demonstrated that
AF is negative definite ; moreover P~1(k+ 1) can as well increase as decrease,
see eqn. (14). Therefore, the parameter vector might decrease in a very slow
manner. To avoid this it is possible to increase u or to increase y(k). By
choosing y(k) =0 a constant value of ||P _1 (fc+l)|| is found, whereas Ô(i+1)
will still be adjusted.
4. Comparison with the least-squares method
In this section the proposed LSLG algorithm is compared with that of the
weighted LS method. The LSLG algorithm can be written as
9(fc+ 1)=b(k)- a(k)w(k)e(k)P{k)u(k)

(17a)

a.(k)=\1i.(k)+w(k)uI(k)P(k)vi(k)Y1

(17 b)

x [£(*)+ y(k)w{k)ul:(k)P(k)u(k)]-lu'r(k)P(k)

(17 c)

where w{k)>0 ; 0<ß(k) < 1, y(k) ^ 0 and
{fi(k)= 0}u{/*(£)>0r>(%(jfc) < 2j8(A;)}

(17 d)

Expression (17c) follows from eqn. (14), as is demonstrated in Appendix C.
When ß(k) =y(k) =l the algorithm of eqn. (17) is identical to eqn. (11) for
time-invariant parameters.
The weighted LS algorithm (Mendel 1973, Young 1969) is written in a
similar notation :
ê(&+ 1)=ô(jfc)- a(k+1)w(k+ 1)

x[eT(Ä;)u(Ä;+l)-2/(i+l)]P(^)u(i-(-l)

P(Hl,=

Â(^?W_S#+1)PWu(i+1)uT(i+1)i>W

a(k+ 1)= [A(jfc+ l) + w(k+ l)uT(fc+ l)P(k)u(k+ l ) ] - 1

(18a)

(186)
(18 c)

In eqn. (18) \(k) is the exponential weighting factor 0 < A(&+1)< 1.
Usually eqns. (18) are written in a different form with the matrix P(k+ 1)
appearing in eqn. (18a). The equivalence of the set of eqns. (18) with those
of the usual notation is readily demonstrated (Eykhoff 1974). Comparing
the eqns. (17) and (18), the similarity between the two algorithms is striking,
especially if we choose ß(k)=fi(k)= A(fc+1) and y(k)=l.
Now the difference between the two algorithms is that the LS algorithm
calculates the value of 9(fc+l) at time t=(k+l)Ts (a-posteriori identification)
and the LSLG algorithm calculates a trial value of 8(&+l) at time t=kTs
(a-priori identification) (Mendel 1973). As a result the error e(k) in eqn.
(17 a) differs slightly from the predicted error (ÔT(fc)u(fc+1) —y(k+1)) in
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eqn. (18a). In a practical situation, however, there is little difference
between both algorithms.
The difference is mainly caused by the number of parameters which can
be selected in the algorithm and which is two in the LS-algorithm instead of
four in the LSLG algorithm. Moreover, the LSLG algorithm is based on the
Liapunov approach, which guarantees asymptotic stability of the parameter
difference for deterministic measurements. The LS algorithm is based on a
statistical approach which guarantees under certain circumstances an unbiased
and convergent estimate of 8 for measurements contaminated with noise.
Remark 6
In the LSLG algorithm the optimal value fj.(k)= 0 can be chosen, whereas
in the LS algorithm /i(fc)= l.
Remark 7
In the literature on LS methods (Eykhoff 1974, Young 1969), the starting
matrix P(0) of P(k) is usually chosen as a diagonal matrix with elements of
a high value to satisfy theoretical requirements, originating from the fact
that the recursive algorithm is derived from a batch procedure. Theoretically
the starting matrix P(0) =rjl with a large value of -q (> 106) leads to a good
parameter convergence ; however, in practice, due to small measurement
errors, erroneous results are found for the first computations (Scheurer 1975).
For this reason usually a smaller value of -q is chosen.
In the LSLG method P(0) can be set to any value provided P _1 (0) >0,
which is also established in practical experience with the method. In practice,
however, P(0) should not be chosen too small.
Remark 8
In the LSLG method y(k) can be set to zero, which means that P(k) is not
updated. In practice P(k) will tend to quasi-stationary values after an initial
disturbance, so that setting y(k) = 0 for some Ä; can be advantageous by reducing computing time without influencing the performance of the method.
Remark 9
It is noted that the algorithms of eqns. (17 6) and (186) for evaluating
P(k+\) are sensitive to small measurement and computational errors.
Therefore it is recommended to evaluate either the upper triangular part of the
symmetric matrix P(k+ 1) or to use an algorithm proposed by Mendel (1973)
for the LS method, which is less sensitive.
Concluding this section it has been shown that in comparison to the LS
method, the LSLG method has more flexibility, resulting in an improved
convergence or a more ' robust ' version of the LS algorithm with guaranteed
stability of the method. Nevertheless, more parameters (ß(k), y{k), fi(k) and
w(k)) have to be chosen than in the LS case where only two parameters w(k)
and X(k) have to be chosen. At a first glance the choice of the parameters
might seem to be not always obvious, and there is an interaction of the influences of the various parameters. In §6 some rules are given for the selection
of these parameters.
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Remark 10
As was mentioned already, the difference between the LSLG method and
the conventional discrete gradient method is caused by the gain matrix P(k).
It was seen that P(k) usually decreases after the start of the identification
procedure. In order to improve convergence in gradient methods a decreasing gain matrix can also be applied (Mendel 1973). The difference with the
LSLG is that the (decreasing or increasing, see Remark 5) LSLG gain matrix
is based on the inverse signal covariance matrix, which leads to the observed
similarity with the LS method. From the practical point of view and disregarding the small difference between a-priori and a-posteriori type of
identification, the conventional discrete gradient method can be regarded as
a special case of stochastic approximation, of which the convergence proofs
can follow from stability methods (Albert and Gardner 1967). These results
can, however, not be extended to LS methods (Graupe and Fogel 1976). A
stochastic version of the LSLG may generalize the deterministic results into
the framework of stochastic approximation.
Remark 11
The recent results of Âstrom etal. (1977) on the convergence of self-tuning
regulators—where LS methods are applied—are to be mentioned here. Following a stability approach, the results in the regulator problem for LS methods
are obtained by writing the discrete algorithm's as differential equations in
the continuous-time domain. I t is noticed that the results for the LSLG are
obtained in discrete time and are so far only valid for deterministic signals.
5. Extensions of the algorithm
5.1. A class of time-varying parameters
The LSLG algorithm can also be applied to a process with time-varying
process parameters 6(fc), described by
9(k)=R(k)4>

(19)

L

where $eR are constant or slowly time-varying process parameters (see § 3)
and R(k)sRMxL is an a-priori known time-varying matrix (Mendel 1973).
According to eqn. (4) the equation error can be written with eqn. (19) :
e(k)=(fi(Jfc)- B(k))Tu{k) =(4»(fc)- 4>)TÄT(/fc)u(/fc)

(20)

As the Liapunov function is selected, according to eqn. (9) :
V(k)=($(£)- <t>)TP*-W(4>W - <t>)

(21)

Following the same reasoning as in §2 it is readily verified that asymptotic
convergence of 4>(fc)—<|> is guaranteed and a slightly modified algorithm is
found substituting Rr(k)u{k) for u(k), P*(k) for P(k) and $(k) for d(k) in eqns.
(17).
The matrix R(k) could also contain known time-invariant quantities, in
order to reduce the number of process parameters to be identified, for instance,
in a closed-loop identification. Hang (1974) and Udink ten Cate (1976) have
followed this approach in the design of multivariable continuous adaptive
systems.
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I t is noted that the LSLG method, which is an a-priori identifier, can be
applied using the a-priori knowledge of R(k), while the a-posteriori LS identifier
cannot be used in this way for this class of systems.
5.2. Multivariable processes
In this section the LSLG method will be formulated for a multivariable
process. The approach outlined in this section is equivalent to that of Udink
ten Cate (1975) for a conventional discrete gradient technique ; see also Kudva
and Narendra (1974). The process with unknown, time-variant or slowly
time-varying parameters is described by
y(k+l) =Ay(k) +Bx(lc)

(22)

where the process state vector yeRN, the input vector xeRM and consequently
AeRNxN, BeRyxM.
A more convenient notation is obtained :
y(k+l) =®z(k)
®=[A\B],

z.?(k)=[yT(k)[xT(k)]

(23 a)
(23 6)

where <I>=|0 Ö |. The corresponding model is written as
$(k+l) =<b(k+l)z(k)

(24)

In this multivariable identification problem a vector equation error is defined
as e(k)^${k)-y{k).
By defining D(k) =<J>(*+l ) - 0 ( & + 1), and for convenience (in order to get the same structure as given in eqn. (4)) a vector u(k) is
introduced defined by u(k)Az(k— 1). The following equation error vector is
found :
e{k)=D(k)u{k)
(25)
The ith row of the matrix D(k) is denoted d^k). If the process parameter
matrix O contains slowly time-varying quantities, the LSLG algorithm
becomes in its basic form
d^i+l)»^*)-«,!*)»^^)?^!*)
Pi-i{k+\) =ßi(k)Pi-\k)

+yi(k)wi(k)u(k)ur(k)

(26 a)
(26 b)

Note the similarity with the univariate formulation as presented in eqns. (8).
A Liapunov function is selected, cf. eqn. (9) :

V(k)= t d(T(fc)i'r1(*)«"i(*)
Because of the equivalence of the single terms of the sum in eqn. (27) with the
univariate identification problem, it is stated without proof that the LSLG
algorithm of eqn. (26) yields a negative definite form AF(fc)^ V(k+l)— V(k).
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Therefore, the algorithm is asymptotically stable with respect to the parameter difference. From eqns. (26) the LSLG algorithm can be written for a
multivariable process ; withft((jfc)denoting the ith row of 4>(&):

8,(i+l M ^ - a ^ H ^ K M P ^ M f c )
«,(*)= [ft#) +w4(É)uT(i)P1(É)u(É)]-i
P^+l)

(28a)
(28 6)

=ßi-i(k)(Pi(k)-«i*(k)yi(k)wi(k)Pi(k)u(k)u'r(k)Pi(k))
«,•(*)=-[ft(fc) + y<(Ä;)Wi(/;)uT(Ä;)Pi(i)u(i)]-i

(28 c)
(28 d)

with w^ife)>0, 0<&(&)< 1, yt(k) >0 and
fo(E) =0}u{ft(t) >0n^(fc) yi (*)«2ft(fc)}

(28e)

The eqns. (28) present the LSLG algorithm for the identification of a multivariable process. Regarding the similarity of the terms of the sum of the
Liapunov function in eqn. (27), and the Liapunov function selected in eqn. (9)
for the single-input, single-output process, the observations and remarks
made in the preceding sections will also hold for the algorithm of eqn. (28).
This means that criteria are present for the selection of the scalars ßt(k), y^k),
w^k), fii(k) and the starting values Pt{0).
5.3. Other extensions
The LSLG method can also be applied to identify a class of non-linear
processes, where the process parameters enter linearly into the equation error
(Mendel 1973). This is analogous to continuous gradient methods (Lion
1967) and the LS method.
In most identification problems part of the process parameters are known
beforehand. This might be used to simplify considerably the identification
algorithm by identifying the unknown parameters only or alternatively to
check the proper operation of the algorithm by estimating the known parameters too. I t is readily demonstrated that the LSLG can include known
parameters.
So far it was assumed both for the LS and the LSLG method that the
process signals were exactly measurable. When u(k) is contaminated, even
by zero mean noise, the estimation of the parameters will be biased except
for the case a{=0 for i=1, ..., N, and for the case when the noise is white
and coloured by an auto-regression filter of the same transfer function as the
denominator of the process transfer function. A biased estimation occurs
even with a relatively low noise level. When the frequency band of the
noise can be separated from the frequency band of the process signals, the
noise influence can be reduced by prefiltering the process input and output
(Mendel 1973, Lion 1967).
6. Selection of the parameters of the algorithm
As is shown in the previous sections, a number of parameters has to be
set before the LSLG algorithm can be applied. The results presented in this
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section, a r e related t o t h e e s t i m a t i o n of various second-order s y s t e m s (see
Table 1), simulated b o t h inside a n d outside t h e c o m p u t e r . As a test-signal
a block-signal is used w i t h a period of 20 s, a m a x i m u m value of 2 V a n d a
m i n i m u m value of 0 V.

Continuous system
H(s) =

1. Overdamped
2. Damped
3. Non-min. phase

d1
0
0
-3

2
10
1

Discrete system
c^z -1+ a 2 2 _
H0H(z) =
l+b^
+ b^-2
T.= l

Co^+ CjS+ Ca

1
11
1

20
20
5

0043
0-207
-0-270

0037
0-178
0-384

6,

62

-1-598
-1-214
-1187

0-638
0-637
0-301

Table 1.

6.1. The factor w(k)
W h e n t h e identification procedure begins, d u r i n g t h e first iterations t h e
influence of a t i m e - i n v a r i a n t p a r a m e t e r value of w(k) =w is similar t o t h e
influence of t] in t h e diagonal m a t r i x P ( 0 ) = i j / if ijwp ||u(0)u T (0)|. I n t h a t
case (see eqn. (8 6)) it follows w i t h y(k) = ß(k) = 1 :
p-i(l)

p-i(o)
w

-+ u(0)u T (0) = — + u(0)u T (0) ~ u(0)u T (0)
rjw

S u b s t i t u t i n g P * " 1 ^ ) for (l/wjP-^k)
( 1 3 ) a n d (13 6) :

(29)

or P*{k) for wP(k) yields w i t h eqns.

B(k + 1)= B(k) - a(k)e(k)P*(k)u(k)
T

1

a(k) = [^(k) + u (k)P*{k)u(k)]-

(30 a)
(30 6)

I n e x p e r i m e n t s identical results were o b t a i n e d for p a r a m e t e r e s t i m a t i o n r u n s
with t h e following settings : P(0) = 10 3 /, w = 1 ; P{0) =1, w = 10 3 a n d P ( 0 ) =
10 6 /, w=l0~3.
I t can also be shown t h a t t h e influence on t h e convergence
AV{k)/V(k)
(see n e x t section) is e q u i v a l e n t t o t h e influence of ij for
A V(k)

- e2(/fc)a2(ifc)[-/x 2 (fc) + 2/z(fc)+

V(k)

uT(k)P*(k)u(k)]

5T(A:)P*-1(/fc)8(Â;)

with
a(k) = [/j.(k) + uT(A:)P*(Ä;)u(Ä;)]-1
6.2. The factor

v

of P(0)

T h e choice of t h e s t a r t i n g m a t r i x P ( 0 ) , usually a diagonal m a t r i x P ( 0 ) = i j / ,
is v e r y i m p o r t a n t ; see also R e m a r k s 7 a n d 9. Moreover, t h e r e is a d e p e n d ence w i t h t h e a m p l i t u d e of t h e m e a s u r e m e n t signals ( R e m a r k 2). I n t h i s
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section the discussion is restricted to the choice of the parameter rj which
should be chosen very high in order to satisfy theoretical requirements
(Schreuder 1975, Young 1969). The choice of rj was related to the relative
convergence AV/V (see Remark 1).
A large value of rjw(k) (r/w(k)> 105) yields a fast increase of |P _1 (Jfc+1)||,
leading to a decrease of |8(ifc+1)|. Small values of rjw(k) (1<rjw(k)<102)
yield a relatively small increase of | | P - 1 ( Ä ; + 1)||. The decrease of ||6(/fc+l)j|
is significantly less than in the previous case. There is clear agreement with
the convergence criterion

* àV(k)
À, V(k)
given in Fig. 2 for various values of rj(w(k) is set to 1) for a process simulated
in the computer. There is no advantage in choosing TJ > 10s ; moreover, for

" N| number of i t e r a t i o n s )
20

60

Figure 2. Influence of starting matrix on the convergence ; simulated process.

larger values of rj, the criterion remains very small for small values of N.
The criterion is also calculated for a process outside the computer. The
results are shown in Fig. 3, and indicate that a maximum convergence is
obtained for ij= 102, and that both for smaller and larger values of rj the
convergence deteriorates. The reasons for small values of 77are the same as
outlined before ; however, for larger values of 77there will be considerable
parameter misalignments caused by small offset values.

iber of iterations)

Figure 3. As Fig. 2 ; real process.
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A starting matrix 10/ <P(0) < 10 3 / will be a good choice in most cases.
It is noted that this choice is theoretically justified and is not subject to the
requirement that P(0) has to be very large. In engineering practice in the
LS method a relatively low value of P(0) is already applied.
6.3. The variable a(k)
The variable a(k) determines to a great extent the adjustment of the parameters (see eqns. (13a) and (17a)). On the one hand, a(k) is influenced by
fi(k) and on the other hand by P(k), since
a(k)=[fi(k)+w(k)u't{k)P(k)u(k)]-1

(32)

3

For values of rj>10 the behaviour of a(k) as a function of k is shown in Fig. 4.

[WU'R,]

Figure 4. Influence of starting matrix on <x(k) ; large starting values.
Starting with u(0)= 0, a(0)= l/ft(0) and independently of ij. The values of
a(k) will decrease very rapidly to a value a(k)~ [w(fc)uT(fc)P(&)u(fc)]_1, which
is in the range of P _ 1 (0) (see part 1, Fig. 4). Next the value of \\P~1{k+ 1)||
will increase according to eqn. (29 a), causing a decrease of w(fc)uT(A;)P(&)u(&).
Thus the value of a(k) will increase after 10 to 25 iterations, depending on the
value of rj (see part 2, Fig. 4). Finally the term w(k)ur(k)P{k)u(k) will be
obscured again by /*(&), yielding a(k)~ l//x(&) (see part 3, Fig. 4).
For values of r) <10 the behaviour of a(k) as function of k is shown in
Fig. 5. In that case w(k)uT{k)P(k)u(k) is already in the order of magnitude
of p{k) right after starting the procedure. For very small values of i; (rj <0-01),
the value of a(k)~ l//i(fc) for all values of k. If u(0)#0, the starting value of
a(0) will be very small and in the range of P _1 (0) (see dotted curves in Figs.
4 and 5).

Figure 5. As Fig.4 ; small starting values.
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The behaviour of a(k) as shown in Fig. 4 is most preferable with a small
part 1 and a relative large part 2, which is the case for 10/ <P(0) < 10 3 /. In
Fig. 6the results are shown for P(0)= 10 2 / (solid lines) and P(0) = 0-1/ (dotted
lines) respectively.

500

140

'X--'Vv""vvv:'\^-A-~'"'^

Figure 6. Influence of starting matrix on estimation results
7)=0-1 (dotted lines).

i)= 102 (solid lines);

6.4. The factor n(k)
Using the LSLG method one has the possibility of choosing 0^ n(k) ^ 2
(y(fc)= l), while in the LS method this parameter is fixed: /*(&)= 1. As
shown in the previous section the value of (A.{k) influences the behaviour of
a(k), which influences in turn the behaviour of the parameter convergence.
By choosing /x(k) small, for instance 0-01, the parts 1 and 2 of Fig. 4 are
extended, causing a better convergence of the parameters. Moreover, it can
be shown by differentiating AV(k) with respect to fx(k)that an optimal choice
of jx{k) would be zero. However, choosing /x(&)= 0 will cause very high
values of a(k) which will influence the parameter behaviour too much when
noise influences are present.
A possibility is to choose u{k) as a function of uT(k)P(k)\i(k) as follows :
fJ.(k)= pw(k)u'r(k)P(k)u(k)

(33)

In practical experiments the value p= 0-5yields a fast parameter convergence
and a diminished influence of the noise. In Fig. 7 the results are shown for
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P(0) = 10 3 /, ^ =0-1 (solid line) and P(0) = 10 3 /, ix(k)=0-5uT{k)P{k)u(k) (dotted
line).

3,1.0 06

Figure 7. Influence of /j.(k) on estimation results.

6.5. The factors ß(k) and y(k)
The factors ß(k) and y(k) are introduced in order to track the parameters
of a time-varying process.
Recalling eqn. (14) and eqns. (17) it is clear that these factors influence
the gain matrix P(k) directly and the updating of a(k) and 9(k) indirectly.
The choice of the values of ß{k) and y(k) is discussed referring to eqn.(14) :
P-1(k+l) =ß(k)P-*(k) +y(k)w(k)u(k)\iT(k) or with ß(k) =ß and y(k) =y :
P 1 (*-+l)= j 8*+ip-i(0)+ S

ß^yuiiMi^ii)

(34)

An element of the gain matrix is adjusted according to
1
Pmn

(k+l) =ß^pmni(0)+

£ /3*-V(»)«*(»)«»(0

where PmnHk+l) is the ran element of P - 1 (fc+l). This equation is equivalent to that of an exponential smoothing filter with a gain of y/1—ß and
an exponential weighting factor ß.
By selecting a small value of ß old data are forgotten relatively fast (see
Fig. 8) while by selecting y >1 the influence of most recent information is
enlarged. This can also be accomplished by taking a large value for w(k).
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I

Fig 6

Figure 8. Exponential weighting of old data.

Theoretically the fastest convergence of AV(k) is found for very small
values of ß. The quasi-stationary value of P~1(k+\) will be obtained after
a long period if a value of ß <0-9 is chosen. Moreover, for these values of ß
the parameter estimation is very sensitive to the influence of even a small
amount of noise.
In practice a value of 0-95; g ß ^ 0-99 would be a good choice. The influence of ß as a function of k is given in Table 2 (y= 1, N is the value of k for
which ^ + 1 < 0 - 1 ) .

ß

N

0-99
0-98
0-97
0-96
0-95

225
113
75
56
45

Table 2.

ßx+1^0-l.

7. Conclusions
A deterministic ' least-squares-like gradient ' (LSLG) identification method
was presented that bears close resemblance to the well-known recursive leastsquares (LS) method. The interesting feature of the LSLG method is that it
is based on a stability concept (Liapunov's second method) guaranteeing the
convergence of the estimates to their true-values. Following this approach,
it was demonstrated that the LSLG method has more degrees of freedom in
comparison with the LS method, which could be used to make the method
more suitable for a special problem.
Because of the different types of estimators (LSLG : a priori versus LS :
a-posteriori) both methods complement each other in certain applications.
The stability concept combined with the a-priori type of estimator makes the
LSLG method interesting for adaptive control. Present research is being
performed on discrete and continuous model reference adaptive systems.
CON.
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Appendix A
Theorem
If the matrix P~1(k+ 1) is calculated from
P-l(k+l)

=ß(k)P-1(k) +y(k)w(k)u(k)u(k)i

(A 1)

with ß{k) >0, y(k) >0, w(k) > 0 and if P~\k) is positive definite, then P~1(k+ 1)
is also positive definite.
Proof
By definition a matrix Q is positive definite, denoted Q > 0 if x T Qx is
positive definite.
Pre-multiplying and post-multiplying the terms of eqn. (A 1) with x T
resp. x, yields
xFP-1(k +l)x =ß(k)xtP-1(k)x +y(k)w(k)xTu(k)u{k)'Ix

(A 2)

For ß(k) >0 the first term on the right-hand side of eqn. (A 2) is positive
definite, since P_1(fc) is positive definite. For y(k) >0 and w(k) >0 the second
term on the right-hand side of eqn. (A 2) is non-negative ; therefore
P-1(i+l)>0.
Corollary
If the starting matrix P _1 (0) >0 and is symmetric, then
and P~1(k+ 1) is symmetric.

P~1(k+l)>0

Proof
If y(k) > 0 and w(k) >0 for all k the second term of (A 2) will be symmetric
and u(k)u(k)T >0. Thus P - 1 ( 1 ) > 0 and is symmetric, because the sum of
two symmetric matrices is again a symmetric matrix. Evaluating P - 1 (2),
etc. yields again positive definite symmetric matrices.
Remark
If 0<ß(k) < 1 and the matrix

Q= f y(fc)w(Ä;)u(fc)uT(fc)

(A3)

is singular or zero, then P_1(fc) will be singular or zero respectively for k—>oo.
The matrix Q > 0 and is non-zero if u satisfies the conditions of persistent
excitation (Âstrom and Bohlin 1966).
Appendix B
The asymptotic stability of the LSLG identification scheme is demonstrated by Liapunov's second method (Mendel 1973). Consider the positive
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definite Liapunov function
V(k)=hT(k)P~1(k)S(k)

(Bl)

with P(k) > O and symmetric. The LSLG technique is based on the algorithms
&{k+l) =S(k)-a(k)w(k)e(k)P(k)u(k)
p-\k+l)

(B 2a)

=ß(k)P-\k) +y(k)iv(k)u(k)u'r(k)

with the scalars <x(k), w(k)>0;
error is recalled :

y(k)^0 and 0<ß(k)^l.

(B 2b)

Also, the equation

e(k)=S'I(k)\i(k)

(B3)

To investigate the stability the form AV{k) AV(k+ 1)— V(k) is evaluated;
for notational convenience c(k)^uT(k)P(k)u(k) :
AV(k) =$T(k+l)P-1(k+l)&(k+l)hT(k)P-i(k)h{k)
2
= (ß(k)-\)V(k) +w(k)e (k)
x [y(k)- 2<x(k)ß(k)-2oc(k)y(k)w(k)c(k)
+a\k)ß(k)w(k)c{k) +a2(%(fc)w2(Ä;)c2(fc)]

(B 4)

When the scalar a(k)>0 is selected as follows :
<x{k)=[/x(ifc)+M>(ifc)uT(ifc).P(Jfc)ii(ifc)] _ 1

(B 5)

T

with fj.(k)> 0 and bearing in mind that c(k)=u (k)P{k)u(k), eqn. (B 4) can
be written
AV{k)=(ß{k)-l)V(k) +w(k)e2(k)A

(B 6a)

A = a2(fc)[y(/k)^2()fc)- 2ß(k)jx(k)- j8(fc)w(ifc)uT(Â;)P(A:)u(Jfc)]

(B 6b)

with
T

From eqn. (B 66) it can be seen, since u (k)P(k)u(k) > 0, that sufficient
requirements for the condition A^O are fulfilled by requiring
0<ß(k)^l,
w(k)> 0, y(k) > 0 and
fji(ifc) = 0}<J{M(fc)>0ny{k)p(k) <2ß(k)}

(B 7)

With condition (B 7) the expression for AV{k) of eqn. (B 6) is non-positive
definite for ß(k) =1 and negative definite for 0<ß(k) < 1.
Appendix C
An algorithm is derived to evaluate the matrix P(k) from its inverse
P~\k), given by
P-1(k+l) =ß{k)P-1(k) +y(k)w{k)u(k)uT(k)

(C 1)

when the scalars y(k) >0, w(k)>0, 0<ß(k) ^ 1. Using standard methods
(Young 1969), pre-multiplying and post-multiplying with P(k+1) and P(k)
respectively yields
P(k) =ß(k)P(k+l) +y(k)w(k)P(k+l)u(k)u'r(k)P(k)

(C2)
6i2
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T h e scalar tx*(k) is i n t r o d u c e d :
<**(*)= [ßW +y(ifc)w(ifc)uT(Ä;)P(A;)u(A!)]-1
P o s t - m u l t i p l y i n g of (C2) w i t h <x*(k)y(k)w{k)u(k)uT{k)P(k)
r

<x*(k)y{k)w{k)P{k)u(k)\i' (k)P(k)

(C 3)

:

= y(k)iiik)P(k+l)u(k)\iT(k)P(k)

(C 4)

S u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e r i g h t - h a n d side of e q n . (C4) w i t h e q n . (C2) yields t h e
recursive form :
P(k+ l)=ß-1{k)P(k)-a*(k)y(k)w(k)P(k)u(k)u,T(k)P(k))

(C 5)

where a*(k) is given b y e q n . (3). F r o m e q n s . (C3)a n d(C5) i t is seen t h a t
t h e m a t r i x P(k) is s y m m e t r i c provided t h einitial value P ( 0 )is s y m m e t r i c .
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6 Adaptive control of the heating system

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter an adaptive

control

application will be described. Adaptive

control has received much attention over the last two decades.The basic idea
is that the controlled process contains time-varying parameters which vary to
such an extend that the controller has tobe adjusted inorder to retain an
acceptable performance.
The adjustment canbebased ona-priori knowledge of theprocess.An
example is the gainof the greenhouse heating transfer function,which depends
on theheating pipe temperature according to eqn. (3.22). This relation can
beused to compensate thevariations by adjusting thegain of the heating
system controller.When a-priori knowledge isused for compensation this
o

method iscalled gain scheduling

(Astrom, 1981), a typeof adaptive control

that iswidely used inpractice.
Inother cases there isno a-priori knowledge available because the
process parameters change inanunpredictable way,orbecause the process
itself isnotwell identified. In such cases the relevant process parameters
are estimated by anon-line procedure.The controller isadjusted according
to some decisionmechanism. When aformof on-line parameter estimation is
applied, themethod isusually referred to as adaptive,

adjusting

or self-tuning

self-adaptive,

self-

control.

The estimation procedure has to fulfil several criteria,because itis
applied on-line.Themost important criterion is that itmust lead toa
stable control scheme. Inadaptive controlmuch research has been focused on
the stability of the control and adjustment mechanism. In the early developments in the field of adaptive control,theparameter estimation was
performed combined with the adjustment of the controller,where thecontrolled process has to follow a fixedmodel.Much research hasbeen performed on
the stability properties of these model reference

adaptive

systems.

Examples

of this approach are found in thebook of Landau (1979). Themain results are
established for the continuous time domain, forprocesses ofwhich theorder
103

is exactly known and for deterministic (noise free) signals.When ina
practical situationmeasurement noise ispresent, the deterministic parameter
estimation methods give rise tobiased results (Eykhoff, 1974). This causes
stability problems evenwhen inapractical situation filters areused to
reduce thenoise level (Udink tenCate and Verstoep, 1974).
Arguing that stability of thewhole scheme follows naturally when the
on-line estimation isensured to converge to the true parameter values,much
research in the seventies dealswith stochastic estimationprocedures.
Because of themore complex nature of the algorithms,themain interest is in
discrete timerepresentation.A summary of on-line estimation has been given
byYoung (1981). A typical problem in estimation is that theprocess input
signal has tobe sufficiently excited. In adaptive systems this isnot always
permitted.

As aresult of theproblems associated with the application of adaptive control,not somany applications have been reported for practical problems
(Astrom, 1981). The adaptive greenhouse heating system control reflects the
difficulties, in that carehas been taken to circumvent

theproblems in the

design stage.

In this chapter theadaptive problem is formulated and then the algorithms
are presented,which are the result of several years on-line evaluation. The
performance isdemonstrated from field trials.

6.2 THEADAPTIVE PROBLEM

As discussed inChapter 3,a simple relationbetween theheating pipe temperature and the greenhouse inside air temperature isgiven by the transfer
function

H

9 (s) K e d ' h
S_ !
=_i
g
'
9, (s)
T s+1
h
g

where thevariables are formulated in terms of increments with respect toa
working point. In the simple relation theparameters K and x vary due to
physical phenomena and external influences,aswell because of inaccuracies
in themodeling. The relationH , is thebasis for the adaptive control.
g.h
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(6.1)

In eqn. (6.1)the input signal is9 (t)which isnot adriving signal
directly from the controller,but the output of themixing valveprocess.
As discussed in section 3.3.1 themixing valve process isasymmetrical:a
small time constant forrising 6 ;a large one for decreasing 8,.The small
time constant ismuch smaller than T .Theusual greenhouse heating system
controller consists of amaster-slave configuration as depicted infig.4.1.
Theuse of eqn. (6.1) in the adaptive controlmeans that the attention is
focused on thebehaviour of themaster loop.

In eqn. (6.1)two parameters are present.It isassumed thatby changing K
and T the timevarying characteristics ofH

canbe described adequately.

Themost straightforward adaptive approach is to estimate both parameters in
anon-lineprocedure. Inorder toget anaccurate result, the input signal
9,has tobe time-varying. Since this isnot thecase under normal conditions,
a test signal has tobe applied.The resolution of themeasurements ina
greenhouse is in theorder of0.1 C so that aripple on 6 of 0.5 - 1 Cas
a result of the test signal isnecessary. This isnot acceptable,and no test
signals canbeused. In this caseonly the gain factor K canbe estimated.

As discussed in theprevious chapter, the estimation of T with theLSLG
method (orby related methods)may lead tobiased results,which isnot so
forK.
g
The timevarying nature of theparameters ineqn. (6.1)isassumed tobe
represented by a timevarying K and fixedvalues for T and T , ,.Themaster
g
g
d,h
loop of the heating control isdesigned for a constant value ofK ,and
changeswill be compensated in the adaptive controller.This approachwas
adopted byUdink tenCate andVan deVooren (1977, 1978, 1981)for tuning a
modified PI controller (eqn.4.4).In thenext sections these results are
presented.
A choice inthe adaptive designhas been toapply aPI controller ofwhich
the settings are changed, instead of applying another control scheme.This is
motivated because the adaptive controller has tobe understood and accepted
by potential users.The relation between climate and plant growth isvery
strong and often control procedures take theplace ofGCFC.A solution that
canbe added to the existing methods (and computer software)and iseasy to
override, seems attractive in sucha situation.Existing knowledge of the
105

performance of conventional controlmethods could be evaluated in the design
and eventually included. The adaptive PI algorithm fitswell into these
criteria.

6.3 THEADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

The adaptive algorithm isdiscussed, that hasbeen applied in the adaptive
heating system control of themultifactoral glasshouse atNaaldwijk. In the
model of eqn. (6.1)under various conditions T,,= 7 min,x = 20min and
d,h
g
K = 0.16 - 0.22. Like inconventional control theheating system iscontrol5
g
led by amaster-slave algorithm. In the slave a time-proportional velocity
algorithm isapplied with respect to thevalve position. In themaster aPI
algorithm isused. The idea of theadaptive approach is to compensate for
variations inK by adjusting the gainof the controller, so that thePI
algorithm isalways tuned correctly.
A problem is that themodel of eqn. (6.1)is linearized around aworking
point. This is strongly influenced by the outside conditions,so that it is
time-varying and not a-priori known.This causes serious difficulties in the
estimation procedure because an incorrect calculation of theworking point
might lead to severe errors inthe estimate ofK ,e.g. anegative value
could be obtained.A solution to this problem is touse ahigh-pass filter
for the signals used in the estimation.Thismethod was not considered
applicable in the greenhouse problem because only very lowharmonics have to
be rejected (see Chapter 3)which isnot obtained by a simple filter.Otherwise, using a simple filter,high frequent signal components remain which
have only a lowmagnitude compared to thenoise introduced by discretizing
themeasured climate process signals. So a less elegant solution is
considered by assuming aworking point at zero,whichmeans thata
significant offset is introduced. The estimate ofK will inthis case never
give acompletely wrong result by yielding negativevalues.In the adaptive
method the introduced offset is lumped together with the dynamic and timevarying gainK ,producing anew time-variant gainK'. In theNaaldwijk
glasshouse K' = 0.2 - 1.0.The drawback of this approach is that variations
in thedynamic gainK are estimated asvariations inK'whichwill be
8
g
relatively of a smaller magnitude.Although inprinciple it ispossible to
estimate theoffset separately, this isnot considered because itwould
introduce an extra unknown parameter.
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ThegainK'isestimatedon-linebya least-squares

like gradient (LSLG)

algorithmaspresented inthepreviouschapter.Toestimatethetime-varying
K',adiscretetimeestimatic
estimationmodelofeqn.(6.1)isformulatedusinga
g
backwarddifferenceoperator
e (k)=a,e(k-i)+K^(k)a2eh(k-dd>h)

(6.2)

where9(k)andK'(k)aretheestimatesof8(k)andK'(k)respectivelyat
thek-th samplinginterval;a.=T /(1+T ) ,a,=l-a„,T =30,d,,=6=
°
2 s
g
1
2' g
d,h
=T,,/T,T = 1 min.Thevaluesof8 and6,arein Cwith (theworking
d,h s' s
g
h
point)zeroasreference.Thesimpledifferenceoperatorisjustifiedbythe
highsamplingratewithrespecttotheprocessdominanttimeconstant.
ThevaluesofT andd,,wereobtainedfromlargestepresponses,with
0,=20-*70°Cand 9 = 15-+25°C.Thesevalues differ fromthoseusedin
h
g
eqn. (4.2)(20min.and8respectively),thelatterbeingobtainedfrom
betterdefinedexperiments.Thevaluesappliedineqn.(6.2)arehowevernot
unrealistic.Theresultwillbethat morevariationsinK'willoccurin
g
ordertoexplainvariationsintheprocesssignals.ConformthetheoryK'is
updatedas
K'(k+1)=K'(k)-a(k){6(k)-9(k)}P(k)9,(k-d,,)/a„
g
g
g
g
h
d,h 2
a(k)=[1+P(k)e^(k-ddh )]~'

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

P~'(k+1)= ß(k)P"'(k)+Y(k)9^(k-ddh )

(6.3c)

P(k)isascalarhere,ß(k)=0.95andy(k)isusedasaswitchtolimitP(k)
(and0or 1),10 <P(k)<l andalso0.2<K'<2.0.Thefactorß(k)ischoosen
relativelysmallbecauseK'hastotrackvariationsinK'thatmightoccurin
g
g
arelativelyshorttimeinterval (30min.).
Theestimateresultingfromeqn.'(6.3a)isusedtotuneadiscretePI
algorithmofthemodified type(eqn.4.4)oradog-leadalgorithm (fig.6.1).
Inbothcases:
K (k)=C,/K'(k)
P
1 g

(6.4)
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From the decision
K p (k)K'(k)

procedure

of eqn. (6.4)itcanbe seen that the product

C iskept constant,where Cr has tobe tuned on-line. It is

recalled thatK'(k)ineqn. (6.4) isnot the dynamic gainK of eqn. (6.1),
so thatkeeping K'(k)K (k)constant does not imply aconstant gain in the
control loop and acorresponding dynamical behaviour.
disturbances
computer!greenhouse

ea

urn.

Fig. 6.1 Adaptive control of greenhouse heating system.

6.4 RESULTS

To investigate theperformance of the adaptive control,comparative field
trials havebeen performed inwinter/spring 1981,in themultifactoral glasshouse of theNaaldwijk Experiment Station.The trialswere run concurrently
with those already described in section 4.3.A comparison ismade between

adaptive and non-adaptive

versionsofthe modified

PI andthe dog-lead

PI

algorithms. The criteria used to evaluate theperformance are overshoot,
and undershoot;

the same criteria used in section 4.3. The comparison has

been carried out after the settings of thecontroller gains had beenmade as
good aspossible forwinter conditions.

6.4.1 Modified

PI

The performance of the adaptive/non-adaptive modified PI algorithm is
examined first.After experimentswith stepwise changes of the setpoint,a
best settingwas selected withK. = 0.033,K = 8 (non-adaptive; compartment
no. 3)and C = 5 (adaptive;compartment no. 6 ) .As in section 4.3, the
responses of theadaptive and the non-adaptive controller are compared in
terms of a 5point-scale.Data isevaluated as obtained between January 21
andMay 24, 1981.The cumulative results arepresented in fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2 Results from field trials ofmodified PIalgorithms.

From fig. 6.2 it is seen that theperformance of theadaptive PI is slightly
better for overshoot and undershoot,but that sag isnot sowell reduced.

Fig. 6.3 Response of controller gainK for adaptivemodified PI algorithm.

The performance of theadaptive controller canbeunderstood by evaluating
the effect of the time-varying adaptive gainK (fig.6.3).
When theestimation result isexamined it is seen that for higher values
of 9 the controller gainK ishigher.With eqn. (3.22)or (3.35)as a-priori
information,a lower value ofK would be expected to compensate for ahigher
value ofK ineqn. (6.1). This isnot sobecause theoffset on theworking
point obscures this phenomenon.It canonly be expected that for large
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setpoint changes this resultwill produce favourable effects.In this case a
higher value of B(k)could bemotivated (8(k)= 0.98), leading toa slower
adjustment ofK .However, the estimated K' rises toahighvalue (» 1.0)
during thedaywhen strong disturbances (radiation)arepresent.This gives a
lowvalue ofK (k),whichwill be less effective toreduce sag. Therefore
ß(k)cannot bemademuch larger than the selected value (S(k)= 0.95).

Responses of 6 and u are presented inorder to illustrate thebehaviour of
g
g
thecontrollers (fig. 6.4).Shown are theresponses onofMarch 2, 1981
(9 = 8.4 C)andMarch 22, 1981 (
10.2 C ) .March 2isadull day;March
22 isadaywith ahigh level of radiation and alternating sunand clouds.
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Fig. 6.4 Responsesofgreenhouse temperatures usingmodified PIalgorithms.
Shown areMarch 2, 1981 (a)andMarch 22, 1981(b).
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6.4.2 Dog-lead PI
When the adaptive/non-adaptive dog-lead PI algorithms are compared the
performance of theadaptive controller comes outpoorer than the non-adaptive
one. In fig.6.5 data are evaluated obtained betweenFeb.26 and May 24,1981.
The controller settingswere K.= 0.04,K = 12 (non-adaptive; compartment
no. 5)and C.= 5 (adaptive;compartment no. 1).Also theresponses of 6 and
u arepresented onMarch 2andMarch 22,1981 (fig.6.6).
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Fig. 6.5 Results from field trials of dog-lead PIalgorithms.
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Fig. 6.6 Responses of greenhouse temperatures usingdog-lead PI algorithms
onMarch 2, 1981 (a)and onMarch 22, 1981 (b).

6.5 DISCUSSION

Considering fig.6.2 and fig.6.5 the field trials provide results that are
disappointing for the adaptive control.With themodified PI controller the
performance is somewhat improved for overshoot and undershoot; for sag the
performance deteriorates.With thedog-lead PI controller only the overshoot
is somewhat improved,but sag and undershoot are significantlypoorer.
This outcome canbeunderstood,because of themost striking phenomena
indicating improper controller behaviour (overshoot, sag,undershoot)only
overshoot

could bereduced by abetter tuned (adaptive) controller. Sag and

undershoot are caused bywindup in the controller, and adaptive control is
not a solution for this. The dog-lead method reduces thewindup effects much
more effectively.
The adaptive tuning isnotworking properly at daytimebecause of the
disturbances (radiation) that act upon the greenhouse heating process H

.
§jh

Also, the selectionof theworking point at zero introduces errors in the
estimate ofK .Consequently, the adaptive controller isnotwell adjusted at
daytime and sag and undershoot isnot reduced well,which ismore striking
for thedog-lead than for themodified PI algorithm.
The adaptive control aspresented in this chapter does not improve thecontroller behaviour.The phenomena that causepoor controller performance are
not adequately compensated by abetter tuning of the controller gains.
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Although in some cases theperformance isbetter, the total result over a
long period of time (99observed days) is insignificant (modified PI)or even
worse (dog-leadP I ) .
When therelative complexity of theadaptive algorithms is also taken into
account, itcanbe concluded thatadaptivemethodswill not improve greenhouse air temperature control -evenwhen design problems like the definition
of theworking point are solved.
Othermethods aremore likely to lead tobetter temperature control performance.Thedog-lead method reduces undershoot and to some extend the sag.The
sagmight further be reduced by feedforward control using radiationmeasurements.Realizing thedeterministic character of the greenhouse climate
process -as discussed inChapter 3- improvements could beobtained using
a-priori knowledge of the climateprocess in gain-scheduling
Also a typeof adaptation called self-tuning

procedures.

isfeasible,where self-tuning

means that automatically a test program iscarried out on-line and the
process parameters are estimated. When the estimation procedure complies with
theprocedures presented inthis thesis,it is felt that this isrealizable.
This self-tuning procedure canbe carried outwhen the control installation
isput into operation for the first time,and occasionally during the growing
period.
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7 Improved models

7.1 INTRODUCTION
InChapter3dynamicalmodelshavebeenpresented.Themodelswereformulated
intermsofincrements (eqn.3.2), whicharedefinedforafixedworking
point.Afixedworkingpointisassociatedwithanequilibriumsituation.In
reality,suchanequilibriumsituationseldomoccurs.Theactualbehaviour
canbemodeledas disturbances

thatactuponthe steady-state

(static)

situation.Anotherapproachistoallowtheworkingpointtovaryslowlyin
time,ina quasi-static

way.Conceptuallybothwaysofrepresentingthe

workingpointdonotdifferverymuch.Thesteady-staterepresentationis
moreeasilycalculated.Thequasi-staticrepresentationcanbeappliedina
widerrangeofconditions.

Thequasi-staticbehaviouroftheworkingpointcanbemodeledbywritingthe
relevantvariables,e.g.thegreenhouseinsideairtemperature8(t)as:
e(t)=e
g

(t)+e(t)
g.ss
g

wherethesuffixssmeansthat6

(7.1)

(t)is quasi-static
g»ss

, containingsteady^

state, trend andlowfrequency components of 8 ( t ) ,and8 (t)contains the
high frequency components of9 ( t ) .Itisremarked that -although eqn.(7.1)
seems todiffer from eqn. ( 3 . 2 ) - in terms ofthefollowed parameter estimation procedure inChapter 3 implicitly eqn.(7.1)w a sused w h e n theaverage,
the trend andthelowfrequency components oftheprocess signals were
filtered out. When thelowfrequency components areconsidered notas
disturbances butas slow variations oftheworking p o i n t , themodeling canb e
carried outaccording toeqn. ( 7 . 1 ) .

t Themeaning of this term "quasi-static" agrees with the thermodynamic
definition, where during a quasi-static process thesystem isatall times
infinitesimally near to equilibrium. However, here "quasi-static" is associated with thetime behaviour ofthev a r i a b l e s , whereas in thermodynamics a
process characteristic ism e a n t .
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Another reason touse eqn. (7.1) is that themodels presented inChapter 3
only bear arelation to the reality inadynamical sense,whichmeans that
they arenot easily interprétable for an arbitrary behaviour of a greenhouse
since only a-high frequency- part of the observations ismodeled.Adding the
quasi-static behaviour to thedynamicalmodels facilitates thedescription of
theactual behaviour of thegreenhouses inrecognizable values of the
relevant variables.Now themodels are greenhouse

climate

models of the type

discussed in section 2.5.

Based on the same experiments that are described inChapter 3, inthis
chapter theworking pointwill be investigated. Firstly a simple steady-state
approach will be presented inorder to calculate theworking point. Secondly,
the slowly time-varying nature of theworking point ismodeled.
As inChapter 3 the parameters are expressed as thermal

parameters.

It is

shown that thevalues of the thermal parameters describing low frequency
phenomena (of theworking point) differ

from similar parameters describing

thehigh frequency phenomena (of the dynamical models).

7.2 STEADY-STATE CALCULATIONS

average

Steady-state calculations of theworking point are carried out using
values of thevariables constituting the average

heat balance of a greenhouse

K
'ê. - (k*
+k* )ë + n f'=0
h,ss hg
r,ss
v,ss ga
ss s

(7.2)

with 9, = 9, - 9 ,9 = 9 - 9 and the suffix ssdenoting the steady-state
hg
h
g' ga
g
a
(static)values of thevariables,which follow from steady-state relations.
Eqn. (7.2)follows from eqn. (3.4)for an equilibrium situation,with the
k-values defined as ineqn. (3.6)and eqn. (3.7). In the eqn. (7.2)9 is the
heating pipe temperature,9 is the outside air temperature,$" is the
a

s

radiation fluxdensity and the star * indicates that the relation is
normalized perm^ ground area of thegreenhouse.
Eqn. (7.2)isonly solvablewhen one of the terms isassumed tobeknown:
herek
isassumed tobe known according to eqn. (3.36).
n»ss
It isnoted that although in eqn. (7.2)the (shortwave)radiation <j>"is
present,with respect to the calculation of theworking point this term is
not correct.The calculation iscarried outwith averagevalues of the
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variables,where the actualvalues do not differ toomuch from theaverage.
This isnot the casewith the radiation,where adiurnal periodic course is
made. Thismeans that theworking point isonly defined according toeqn.
(7.2) inperiodswith absence of (shortwave)radiation (atnight)or at
periodswith low radiation intensity.

The procedure that iscarried out to calculate theworking point is outlined
below.When the term containing 0" isneglected, eqn. (7.2)canbe rewritten

-*

*

s

-

withd>,=k,
6, as
T
h
h,ss hg

Ä*=(k*
T

h

+k*
r,ss

)ë
v,ss

(7.3a)
ga

In this formula $, iscalculated from eqn. (3.36)as

*u =k*
6, = 1.0 ë,K
Y
h
h,ss hg
Avalue fork

4 6

(7.3b)

hg

iscalculated with eqns. (3.8)and (3.20)as
v,ss
k*
= ç' S
v,ss
ss V

,(ç' = çh = I/3-3= 1.0)
J
ss

S = (1+ r )-0.064-v
V
w

(7.4a)

(7.4b)
w

where h= 3[m]follows from table 3.1.As 9 and 6, areknow frommeasu*
*
ga
hg
_
rements, (k
+k
)canbe calculated from eqns. (7.3).Withk
r,ss
v,ss
according to eqns. (7.4)thevalues ofk

^
v,ss

are found.For the sameexperi-

ment that constitutes the results summarized in table 3.2 in table 7.1 the
values of the relevant variables are presented for thevarious compartments.
In fig. 7.1 thebest fit in the least-squares sense isdepicted for
(k

+k

) .Note that the line expressing thisrelation according to

L J S S V J S S

eqn. (7.3a)crosses theoriginby necessity (and is not a linearregression).The best fit isk

+k
= 10.4.
r,ss
v,ss

Thevalues of(
|
> in table 7.1 and fig. 7.1 follow from eqn.(7.3b) (andeqn.
3.36) and arenot allwithin therange 9, e[3,20 C]forwhich that eqn.is
valid. This isdonebecause also inChapter 3eqn. (3.36)has been used
outside itsvalidity range toperform the calculations e.g. for table 3.6.
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compartment

e

e

200

h8

*h

1

31.0

150.4

14.2

2

37.1

195.6

17.6

3

17.6

65.8

9.1

4

14.8

51.1

7.5

ga

5

16.7

61.0

10.1

6

37.3

197.1

17.4

7

31.7

155.4

13.5

Table 7.1 Steady-state calculations

Fig. 7.1 Best fit for table 7.1.

(for table 3.2)

The same results can of course beobtained by fitting infig. 7.1 <|>-k
3

with 6 .Because k
ga

6

S
&

is the same inall compartments this isnot
v,ss_

h v,ss ga

necessary,but incase r isdifferent for thevarious compartments,this
procedure has tobe followed. Thismeans that also for the experiment
described in table 3.8 avalue of k

canbe calculated.
r,ss

For various experiments thevalue of k

has been evaluated (table7.2).
r,ss
For convenience also the calculated leakage S (r= 0) ispresented.
v w
*
k
experiment
V
e
S (r= 0)
r,ss
v
w
w
a

remarks

820301

19.00- 0302:

07.00

5.5

5.7

0.36

9.9

820330

19.00-0331:

07.00

4.8

3.6

0.22

9.8

r =0
w
various r

820331

24.00-0401:

07.00

4.5

3.6

0.23

9.4

various r

820525

19.00- 0506:

07.00

13.4

0.55

0.03

7.0

r =0
w

w
w

Table 7.2 Steady-state calculations.

The steady-state results indicate that it ispossible tocalculate the
working point fornight conditions (<(>" = 0) . In thecalculations itwas
confirmed that thevalues of k

*

s

are reasonably consistent for thevarious
r,ss
compartments,although fig. 7.1 indicates that the assumptions on thevalue

—*

—

of <)> might not hold for larger values of 0, .The table 7.2 summarizes the
available experimental material;no outlayers are omitted,with the exception
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ofanexperimentwithavaryingr (table3.7)forwhichavalueof
k
=12.6wasobtained.
r,ss
Apartfromthepossibility tocalculatetheworkingpoint,table7.2also
leadstovaluesofk

thatcomplywithvaluesfoundinpractice.Ineqn.

(3.37)avalueispresentedfor (k* +k* )=7.56A/A =(table3.1)=
_j
* r.ss v.ss'
r g
=8.55;v =4[ms ].Withk
accordingtoeqns.(7.4)nthiswouldlead
w
_
v,ss
°
tok*
=0.25 (r =0)andk*
=8.3.Thisvalueofk*
issimilarto
v,ss
w
r,ss
r,ss
theresultspresented intable7.2.

*
Thisindicatesthattheassumptionsmadeonk,
unreasonableandthattherelationfoundfork,

*

(andonk,)arenot
h,ss
h
(andk,)isrealistic.
h,ss
h

Thisbeingtrue,itcanbeobservedthatthesameparameteroftheperfectly
stirredtankmodelofeqn.(3.4)has different

values forthedynamical

modelspresented inChapter3andforthesteady-statecase.
7.3 QUASI-STATICMODELING
Inthissectionthefeasibilityoflowfrequencymodelingwillbediscussed.
Themodelthatisusedisgivenby
de
c*

g,ss

S i M_k *
{e
(t
,
h,ss h,ss

) _9
d,h'

( t ) }_
g,ss

- ik* +ç' S
(t)}(e^
r,ss
ss v,ss

(t)-e
g,ss

(t)}+
a,ss

+ n <|>" (t)
ss s,ss

(7.5)

whichistheperfectlystirredtankmodelofeqn.(3.4)forthequasi-static
case.ThedeadtimeT..isintroduced inordertousethemodelofeqn.
a,h
(7.5)forparameterestimation,followingthesameargumentsasincaseof
eqns. (3.25).Notethatnotk
isusedhere,butthetermç' S
(t)in
^
v,ss
ss v,ss
ordertoallowmoreexplicitelyforslowlytime-varyingvaluesofthe
ventilationrate.Theintroductionofthemultiplicativetermleadstoa
bilinear

system albeitinaquasi-staticform.S

(t)iscalculated

accordingtoeqns. (7.4).
Ineqn.(7.5)alongwaveradiationterm,representingthelongwave
radiationbalancewiththeskyisnotpresent.Thiscanbeconsidered tobe
anomissionwhenlow-frequencybehaviourisofinterest.Fordynamical
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modeling (and also for steady-state calculations) thisradiation term is
modeled with the shortwave radiation at daytime,and seen as adisturbance at
nighttime.

de 8,ss
ispresent ineqn. (7.5)inorder to
'g,ss
dt
facilitate themodel todampen suddenpeaks (numerical inaccuracies) thatmay
The storage term C

occur in the generation of the time responses of the quasi-staticvariables.
The effect ismainly cosmetic,and for itsvalue C

=C (table 3.6) is
g,ss
g

selected.
Themodel of eqn. (7.5)will bevalidated on experimental data.Like ineqn.
(7.2), thequasi-static variables ineqn. (7.5)donot contain sufficient
distinct frequencies as to facilitate acomplete parameter estimation. This
means that thevalue of one of the terms should be known.Again,k

is
h,ss

taken according to eqns. (3.36)and (7.3).
In fig. 7.2 themeasured value of 9
and thebest fitwith quasi-static
g,ss
variables is shown,according toeqn. (7.5). The estimation is carried out
for the same experiment asdepicted infig. 3.17 (anightly experiment
$g s s =0 incompartment no. 1).The result of that experiment in termsof
thermal variables isgiven in table 3.6.

Fig. 7.2 Quasi-static modeling for experiment of fig. 3.17.

In the quasi-static case thebest fit isobtained fork

and t' ,where
r,ss

ss

ç' contains acorrection term representing the influence of thewind on
k*

aswell as incorrect calculation of the leakage.The result is

Çgs = 0.42 and k

= 8.2. Of the available 720datapoints 600were used.
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The quasi-static signals areobtained by substracting inthe timedomaina
filtered signal (see Chapter 3)from theoriginal signal.This isavery
straightforwardmethod, introducing numerical inaccuracies.Also filtering
canbeused.

The ultimate interest of the quasi-staticmodels is touse them to describe
theobserved variable(s) according to eqn. (7.1), where the greenhouse air
temperature isformulated as the sumof aquasi-static and a incremental
(dynamical)variable.By adding the response of 9 of fig. 3.17 (obtained for
theobserved data set of 600points) to the response of 8

of fig. 7.2,

^

the total response of 6 = 6
g

g»SS

+ 8 isobtained (fig. 7.3a). In fig. 7.3b
g,ss
g

theresponse isdepicted when theworking point is calculated according to
eqn. (7.2)so that here 8 = 8 + 8 .It is seen that inthis nightly
g
g
o
situation the two responses are quite similar,with the error criterion (eqn.
3.22) E=91 for the caseof the quasi-static response (fig. 7.3a) and
E = 106for the steady-stateworking point calculation of fig. 7.3b.
The sameprocedure iscarried out for the case that radiation ispresent. Now
the experiment depicted infig. 3.19 (for compartment no. 1;seealso table
3.9) is treated. Fig. 7.4a and fig. 7.4b show theoriginal signal of
radiation <j>"and air temperature 8 aswell as their low frequent components
<t>"
and 8
(obtained by filtering
the first three harmonics and not only
}
s,ss
g,ss
oneharmonic aswasdone in section 3.4.8). Here 420datapoints areused out
of a setof480.
The estimation according to eqn. (7.5)yields abest fitwith avalue of
k

r,ss

= 7 . 7 and n

= 0 . 4 5 ; the influence of thewind interms of variations
ss

was neglectable, so for ç' =0.064was set.In fig. 7.5 theresponse of the
actual valueof 8 iscompared with a simulated response of adynamical model
with aquasi-static working point.As discussed in section 7.2 for daytime
conditions steady-state calculations arenotwell defined, sono simulation
could be carried out for thatcase.
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m

Fig. 7.3 Actual and simulated responses of thegreenhouse air temperature.
Simulationwith quasi-static working point (a);with steadystateworking point(h).
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Fig. 7.4 Responses of theoriginal signal and its quasi-static component;
for the radiation (a);for thegreenhouse air temperature(h).
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Fig. 7.5 Actual and simulated responses of greenhouse air temperature.
Simulationwith quasi-static working point.

7.4 DISCUSSION

In this chapter amethod isdescribed to calculate theworking point of a
dynamicalmodel -of the typepresented inChapter 3. Ina

steady-state

situation theworking point canbe computed from the average values of the
relevant variables.When thevariables constituting theworking point tend to
deviate toomuch from their average, theworking point isdescribed bya
quasi-static

model,where the average, trend and low frequency components of

therelevant variables are used tomodel the slowly time-varying working
point. For two cases it isdemonstrated that this leads to quite

acceptable

results.

The calculations of theworking point arebased upon a simple thermalmodel.
Thismodel isapplied for the dynamical modeling inChapter 3,and is
sufficiently accurate there.However for themodeling of theworkingpoint,
more heat transfer terms should be included,notably a term representing the
longwave radiation to theoutside atmosphere (the sky temperature).Also
terms describing theheat fluxes to and from the greenhouse soil and latent
heat fluxes could be incorporated. It appears that for an accurate modeling
of theworking point detailed physical climatemodels of the type discussed
in section 2.5 become of interest.
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In terms of harmonics, the distinction betweenhigh frequency signals
(applied indynamicalmodels)and low frequency signals is>5or s3
harmonics defined on 1024datapoints,orbetweenharmonics of aperiod S 3|
or £6hours.The applied test signals have aperiod of 2hours incaseof
thedetermination of theheating transfer functionH

of eqn. (3.3).
S>h

With respect to theworking point the applied test signals areof a low
frequency, and the distinction between test signals and the quasi-static
signal components israther abrupt.Thismeans that the filtering techniques
that areapplied arecritical.
When theworking point iscalculated, a-priori knownvalues of the normalized
k-valueof theheating system k areused.Thevalues ofk, are of crucial
importance, since the accuracy of other thermal parameters (seeChapter 3)
relies on theaccuracy ofk .Therefore, inChapter3,k,was estimated from
a dynamical experiment (fig. 3.18) and checked against steady-state results
(eqns. 3.35 and 3.31). Alsok,hasbeen compared with data from literature
(eqn. 3.38). This leads tovalues of thenormalized roof k-value k that are
higher thancould be explained.However,when m section 7.2 values ofk
are calculated based on a-priori knownvalues ofk,

which follow from the
h,ss

samemeasurements as inChapter 3,much lower values of k

result that do

agreewith results from literature (table 7.3).This stresses thepoint that
using the same simple thermalmodel,thevalues of the (thermal) parameters
found inthedynamic case and in the steady-state (quasi-static) case do not
necessarily possess the samevalues.
k

experiment

*
r,ss

k

*
r

remarks

820301: 19.00- 0302:

07.00

9.9

29.7

820330: 19.00-0331:

07.00

9.8

28.3

table 7.2/table 3.8

21.8

comp.no.1/table 3.10 with k =0.3

820330: 08.00- 0330:

16.00

7.7

table 7.2/table3.6 with k£=0.4

Table 7.3 Comparison of results for steady-state (quasi-static)and
dynamicalmodels.
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8 Optimal control of plant growth

8.1 THEHIERARCHICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Plant growthwas described as ahierarchical system inChapter 2 (fig.2.1).
In thisdescription three levels aredistinguished. The use of these levels
will bemotived in this section.

Plant growth canbe considered as acomplex system. Inprotected cultivation,
the output

variables

of this system are usually related to the economical

output at the timeof harvesting of the crop;withvariables likes yield,
quality, earliness.The input

variables

are all the factors that attribute to

growth, likeplanting material,application of fertilizers,pest control,
nursing methods,labour,climate (inside and outside the greenhouse),greenhouse structure.Plant growth isadevelopment in time,whichmeans that
especially the time course of the input and output variables isof interest.

Inavery complex system, it isuseful to reduce

the complexity by focusing

on certain relations.A common approach is to isolate families of input
variables.Relevant to this thesis are the set of input variables associated
with the greenhouse climate and structure; ingeneral theenvironment of the
crop in terms of environmental

physios.

After this first restriction, still

avery complex system remains,relating environmental physics inside agreenhousewith theultimate output variables at the time of harvesting.A next
step canbemadeby realizing that theoutputvariables at the timeof
harvesting are the resultant of the system over aperiod of time (thewhole
growing period)and therefore associated with an integral action.These
integral

variables

represent the final outcome of theprocesses described by

the system. Consequently their relation to time differs from that of the
inputvariables.Therefore,a second restriction canbemade in that the
integral outputvariables aredistinguished from outputvariables that are
time-varying

(although the timeunits that areusedmay beup to weeks).

After thesepreliminary restrictions theplant growth system itself is
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considered.When the eventual purpose of the control actions is to obtain
"optimal

plant

growth"

variables, a hierarchical

in terms of considered input and (integral)output
system description canbe useful.Here the idea is

tobreak the complex system down into subsystems.Preferably the input/output
variables of the subsystems are formulated such that theoutput of one subsystem canbe considered as the input of another subsystem. The subsystems
are arranged inahierarchy where the lower level generates the inputs of the
higher

level.Control of the system is formulated such that thehigher level

operates on the controls of the lower level.
When optimality ispursued, this isobtained by optimizing the

higher

levels in terms of outputvariables of the lower levels,and tooptimize each
of the levels within

these limits setby thehigher levels.This approach

facilitates toreduce thecomplexity of theoptimization,although itmight
be less optimal then optimizing thewhole system.

The hierarchical system description presumes that subsystems canbe formulatedmeaningfully, that the inputs and theoutputs of the subsystems are
measurable and that the feedback from the higher to the lower levels (other
thanvia control onpurpose)canbe neglected. Thefirst two assumtions are
obvious, the lastone canbeused as a criterion,requiring the absence of
interaction. In reality,however,some(weak) interaction isalwayspresent.
Because the interaction criterion alone does not reduce the complexity of the
system sufficiently,another criterion is formulated. It isassumed that a
distinction canbemade on therelevant time scale of theprocess that is
described.

As for the plant growth system,on thebasis ofweak interaction the climate
subsystem canbe isolated from theplant.This subsystem constitutes the
first level of thehierarchical system. The output of this climate subsystem
is inprinciple measurable,and its input is (partially)controllable,so
that it forms a sound basis for future optimization.
Regarding the plant,adistinction canbemade using the time scale criterion.Plant processes that operate on a short time scale and processes
which operate on a long time scale canbedistinguished. What isdone inthe
hierarchical system of fig. 2.1 is todefine aborder at thediurnal course
of theplant.Plant processes that fallwithin this time scale are situated
on the second level;processes operating on a longer time scale are placed
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on level three.The requirement of theabsence of-interaction isnot
necessarily satisfied here and alsowith respect to themeasurement of the
input and outputvariables -and even to the identificationofwhat the
relevant variables are-somequestions remain.

With respect to the formulation of level two and three of the hierarchical
system it isrecalled that the purpose of the system is to facilitate optimal
control ofplant growth. Therefore it is tried to split the complex plant
growth system intomeaningful subsystems.From a scientific point ofview
thismight seem unsatisfactory, because seemingly this approach obscures
potential relations between the levels,and denies the idea that "everything
isrelated to everything". This approach isjustified because it is followed
inorder toreduce the complexity of the system, inrelationwith the purpose
tocontrol the growth of plants optimally via adistinct (hierarchical)
strategy.

The ideas on thehierarchical systemdescription asoutlined above,will be
reflected on research onoptimal control of plant growth as it is found in
the literature.
In section 2.4.2 itwas pointed out that someknowledge on level two and
level three processes isalready incorporated inexisting climate controllers
inan implicitway.Here explicit strategies are discussed.

In the strategies adistinction canbemade between the knowledge
used inoptimal control procedures,and the approaches

that is

that are followed

-although these two are related to eachother.
With respect to theavailable knowledge,on level two diurnal plant growth
isconsidered and the plant responses (see section 2.1.3)fall into two

classesofmodels: transpiration
models.

models and structural

dry matter

On level three the crop responses canbe described by crop

and development

models.

increase

growth

The threemodels differ in terms of input and output

variables and canbe formulated independendly.
Themodels represent subsystems of thehierarchical system,and canbe
regarded asprocesses when input/output relations are considered. Some of the
variables of theprocesses canbemeasured,using techniques that as arule
originate from plantphysiological research.
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The (optimal) control strategy canoperate on the second or on the third
level of thehierarchical system.When on level twoover-all plant response
measurements are involved,wewill say that the speaking

plant

approach

is followed.When on level three the crop growth is considered, optimal

crop

growth is envisaged over thewhole cropping period,with theobjective to
maximize theyield-earnings/running-costs ratio.

In the literature several attempts are described where over-all plant
responses or crop responses arerelated to space average climate control on
level one.Some of the studies arebased onphytotron experiments,others are
carried out ingreenhouses under experimental conditions. In thenext
section,models of plant and crop reactions -as they areused incontrol-are
treated. Then,control strategies based on thesemodels are described and
their feasibility in thepractice of growing is discussed.

8.2 GROWTHMODELS FOR CONTROL

Plant growth on the second level of thehierarchical systemof fig.2.1 can
be described by two classes of subsystems,one using transpirationmodels and
theother using structural drymatter increasemodels.Both subsystems
represent plant physiological phenomena.

Transpiration

models dealwith plant-water relations.The plant responses are

described by causal relationships. Inrelationwith control,amodel of this
typehasbeen described by Hashimoto and co-workers (Hashimoto,Morimoto and
Funada, 1981a,Hashimoto et al., 1981b). Themodel has stomatal aperture and
leaf temperature asoutputvariables (facilitating todetermine CO2 uptake).
Inputs are the crop canopy climate andwater uptake by the roots.Intervariables are thewater content of the stem and of the leaves.The parameters
from themodel describing the relations between thesevariables are estimated
from experiments inphytotrons,where the inputvariables arevaried inorder
to induce test signals into the system (Hashimoto et al., 1981b,Hashimoto,
Morimoto and Funada, 1982a,b ) .A similar approach todescribe causal
relationships is suggested by Hopmans (1981),who relates temperature,
transpiration rate andwater potential inleaves.

Structural
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dry matter increase

models areconcernedwithphotosynthesis,

respiration and translocation processes inplants.Takatsuji,Kaneko and
Tsuruoka (1979)describe such amodel as abasis of anoptimal control
method. Challa (1976)established arelation for cucumber plants,thatwas
used inablue-print approach forvarying night temperatures (VandeVooren,
DeLint and Challa, 1978).

Crop growth

and development

models are-in acontrol context-presented by

Matsui and Eguchi (1976, 1977a, 1978). Also more elaborate crop growthmodels
(DeWit et al., 1978)havebeen employed for control purposes (Soribe and
Curry, 1973,Krug and Liebig, 1979). A problemwith elaborate crop growth and
development models is that they arenot readily validated.
The output variables of crop growth and development models are based on
the timeunit of thesemodels which isone day.Of interest is the integrated
result of thesevariables over the time spanof thewhole cropping period.
In traditional horticultural research the growth and development is evaluated
by describing the status of the crop (number of leaves,tross formation) in
time. Themain interest is focused on the integrated or integral result with
integral variables likeyield,quality, earliness which canbe related with
auctionprices inorder toassess the economical output.It is seen that
these integral variables arenot the sameas the output variables of the crop
growth and development process,although they are related. For this reason in
thehierarchical system of fig. 2.1 an integral block relates crop growth and
development and theyield (including all integral variables). In research,
using explicit models the outlook on the final result canbe adopted,where
the interest is focused onone integral variable,or ona scalar function
.which represents aweighted sumof all integral variables leading to
production

models.

Challa and Van deVooren (1980)have investigated the

relationbetween earliness of awinter crop of cucumbers and the temperature
regime. Seginer(1980)uses a scalar function for growthwhich is the
derivative of a scalar function of integralvariables.

Comparing the three types of growthmodels, the transpirationmodels are seen
tobe based on causal

relations,thedescribed processes are reproducible

and

subsequently theparameters of themodels canbe estimated from test-signal
experiments.This situation conforms to that of the greenhouse climate
modeling aspresented in this thesis.Conversely, crop growth and development
models arebased on empirical

relations (VanWijk, 1963), the processes are
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not generally reproducible so that test-signals giveno useful information.
Structural drymatter increasemodels fall somewhat between these two
extremes. By theway the threemodels are formulated (themethodology of the
observed relations)and because of thevariables that are relevant to the
models, it isobvious that there isno unambiguous relation between the
models. Thismeans that it is-inprinciple-not possible to control
explicitly one of the growth subsystems via another one.
Inpractice, theresult is that the control strategies are focused on one
of the subsystems.However, the control actions operatevia other subsystems
(on the lower levels of thehierarchical system). Thismeans that the other
subsystems influence the effective control of therelevant subsystem. Because
theother subsystems operate onanother time scale, it seems possible to
reduce their influence inanaverage sense.This (implicitly) leads to
restrictions with respect to the timebehaviour of the control signals.

8.3 SPEAKING PLANT APPROACH

Control of the greenhouse climate canbebased partially on themeasurement
of plant processes associated with transpiration or structural dry matter
increase. This iscalled the speaking

plant

approach,where the purpose isto

create a"comfortable" environment for theplants.This is conceptually
similar to the "comfort"criteria for air-conditioning inbuildings.

In the literature, the speaking plant approach has been formulated by several
authors (albeit not under this name). It canbe considered as a quantitative
sequel on the research for control procedures of the greenhouse climate.As
such this approach has been suggested inorder toovercome theproblem that
"improved" climate control cannot be demonstrated togive higher yields in
the traditional field trials (Germing, 1969a,b,Germing and Van Drenth,
1971). In the "Green energy program" of theJapaneseMinistry of Agriculture
this approach is advocated inastrategy for saving heating costs (Agric.
Res. Council, 1980).

When the speaking plant approach isused inresearch, the relation canbe
established between extreme situations thatmay damage theplants in termsof
the spatial average climate or the crop canopy climate.This knowledge,added
to the already existing practical knowledge and experiencewith respect to
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over-all plant behaviour, canbe applied incontrollers and incontrol procedures. Theknowledge could alsobe used by incorporating an explicit strategy
in the control algorithm e.g. using predictive controlmethods.In thisway
models of the plant response become important,because prediction assumes a
correct knowledge of the actual plant status.

Transpiration and structural drymatter increasemodels arebased uponmany
fundamental processes,leaving a largenumber ofvariables tobe measured.
Because this ishardly practical,only a limited number ismeasured.
Measurements canbemade directly
attached toa single plant-or indirectly

-whichmeans that the sensors are
(for example C0 2 uptake indicating

therate ofnet-photosynthesis).The indirectmeasurements are usually
tediousbecause other processes influence themeasured variable (as is the
casewith C0„).
The directmeasurements have tobe performed on livingmatter,which makes
them rather cumbersome.Also the representativeness is questionable. In the
first place themeasurements are taken locallywithin the cropwhile acrop
shows a significant variation between the individual plants.In the second
place the sensorshave tomake contactwith theplant.Research indicates
that plantswhich are regularly stirred have lower yields compared with
unstirred plants (Klapwijk, 1976,Mitchell et al., 1975). According to
Mitchell et al. this raises questions on the representativeness when in
routinemeasurements the sensors continuously make contactwith theplant.

The complexity of theproblem hasmotivated research to controlmethods,
where only one or twovariables related to transpiration or structural dry
matter increase aremeasured. By closing a control loop around the variables
it is expected that at least some improvement could be obtained. Thiswas
doneby e.g. Takakura et al. (1974)who determined photosynthesis by
measuring C0„uptake ina closed system. The same type ofmeasurements has
been described byHand and Bowman (1969)and Hand (1973). Results ona tomato
crop havebeen reported (Takakura,Ohara,Nakamura, 1978).
Also the control of leaf temperature has received some attention
(Mackroth, 1974)with the objective to control thisvariable instead of the
greenhouse air temperature.Matsui and Eguchi (1977b)andHashimoto (1980)
studied the control of the leaf temperature via climate control inphytotrons.
The last two studies aremainly concerned with the control of the transpira131

tionprocesses.A discussion on the control of leaf temperature canbe found
in thebook ofHanan et al. (1978).
The resultsof the approach using a limited number ofmeasurements have
not beenvery decisive with respect to the eventual yield. In the few cases
that an improvement could bedemonstrated, the results could also be
explained fromphenomena like the occurance of CO.depletion or extreme
humidities,which occurred by the crop thatwas grown according to the
standard treatment. In agood "blue-print"climate regime,these extremities
are also avoided,whichmeans that the speaking plant approach in fact is not
compared toa standard treatment. Without

theplantmeasurements required for

the speakingplant approach the same result could be obtained. Thecomparisons should be carried outwith "good"blue-prints, leaving an economical
optimization problem tosolve.

An approach inwhich structural drymatter increase information isused is
presented by Takatsuji,Kaneko and Tsuruoka (1979). Here the relevant
variables aremeasured and controlled ingrowth chamber experiments.The
obtained data are expected to lead to amodel onwhich control of optimal
plant growth canbe based.

Another approach is the application of detailed

models.

In the caseof

transpiration processes Hashimoto et al. (1981b) suggest the useofmodels as
a basis for control. It isnot obvious how inthis case information has tobe
obtained inapractical application,but the studies suggest aform of predictionwithmodels and on-line correction of thepredictedvariables.

8.4 OPTIMAL CROP GROWTH

Crop growth isassociated with level three of thehierarchical system. The
relevant time span isthewhole cropping period,with one day as aunit.The
relevant outputvariables areassociated with the growth over one day (fresh
weight, length,dryweight, leaf area). One is,however, interested in the
final result of thesevariables integrated over the cropping period with
integralvariables likeyield, earliness,quality.

Matsui and Eguchi (1976, 1977a, 1978)(Eguchi andMatsui, 1977, 1978)use
pattern recognition.techniquesinorder todetermine freshweight increase,
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leaf growth andplant elongation.Thesemeasurements facilitate to evaluate
crop growth onadaily basis.Themeasured variables arethen led along
trajectories (whichareassumed tobeknown) inorder toobtainanoptimal
result (Eguchi,personal communication). Sincehere growth chamberexperiments arediscussed, it isnot clear ifand howactual outsideweather
conditions fit into thisapproach.
When the integral variables areof interest,infact theeconomic result is
considered.Thisopensapossibility toapplyoptimizationprocedureswhich
are related to theeconomic results.Using aproductionmodelKrug andLiebig
(1979)propose tocalculate the economic result/running-cost ratio'sfor
various crops,planting dates and auctionprices under averageweather
conditions. Gal,Angel and Seginer (1981)'presentäsimilar approach,but
suggest tocalculate asetof trajectories inorder tobeable to account for
theactualweather conditions (overa longer period).Also,Seginerand
Albright (1980)and Seginer (1980)use aproductionmodel inorder to
calculate the effect of early closing of thermal Screens intermsof productiondelayversus energy conservation. ,
Challaand VandeVooren (1980)related,aproductionmodel (with earliness
of acucumber cropversus temperatureregime)torateof leaf formation.This
enables torelate actualvariables (ona time scaleof afewhours)and
actual energy consumption to earliness and economic output.An on-line
optimization canbe carried out.Thiswas..done'experimentally for acucumber
v

•-

crop (Challa et al., 1980)yielding a smalldifferencebetweentheoptimal
and astandard treatment intermsof economicalbenefits.'

8.5 DISCUSSION

..'"'.

With respect tooptimal control ofplant growth,it is.obvious that the
result arenot encouragingwhen itcomes to the,traditional horticultural
criterea of economic output (in integralvariables). This canbe explained
because improvement of the second level control-isnotdirectly related to
the finaloutput.

•

*

On the third level theproductionmodels have<tocompetewith existing
knowledge and expertise fromwhich theapplication ispartly based on
observations of thegrower during thegrowingprocess.Inproductionmodels
theseobservations arenot readily included*which Stresses thepoint that
'• '-
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theproductionmodels do not somuch relate input variables tooutput
variables,but originate from relating output to inputby mathematical
differentiation.Apart from their scientific merits,they arenot seen to
improve the economics of growing an individual crop by a grower under
specific weather conditions.

From the discussion on thevariousmodels it is seen that it is important to
use theproper variables for the control of the individual subsystems.This
means that the proper inputvariables have tobe actuated,based onmeasurements of theproper output variables.For example,when envisaging the final
result (integral variables:yield, earliness,quality), the related variables
are theoutput of the crop growth process,namely freshweight, lenght,dry
weight, leaf area,and not temperature sums,radiation sums, or air humidity
sumsover one day -as isusually done.Using these latter crop canopy climate
factors in integral form (of oneday)assumes that their effects ondry
matter increase (onadiurnal base)aremutually independent.This assumption
might hold inan average sense,but it is surely not possible to base
decisions for actual

control actions (timebasis ofminutes)on these typeof

models.

Considering the time scaleonwhich the subsystems operate,it isseen that
the transpiration process operates on aminute basis.Because it seems
possible tomeasure theoutput variables of this process,itopens the
feasibility to control the transpiration behaviour of the crop.However, in
a greenhouse thedisturbances (solar radiation) canbemuch faster than the
control system can respond, so that no tight control canbe achieved.Also,
thedesired state of the output variables of the transpiration process isnot
sufficiently known so that only the avoidanae

of stress

situations

canbe the

strategy.

The time scale of the structural drymatter increasemodel is in the order
ofhours.The timeresponse of the control system can effectively regulate
these processes,so that a tight control canbe achieved.Measurement of the
process outputvariables isnot sowell defined,but for example C0„ uptake
canbemeasured. Combined with amodel,the outputvariables could be
estimated and used in the control loop.Because also the observations of the
grower arebased on a longer time scale thanhours -which explains the
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application of control procedures inGCFC- improvements in this field are
potentially obtainable.

In thediscussion above,themerits of theoptimal control of eachof the
subsystems have been reflected. In thehierarchical system description in
section8.1 itwas stated that optimal control of each level leads to an
over-all optimal behaviour. Summarizing thepotentials with respect to the
subsystems that areused in the hierarchical systemdescription leads to the
following points ofview.With respect to the second level, transpiration

is

not easily controllable because of the relevant time constants,but isotherwise directly related to the first level (the climate), and thevariables are
relatively easilymeasurable. However, transpiration isnot seen to lead to
optimal behaviour of level two. Structural

dry matter

increase

ismore

related tooptimal results, iscontrollable in terms of dominant time
constants,but the associated variables arenot easilymeasured. On level
three plant

growth

and development

optimization has already been carried out

inpractice by the growers.Optimal procedures on this level have to compete
with existing expertise and are for that reason not readily seen to
accomplish very much.However,when other factors are considered, such as
labourmanagement inrelationwith crop development, some improvements might
be achieved on level three.
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9 Final discussion and suggestions

In the introduction of Chapter 1,the question has been posed whether
science

control

would contribute solutions with respect to abetter understanding of

greenhouse control,new types of greenhouses and optimal control of plant
growth. In this final chapter it isexamined which answers are tentatively
provided for these questions and suggestions aremade for future research.

Generally speaking, in this thesis two lines of thinking are followed. The
first one isaheuristic engineer's

approach with ahigh esteem of the

achievements obtained inhorticultural practice.Since inpractice control
procedures are followed by the grower, the emphasis is laid on improving
these control procedures by improving the effectiveness of GCFC methods
(GCFC=greenhouse climate feedforward/feedback control).
The second lineof thinking isa system

approach,

where the question is

how to incorporatemore (scientific)knowledge inclimate control.Here the
concept of the hierarchical system is introduced,where the first level (the
greenhouse climate) is investigated inmore detail.This results inanovel
approach togreenhouse climatemodeling (employing high-frequency and lowfrequency models).
The two lines of thinking donot naturally exclude each other,but
indicate the target-groups forwhich theresultsmight be of interest.The
engineer's approach and related resultsmay appeal to the grower, traditional
horticulture and greenhouse computer manufacturers. The system approach is
concerned withmore fundamental issues and isrelated toplant physiology and
environmental physics.

Models of thegreenhouse climate constitute thebasis of both linesof
thinking.For control,models that are formulated in terms of incremental
variables areof interest. In this thesis abasis is laid for the formulation
of suchmodels in terms of the spatial average climate (Chapter 3 ) .This is
doneby demonstrating how thesemodels,which are formulated ina black-box
fashion,are estimated from experimental data.Themodels are established for
sensible
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heat fluxes only.An important contribution of this thesis is that

theblack-boxmodels are reformulated interms of thermal parameters (heatingload coefficients)for a simple thermalmodel.By thisway ofmodeling the
behaviour of the greenhouse climate dynamics canbepredicted fromheatingload coefficients which arewidely available.This opens awide range of
applications.Using simple thermalmodels indesign,control procedures as
well as control methods canbe improved. Simulation of theproposed control
algorithms could assess the relativemerits.In the greenhouse computer
industry,by this approach the reliability ofGCFC canbe significantly improved.
A related result holds fornew types of greenhouseswhich are inthe
drawing-table stage,but ofwhich theheating-load characteristics areknown.
Also the lay-out of theheating andventilation systems canbebased on these
thermalmodels.
Because themodels are quite simple,for simulation a low-cost personal
computer will do thejob, so that suggestion

1 is todevelop software

packages for greenhouse climatemodels and for control on a suitable personal
computer.
For the individual greenhouse, theparameter estimationmethod of the
black-boxmodels as presented inChapter 3canbe applied inorder todetermine the relevant characteristics of theGCFC dynamics aswell as the heating
system non-linearity.This facilitates the tuning of the controller algorithms
of anewly installed greenhouse computer by employing analytical tools and/or
off-line simulation.Thismight speed up the tuning of the greenhouse computer controller settings considerably.

Themodels of Chapter 3canbe improved bymodeling theworking point,as is
suggested inChapter 7.As aresult,the dynamical (high frequency)models
get amore realistic appearancewhichmakes the actual values of thevariables
more easily interprétable.Another result is that,employing these improved
models in individual greenhouses,theoccurrence of e.g. heat-leaks canbe
determined.

Themodels as described in this thesis arenot complete.Air humidity isnot
modelled,which leads to suggestion
latent

2:to establish models that include

heat fluxes (air humidity).

The ventilation
suggestion

phenomena ingreenhouses arenotwell known, so that

S is to investigate the relationbetweenventilation rate and
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window aperture (also inthe dynamical sense). This being clarified,
opportunities emerge for humidity

control.

Withmore reliable sensors

becoming available (than the aspirated psychrometers presently used)humidity
-or arelated variable, see section 2.3- canbe controlled. In the control
algorithm a trade-off canbemade between the lowering of thehumidity and
its associated heat-loss.
In the greenhouse, theheating system isnotmodelled in sufficient detail,
so that suggestion

4 is tomodel the dynamical behaviour of themixing valve

inrelation to theheating system temperature (section 3.3.1).

With respect to the frequency dependency of the estimated parameters of the
simple thermalmodel,some intriguing issues arise.The results in this
thesis are obtained for a simple thermal model based on the assumption of a
perfectly stirred tankwhich accounts for one energy storage element only. In
more detailed physical climatemodels,morevariables are employed -for
example roof temperature,plant temperature, soil temperature-where eachof
thevariables isrelated toan energy storage element.Frequency dependency
canbe anticipated when these energy storage elements arenot modelled
separately, but lumped,into one element - as is the casewith the simple
thermalmodel.However,does the simplified modeling employed inthis thesis
account for theobserved frequency dependency, or is the frequency dependency
also apparent inmore detailed climatemodels? If thiswere true,thismight
explain thenotvery reliable results of the available greenhouse climate
models found in the literature (Chapter 2 ) .Suggestion

5 is to investigate

this intriguing matter indetail.

It isrecalled that the climatemodels represent the spatial
InChapter 2ithasbeen suggested touse the crop canopy
of climate factors. Suggestion

average

climate

climate.

as family

6 is to formulate models in terms of the crop

canopy climate.This offers potential advantages.In terms of optimal control
of plant growth, the crop canopy climate ismore closely related to theoverallplant responses than the spatial average climate.Added to that,the
concept of crop canopy climatemight make itpossible to simulate thegreenhouse climate inphytotrons,thusmaking phytotronic results linkwith
practice ingreenhouses.Thismight facilitate research toextreme climate
situations inagreenhouse. It also illustrates theneed to improve the
dynamics of the existing climate control inphytotrons.
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Returning our attention to control,inChapter 4performance criteria are
formulated for temperature control.The behaviour of controllers,as itmost
frequently occurs inpractice isanalyzed, leading to the terms
sag and undershoot.

overshoot,

These terms canbeused to evaluate controller perfor-

mance,which isdone inChapter 4 ina comparison betweenvarious control
algorithms.A new dog-lead
great

practical

algorithm is introduced and is seen tobeof

interest.

networks a split-range

For greenhouseswith upper and lower heating pipe
control method was presented. Suggestion

7 isto

investigate the characteristics and to evaluate theperformance of splitrange controlmethods inmoredetail.

Adaptive temperature control ispresented inChapters 5and 6. The relevant
theory is treated inChapter 5.From the appearance of thepresented gradient
algorithms, resemblance to thewell-known "least-squares"methods is claimed.
This claim isdone onpurpose, since least-squares methods are known for
their nice statistical properties.An algorithm that isbased on gradient
minimization, that is stable (according toLiapunov'smethod)and ofwhich
the statistical properties arewell established, isnaturally attractive for
on-line parameter estimation and adaptive control.However, the claimof
resemblance just by looking to the resulting algorithms is somewhatmeagre,
and isnot likely toconvince a sceptical reader.Therefore, suggestion

8

is toestablishmore firmly the least-squares likeliness of the stable
gradientmethods.
Employing a simple algorithm from the theory, inChapter 6an adaptive
temperature control algorithm ispresented. The problems associated with the
design of theproposed adaptive PI control algorithm are outlined. Theadaptivealgorithms are compared with their non-adaptive variants ina full-scale
trial spanning 99days of observation. It turns out that the adaptive
algorithms donot lead toan improvement.However,realizing the deterministic
nature of thedynamicalmodels,adaptation can be employed inthe formof
gain-scheduling.

Suggestion

9 is to investigate gain-scheduling schemes e.g.

for thenon-linear heating system gain or inorder toreduce the effectof
measurable disturbances likeradiation. Theproblem here is to find an easy
way to separate on-line,high and low frequency components of the disturbance
signals. Suggestion

10 is todevelop a self-tuning procedure inwhich the

GCFC dynamics are estimated by an on-line estimation procedure.
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Using thehierarchical system description,optimal control of plant growth is
discussed inChapter 8.The central theme here is that control is anorder
more complicated than describing or explaining empirical or causalrelations.
As this chapter is speculative bynature,many suggestions could beformulated. Twowill bementioned here. Suggestion

11 is to establish aclear

distinction between optimal control and theblue-print approach. This is seen
tobeof importance inorder to clarify whether computer systems areessential to carry out the control. Suggestion

12 is to formulate optimality in

terms other than growth and itsassociated direct (energy)costs;for example
by introducing labourmanagement aspects inorder to constitute a sub-optimum.

A finalword should be said on the issuewhether (in the future) advanced
computer systems could "replace" the grower. The ideas outlined inChapter 8
onoptimal control of plant growth, indicate that the scientific knowledge is
not sufficiently coherent tobe able toregulate plant growth inaclosed
loop.Atbest one canhope thatmore information canbemade available to the
grower so that he canmake better motivated decisions. It isrecalled that a
computer isbasically an information processing device,and easy achievements
can only beobtained for processes that are characterized by streams of
readily available information. Because of this inChapter 8 labour management
has been suggested asapotential area for optimization.
It canbe concluded that thereplacement of the grower by the computer,
which from an ethical point ofview isregarded tobe undesirable,froma
heuristic point ofview is seen tobe untractable. Both points of departure
arrive at the same conclusion, indicating that ethical and heuristic thinking
donot necessarily exclude eachother andmost surely agree on the statement
that the availability of acomputer system does not offer theresearcher a
short-cut from science torelevance.
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Summary

Thematerial presented inthis thesis canbe grouped around four themes,
system concepts,modeling,control and adaptive control.In this summary
these themeswill be treated separately.

System

concepts

InChapters 1and 2anoverview of theproblem formulation ispresented.It is
suggested that there is some ambiguity with respect towhat exactly control
is since inpractical horticulture control

procedures

areused.This has

motivated to introduce the term GCFC(greenhouse climate feedback/feedforward
control)where control in the strict sense ismeant.It isascertained that
-despite much research in the field of control procedures- in the field of
GCFC little resultshavebeen reported in the literature.

It isargued that climate control (ormore strictly GCFC) inpractice
restricts itself toclimate factorswith respect to the greenhouse atmosphere
(air temperature and humidity,CO2 contents). It is suggested to formulate
GCFC in terms of the crop canopy

climate

in thatnotably theradiative part

of the control actuators is considered as acontrolled variable too.

The existing control methods for greenhouse climates aredescribed using the
concept of a hierarchical

system

formulation.

Here theproblem of creating a

beneficial environment for the plants isdescribed as a systemwith
levels.

three

On the first level GCFC is found,on level twoplant growth ona

diurnal basis,and on level three crop growth and development. It isargued
that the control procedures as they are employed in thepractice ofhorticulture,canbe seen asa combination of the levels one and two,whereas
GCFC restricts itself to level one.It is suggested that the controlprocedures canbe improved by solving theGCFC problem adequately and formulate
the procedures as setpoint control of levelone.
Also, inChapter 2anoverviewof existing literature ispresented, both
oncontrol ingreenhouses and onmodels of the greenhouse climate.
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Another conceptual part ispresented inChapter 8,where the optimal
of plant

control

growth is treated.Here the ideaof thehierarchical system is

employed todescribe the optimal control problem. The system isbroken down
into less complex subsystems (levels in thehierarchical system)and eachof
thehigher levels isoptimized in terms of output variables of the lower
levels. This assumes that thevariables that areused in the optimization
correspond with therelevant level.
These ideas are reflected against the literature. It isascertained that
measurements onplants canbeperformed (the speaking plant approach)and
that potentially plant transpiration canbe regulated -at least inanexperimental situation.However, themeasurements have tobemade in relation
with specific knowledge of the plant processes under control.The measurement
of singlevariables like leaf temperature,évapotranspiration etc.alone is
not seen to lead to significant results.
Although thematerial inChapter 8 is speculative by nature, thebasic
ideas arewell established. Scientific knowledge alone doesnot imply more
opportunities of (optimal) control,and for optimal control the approach
should be aimed at reducing the complexity of theproblemby focusing on
variables (and relations betweenvariables) that complywith the level of the
hierarchical system.

Modeling
The second theme of this thesis concerns the modeling.

InChapter 3anew

approach to themodeling of dynamical greenhouse climate processes is
presented. The approach incorporates a sequence of key featureswhich differ
from theusualone.
The first feature is that the greenhouse climate process -inour case
restricted to the temperature-and the actuator processes (mixing valve
process and ventilationwindow process)aredescribed separately. For the
mixing valveprocess that regulates the temperature of theheating pipe network, this is quitenatural since the output of themixing valve process (the
heating pipe temperature) canbemeasured. For theventilation windows
process this is lessnatural,because the output of thisprocess is the air
change rate,which isnot directly measurable.However,by theproposed way
of description themainnon-linearities areremoved from the climateprocess.
The following steps follow logically when dynamical systems areof
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interest: the climate (temperature)process is formulated in termsof
incremental

variables and a working

point

houses is that theworking point is slowly

isdefined. Essential ingreentime-varying.

By supplying

(relatively)high frequency signals as inputs of the system, the low frequency variations of theworking point canbe rejected using filter
niques.

Then parameter

estimation

tech-

iscarried out in the timedomain,using

optimization techniques inorder to determine theparameters of a simple
model.

In this thesis,for the filtering of the signals frequency domain techniques
have been used,but filtering in the time domain (with finite impulse
response filters) could be used aswell. For the test signal,ablock signal
was applied,because some frequency dependency of theparameters was
anticipated. This test signal performswell for themixing valveas actuator
of theprocess,but for theventilationwindows a test signal spanningawider
frequency rangemust beused.

Up to thispoint, the traditional goalof control engineering is satisfied,
since theprocess is sufficiently described. However, from the results some
dependencies onphysical phenomena could be guessed (section 3.4.5). Therefore itwas tried to interpret theresults intermsof physicalparameters.
Because a detailed

physical model does not complywith the simple dynamical

model, anapproach was followed using heating-load coefficients (k-values),
where theheating-load coefficients enter as theparameters into the simple
thermalmodel.
To carry out the interpretation (section 3.4.6), at least one heating-load
parameter has tobeknown.For this, theparameter describing theheat flow
from theheating pipe network into the greenhouse isused.This parameter was
determined from one typeof experiment,andwas found tobenon-linear.
Because the parameter estimation of thedynamicalmodelswas carried out on
various temperature levels,thenon-linearity of theheating system could be
checked andwas found to comply inboth types of experiments.
From theparameter of theheating system, theother parameters could be
calculated. Thevalues that are found are consistent,as they are confirmed
in several different experiments under different outsideweather conditions.
Thevalue of the heating systemparameter was found toagreewithvalues from
literature.However, thevalues found fromparameter estimationdiffer roughly
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a factor two from the corresponding values found inliterature.

This latter result could be caused by adefectivevalue of theheating system
parameter.Therefore, inChapter 7a steady-state analysis iscarried out to
determine theparameters,where again theheating systemparameter is assumed
tobeknown.This time the parameters agreewith results found in the literature, so that itmaybe concluded that theparameters of the dynamical
(control)models and the static heating-load models differ,

firstonesare frequency

and that the

dependent.

For a few cases inChapter 7it isalso demonstrated, that it ispossible to
model the slowly time-varying working point,using aquasi-static model.The
absence of a long-wave radiation term from the sky inthemodel canbe seen
asanomissionhere.Itwas suggested that atdaytime aquasi-static model
should be employed, and that atnighttime a (more simple) steady-state
(static)model canbeused.When the responses of theworking point are
combinedwith theresponses of thedynamicalmodel,the "real" climate
responses canbe calculated so that amodel of the greenhouse climate is
obtained. Thismodel isquite accurate inpredicting themomentaneous
behaviour of the greenhouse climate process.

ControI
The control of greenhouse climates in terms ofGCFC isdiscussed inChapter4.
Here theattention is focused on temperature control.
By analyzing thebehaviour of the control loop,performance criteria are
formulated,where the attention is focused on thebehaviour of the controller
when saturations occur caused by the influences of theoutsideweather
conditions. In thisrespect the control differs from theusual ones. This
leads to the formulation of theperformance of theGCFC control in termsof
overshoot, sag,andundershoot.

The performance of aconventional typePI controller iscompared with anew
dog-lead

PI algorithm -which iseasily implemented inacomputer- in termsof

theperformance criteria. It is seen that thedog-lead algorithm isby far
superior inperformance with respect toundershoot,betterwith respect to
sag,and similar with respect toovershoot. Since undershoot is themost
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severe phenomenawith respect topoor performance, it is suggested that the

dog-leadalgorithmisof great practical
Also a split-range

interest.

algorithm isdescribed,which canbeused ingreen-

houseswith an upper and a lower heating pipenetwork.

Adaptive

control

An adaptive control method ofGCFC of the greenhouse temperature is presented
inChapter 6, and the relevant theory is treated inChapter 5.
The theory isconcerned with anovel approach to the estimation ofparameters of adynamical process.The algorithm isbased on stability criteria
and isformulated as agradient optimization. From the appearance of the
resulting algorithm inthe discrete timedomain,resemblance to thewell
known least-squares method is claimed. In the continuous time domain similar
algorithms are presented.

Adaptive control ispresented inChapter 6.After anoutline of the problems
associated with the design,results are given of a field test that concludes
several years experiencewith theadaptivemethod. It is claimed that for the
comparisonmade in the field test,the "best"tuned algorithms were compared,
so that within

the design criteria no further improvement canbe obtained.

By comparing theadaptive algorithmswith thenon-adaptive variants itwas
clearly demonstrated that the adaptation doesnot bring significant improvementwhen thebehaviour over a longer period of time is evaluated. In case
of the adaptive dog-lead method the results evendeteriorate by using
adaptation. Itwas suggested that this ismainly caused by the saturated
behaviour of the controller.This notvery encouraging result canbe seenas
an illustration that adaptation of aprocess does not come in the placeof
detailed knowledge of thatprocess.

Final

discussion

In Chapter 9a final discussion ispresented and suggestions aremade for
future research.
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Samenvatting

De onderwerpen die indit proefschrift aan deorde komen,kunnen invier
categorieënworden ingedeeld: systeembegrippen,modelvorming,klimaatregeling enadaptieve klimaatregeling. Indeze samenvatting zal elkvan de
categorieën afzonderlijk worden behandeld.

Sys teenbegrippen
Indehoofdstukken 1en 2wordt eenoverzicht gegevenvan de probleemstelling.
Gesteld wordt dat enige onduidelijkheid bestaat overwat nuprecies "regelen"
is, omdat inde tuinbouwmeestal regelprocedures

worden toegepast.Dit geeft

aanleiding omde termGCFC (greenhouse climate feedback/feedforward control)
te introduceren,waarmee klimaatregeling wordt onderscheidenvanhetmeer
algemene begrip klimaatbeheersing. Ondanks veel onderzoek ophet gebied van
regelprocedures, valt te constateren dat ophet gebied vankasklimaatregeling (GCFC)zelf slechtsweinig resultaten inde literatuur bekend zijn.

Kasklimaatregeling (GCFC)beperkt zich indepraktijk tot klimaatfactoren
dieverband houdenmet dekaslucht (luchttemperatuur, luchtvochtigheid, CO2
gehalte). Voorgesteld wordt omkasklimaatregeling tebeschrijven in termen
van gewasklimaat,

waarbijvooral het stralingsaandeel van deregelorganen als

eengeregelde variabelewordt beschouwd.

Inhoofdstuk 2wordt deregeling van het kasklimaat beschreven als een
hierarchisch

systeem.

Het probleem om eengunstige omgeving te scheppenvoor

deplantwordt beschreven als een systeem dat isopgebouwd uit drie

niveau's.

Op het eerste niveauvindtmen de eigenlijke kasklimaatregeling (GCFC). Op
het tweede niveau treftmen dedagelijkse plantengroei aan enopniveau drie
gewasgroei enontwikkeling. Regelprocedures zoals die indepraktijk worden
aangewend,kunnenworden gezien als een combinatievan deniveau's één en
twee, terwijl kasklimaatregeling zichbeperkt tot het eersteniveau.Erwordt
voor gepleit de regelprocedures teverbeteren,door dekasklimaatregeling als
probleem op zich adequaat op te lossen enomvervolgens deprocedures te
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formuleren als setpoint (gewenstewaarde) sturingenvan het eersteniveau.
Daarnaast wordt inhoofdstuk 2eenoverzicht gegevenvan de bestaande
literatuur, zowelvoor deregeling enbeheersing van het klimaat inkassen
alsvoor modellenvan het kasklimaat.

Eenvolgend begripsmatig gedeelte is tevinden inhoofdstuk 8,waar de
male regeling

van plantengroei

opti-

wordt behandeld. Hier wordt debenadering van

hethierarchische systeem gebruikt omhet optimale regelprobleem tebeschrijven.Het totale systeemwordt opgedeeld in subsystemen van eengeringere complexiteit (deniveau'svan het hierarchische systeem) en elkvan de
niveau'swordt geoptimaliseerd. Verondersteld wordt hierbij dat de variabelen
die gebruikt worden indeoptimalisatie inderdaad bij hetdesbetreffende
niveau gedefinieerd kunnenworden.
Deze gedachtenworden getoetst aanbestaande literatuur.Gesteld kanwordendat hetmeten aanplanten,datvoor zo'n optimalisatie nodig is,in
principe uitvoerbaar is (de "sprekende plant"benadering). Op dezewijze kan
de transpiratie van plantenworden beheerst -tenminste ineen experimentele
omgeving. Demetingen dienen echter gerelateerd te zijn aan specifieke kennis
van de tebeheersen processen indeplant.Hetmetenvan enkelvoudigevariabelen als bladtemperatuur, evapotranspiratie etc. lijkt derhalve niet tot
gunstige resultaten te leiden.
Hoewel de stof inhoofdstuk 8verkennend vanaard is,zijndegrondgedachten tamelijk uitgesproken.Wetenschappelijke kennis alleen impliceert
nietdeaanwezigheid vanmeermogelijkheden voor (optimaal)regelen.Daarnaast dient bij optimaal regelen de aandacht gericht te zijnophet reduceren
vande complexiteit van het probleem door devariabelen tebeschouwen (ende
relatie tussenvariabelen)die overeenstemmen met het niveauvanhet hierarchische systeemwaarop deoptimalisatiewordt uitgevoerd.

ModeIvorming
Een tweedereeksonderwerpen indit proefschrift,heeft betrekking op
vorming.

model-

Inhoofdstuk 3wordt eennieuwe benadering van demodellering van

het dynamische kasklimaat procesbeschreven.Dezenieuwe benadering bezit een
aantal kenmerkende eigenschappen waarmee hij zich onderscheidt vanhet algemeen gangbare.
Het eerste kenmerk isdat het kasklimaat proces -in ons geval beperkt tot
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eenprocesmet éénuitgang,de luchttemperatuur- endeprocessen die direkt
temakenhebbenmetde regelorganen (mengklep en luchtramen) afzonderlijk
worden beschreven.Voor demengklep,die de temperatuur vandeverwarmingsbuizen reguleert, isdit nogal vanzelfsprekend omdat deuitgang vanhetmengproces (de temperatuur van deverwarmingsbuizen) eenvoudig kanworden gemeten.
Voor de luchtramen isditmindervanzelfsprekend,omdatdeze ingrijpenop het
ventilatievoud -dat nu eenmaal niet direkt temeten is.Met de voorgestelde
wijzevanbeschrijven ishet echtermogelijk debelangrijkste niet-lineariteitenvan het klimaatproces te isoleren.
Devolgende kenmerken zijn een logischuitvloeisel vanhet formuleren van
dynamische systemen.Het klimaat (temperatuur)proceswordt beschreven in
termenvan incrementele

variabelen en een werkpunt

kas zalhetwerkpunt slechts langzaam inde tijd

wordt gedefinieerd. In een

variëren.

Door (relatief)

hoogfrequente signalen aande ingangenvanhet klimaat proces toe tevoeren,
kunnende laagfrequente variaties vanhetwerkpunt geëlimineerd worden door
toepassing van filter
'parameter

schatting

technieken.

Vervolgens wordt inhet tijddomein een

uitgevoerd,waarbij optimaliseringstechnieken wordenge-

bruikt omdeparameters van een eenvoudig model tebepalen.

Voor het filterenworden inditproefschrift technieken inhet frequentie
domein aangewend,maar evengoed kunnen technieken inhet tijddomein worden
toegepast (metname filtersmet een eindige impulsresponsie).Als testsignaal
iseenblokvormig signaal gebruikt omdat hetvermoeden bestond dat deparameters enigszins frequentie afhankelijk zouden zijn.Dit testsignaal voldoet
goed wanneer demengklep alsprocesingang fungeert maar bij de luchtramen
dient eentestsignaal met eengroter frequentiebereik teworden gebruikt.

Op ditpunt isde traditionele doelstelling van de regeltechniek gerealiseerd,
immershet proces ligtnuvoldoendevast.Uit deverkregen resultaten kon
echter afhankelijkheid van fysischeverschijnselen worden verondersteld
(§ 3.4.5). Als gevolg hiervan isgeprobeerd omde resultaten te interpreteren
in termenvanparameters dieop de fysica gebaseerd zijn.Omdat een

gedetail-

leerd fysischmodel niet overeenstemt met de aanpak die leidt tot eeneenvoudig dynamisch (regeltechnisch)model,is eenbenadering gevolgd waarin
voor demodellering warmtetechnische kentallen (k-waarden)zijngebruikt.
Dezewarmtetechnische kentallen vormen deparameters inhet dynamischemodel.
Omde interpretatie uit tekunnenvoeren (§3.4.6)moet tenminste één
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warmtetechnischkental bekend zijn.Hiervoor ishet kental gebruikt dathet
warmtetransport van deverwarmingsbuizen naar dekas representeert.Het kental'isverkregen uit één type experiment.Het bleekniet-lineair tezijn.
Omdat de parameter schatting vandedynamischemodellen isuitgevoerd op
verschillende temperatuur niveau's,ishetmogelijk ookop dezewijze de
niet-lineariteitvanhetverwarmingssysteem na tegaan.Het blijkt dat beide
typenvan experimenten t.a.v.deniet-lineariteit hetzelfde resultaat opleveren.
Met hetwarmtetechnische kental van hetverwarmingssysteem kunnendeanderekentallenworden berekend. De uitkomsten zijnbetrouwbaar,daar zemeerderemalenwerdenverkregen voor verschillende experimenten onder verschillende
weersituaties. Ook stemt dewaarde vanhet kental van het verwarmingssysteem
overeenmet literatuurgegevens. Dewaarden dieresulteerden uit de parameter
schattingverschillen ruwweg een factor tweevan overeenkomstige waarden uit
de literatuur.

Dit laatste resultaat zouhet gevolg kunnen zijnvan een foutievewaarde van
hetwarmtetechnische kentalvanhetverwarmingssysteem. Daarom is inhoofdstuk 7een evenwichtsanalyse uitgevoerd omopnieuw dekentallen tebepalen,
waarbij het kental vanhetverwarmingssysteemwederom bekend isverondersteld. Ditmaal komen deberekende kentallenwèl overeenmet gegevens uit de
literatuur, zodat verondersteld kanworden dat overeenkomstige parameters
van dedynamische envan de statische modellen verschillen

tie-afhankelijk

endat ze

frequen-

zijn.

Voor eenpaar gevallenwordt inhoofdstuk 7aangetoond dat hetmogelijk is
het langzaam tijd-variërende werkpunt tebeschrijven met een quasi-statisch
model. Uiteraard ishet ookmogelijk hetwerkpunt tebeschrijvenmet een
volledig statischmodel.Voorgesteld wordt omvoor dedag een quasi-statisch
model tegebruiken envoor denacht een (eenvoudiger) statisch (evenwichts)
model. Wanneer de responsies vanhetwerkpunt model gecombineerd wordenmet
responsies van het dynamische model,kunnen "echte"klimaat responsies worden
berekend.Hiermeewordt eenkasklimaatmodel verkregen datvrij nauwkeurig
hetmomentane gedragvan het klimaat inde kas (de luchttemperatuur)voorspelt.
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Klimaatregeling
Inhoofdstuk 4wordt de regeling van het kasklimaat in termenvanGCFCbesproken.De aandacht ishier gericht op temperatuurregeling.
Door het gedragvande regeling nader teanalyseren wordencriteria geformuleerd omdeprestaties tebepalen.Hierbij ishetvooral vanbelang hoe de
regelaar zich gedraagt wanneer door de invloed van de weersomstandigheden,
verzadigingen optreden inderegellus.Hiermeewijkt deklimaatregeling af
vanwat normaal inregelingen gebruikelijk is.Dit leidt tothet formuleren
van criteria ten aanzienvandeprestatiesvandekasklimaatregeling intermenvan doorschot naar boven,doorzakking endoorschot naar beneden.

De prestaties van eenconventionele PI regelaar worden vergelekenmet dievan
eennieuw honderiem

PI algoritme -dat gemakkelijk ineen computer geïmplemen-

teerd kanworden.Vastgesteld wordt dat het honderiem algoritme aanmerkelijk
beter werkt bij het optredenvan doorschot naar beneden (in feitewordt dat
totnul gereduceerd),beterwerkt ten aanzienvan doorzakking envergelijkbaar isbij doorschot naar boven.Aangezien doorschot naar beneden deernstigste tekortkoming van de regeling is,kan gesteld worden dathet honderiem

algoritmevan groot praktisch

nut is.

Tenslottewordt in §4.4 een gescheiden

bereik

algoritme beschreven dat

kanworden gebruikt inkassenmet eenboven- en eenondernet.

Adaptieve

klimaatregeling

Een adaptievemethodevoor de regeling van dekasluchttemperatuur wordtbeschreven inhoofdstuk 6, terwijl debijbehorende theorie isgegeven inhoofdstuk 5.
De theoriebehelst eennieuwe aanpakvan de schatting van de parameters
van eendynamisch proces.Het schattings algoritme isgebaseerd op stabiliteits criteria (demethode van Liapunov) enwordt geformuleerd als een
gradient optimalisatie.Afgaande op devormvanhet schattings algoritme in
het discrete tijddomeinwordt overeenkomst gesignaleerd met de bekende
"kleinste kwadraten"methode. Inhet continue tijddomeinwordt eenovereenkomstig algoritme afgeleid.

De adaptieve klimaatregelingen wordenbeschreven inhoofdstuk 6.Na een
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exposévan deproblemen diemet het ontwerp samenhangen,worden de resultaten
gegevenvan eenproefneming dieeenperiodevanmeerdere jaren ervaring met
een adaptieve kasklimaatregelingafsluit.Voor devergelijking die inde
proefneming wordt gemaakt,geldt dat de "best"ingestelde algoritmen zijn
vergeleken.Hierdoor kunnen binnen deontwerpeisen geenverdere verbeteringen
wordenverkregen.
Door adaptieve algoritmen tevergelijkenmethunniet-adaptievevarianten,
wordt duidelijk aangetoond dat adaptatie géén significante verbeteringen
geeft alsdewerking over een langere tijdsperiodewordt beschouwd. Bij de
honderiemmethode verslechteren deprestaties zelfs doorhet toepassen van
adaptatie.Erwordt vastgesteld dat de slechte resultaten vooral veroorzaakt
worden door deverzadigingen die inde regellus optreden.
Deweinig bemoedigende resultaten kunnenworden gezien als illustratie van
het feit dat adaptatievan eenprocesniet deplaats kan innemenvangedetailleerde kennis over eenproces.

Slotbeschouwing
Inhoofdstuk 9wordt een slotbeschouwing gehouden enworden suggesties gedaan
voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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